Dear Agudah Family,
It may be August 20th or January 9th, a Monday, a Shabbos or any other random
time during the year. When you pick up this yearbook our goal is that you should be
transformed back to the best camp and best summer ever. We all had an amazing
time. There are a few people we have to thank for making this project the best one
yet. First to our director Reb Shimon Newmark for all the time and devotion and
patience you showed to us. To Mrs Rand for all the assistance. To Rabbi Karfiol
for the many hours spent going over each article. To all the headstaff and counselors for getting in their articles on time. To Tzvi Liberman for all the pictures and
letting us use your laptop. To Eli Serebrowski for the moral support and technical
advice. Thank you to all who helped write articles. Last but not least to the best
campers ever. Thank you.
The staff of camp agudah present the 2018 yearbook. Enjoy!!!
Your editors,

Dear Campers,

What an amazing summer we had B”H! From the Gedolim who visited, and were impressed with your wonderful Middos , and Learning,
to the exciting activities where you showed how to play as a Ben Torah, to the fantastic trips where you were Mekadesh Shem Shomayim
Berabim . The amount of growth that each of you had in these short
few weeks together is something that should make you proud. The
main outcome of all this is that you have discovered your true essence, and abilities, and that you could enjoy life in every way while
being connected to Hashem . Take all the Ruach back with you to
the city, and warm your cold winter days with the memories of Camp
Agudah Ruach Country. Hatzlacha Rabbah , and we hope to see you
next year in Yerushalayim .
Sincerely,
Rabbi Avraham Neiman

Rabbi Mordechai Karfiol

Dear Campers, עמו״ש
As the summer winds down and i begin to pen a few words to you, I become a bit overwhelmed. Just a few weeks ago we all arrived in ruach country, and now it's time to
say ....IT IS NOT OVER BECAUSE LEARNING TORAH NEVER ENDS!!!
Yes we will all be going home, but we will all take the warm memories with us for the en-

tire year! We enjoyed our shiurim with the greatest Rebbeim in the world who cared so
much for us. Of course we must mention our latest addition to the learning department
the slush machine that kept us all entertained through the summer.
Some of this year’s highlights were “Power Hour” after the Shabbos seuda, and of course
the seventh graders battle cry of “Make Fartug’s Great Again”.
Who else but camp agudah boys get to spend shabbos afternoon with the Philadelphia
Rosh Hayeshiva shlita. Who else but a camp agudah boy spends two weeks in close prox-

imity to the Maschgiach Rav Matisyahu shlita.
A great yasher koach to Mordechai Hana who without him, we would not be able to operate the learning department with the efficiency that we have.
These are just a few memories of a summer filled with Ruach and happiness. Take it all
with you and may we all have a Gut Gebenched Yor!!
Sincerely,

Wow!! What a summer!! So much fun and excitement. Where has it gone?
At least we can take the ruach and friendship back home and treasure it until next summer.
As I write this article, I reminisce the good times we had together. Especially in the Junior division. From
cocoa club early in the morning thanks to R. Ozeiry . The Geshmake davenings in Beis Rafael with the Rebbe of T.R.T
R. Freidman (is it T.R.T. or T.4.T?). The Shabbos leining trying to keep up with R.
Schwebel (zoooomm). “Three minutes until bedside inspection” . Wholesome and delicious meals, thanks
to the great “Chef Flam”. Don’t forget the Agudah style learning groups with the greatest Rebbeim thanks
to R. Feuer and R. Nussbaum. What about the swimming in a crystal clear and invigorating pool thank R.
Pearl and lifeguards. Night activities with the great R. Landau. Intercamp games with the basketball sensation R. Stern. Rockets and Arts and Crafts with Professor Krafty. Don’t forget the greatest trip maker/tee shirt printer/mishnayos counter/…….Rabbi…..Avi…….Shillit!!!
We had great times together, trips, cantatas, plays, oar, color war, concerts, and carnival.
This great summer happened because of the GREATEST COUNSELORS AND JC’s that we had in the
junior division. They were so dedicated and self-less. I thank each and every one of them for being so caring and devoted. May they have much Hatzlacha in Yeshiva this year. YOU GUYS WERE GREAT!!!!
It goes without saying that in order for a camp to run so smooth and efficient, it takes great people to do
it. Much Hakaros Hatov and appreciation to the world’s greatest head counselors R. Neiman and R.
Karfiol. I don’t know how you keep getting better each year. A personal thank you for your friendship.
May Hashem repay you with all brochos and nachas from your children.
To my colleagues (if I may) the division heads, thanks for your advice, help and friendship. May you all
have brocho VeHatzlocho with much simchos.
A very special and warm thank you to R. Frischman and R. Newmark. The hours upon hours that you put
into camp is a reflection of your Mesirus Nefesh and Ahavas Yisroel.
A personal thank you for having us, as part of the Agudah Family. We will always treasure it.
We wish you all Arichus yomim Vshanim in good health with Yiddeshe Nachas.
Thank you ALL for a great summer!
Next year B’’H in Eretz Yisroel!

718-913-8000

Counselor

Aleph

JC

Zevi Bobker

Eli Litwin
When …… Becomes Staff in Agudah, his job will be…

Shua Dicker- will be in Masmidim

Binyomin Felendler- Will be canteen Manager (we hope you’ll get your ice cream by then)
Shlomo Feuer- will be in charge of game room, and be the undisputed Ping-Pong champ
Yissocher Glustein- Will be in charge of the computer room, and bring ds’s back in style
Chesky Lipschutz- will be the leader of Camp Agudah’s basketball team (and will get his picture in the yated)
Mordechai Meir Halbertal- will be on chesky’s team (MVP) #RealJob #AskWinter #MorningChavrusas
Aharon Majeski- will be a day camp counselor and use his amazing basketball skills to assist his father at the 3 point
contest in 6 flags #Team8
Yaakov Moshe Margulies- will be a lifeguard (you’ll be able to stay by the pool all day)
We know you guys will get these jobs easily, as you all have some pullJ. As we have very few official awards to give out
we created numerous extra awards that we feel each of you deserve:
Deepest Thinker award goes to shua dicker who by using the lamdin in him can be midayik anything from anything and
can bring 50 raiyos to something
. The staying up latest award goes to Ahron Majeski and Mordy Halbertal who can be found watching any staff pickup
game no matter how late at night it is. Nicest server goes to goes to Binyamin Felender who serves everyone at the
canteen with a smile. Funniest person award goes to Shlomo Feuer who uses his large arsenal of jokes to always make
everyone laugh. BYB award goes to Yissocher Gluestein and Chesky Lipschutz for always bentching so nicely. Kumzitz
director award goes to Yaakov Moshe Margulies for assisting and leading bunk kumzitz like in the van back from Kalahari.

Thank you guys for an amazing summer!! We really enjoyed being your counselors/Co-counselors/Jc’sJ you
guys were a great all around bunk: great achdus, Best in sports and great at coming to meals
We’ll miss you,
Eli Litwin

Zevi Bobker

Counselor

beis

Counselor
Moshe Stavsky

Chesky Fogel
If Camp Wouldn’t Have Baseball Fields, Then……
CC-Chesky Fogel

will find another gadget #5speakers3mp3s

CC-Moshe Stavsky

will go to Scranton yeshiva for a mini trip #rookiecounselor

Nachman Berman

will completely rub off the grip from his basketball #firstcomefirstserve #bestbed

Shmuel Yaakov Biberfeld

will spend all his time catching salamanders and frogs #boneswithshakyteeth #carlos

Moshe Egert

it would make sense that he’s wearing a Warriors cap, since he’ll be playing basketball
#winnerpicker #curryjr

Yaakov Egert

will log more hours in the canteen #noodlesoups #counselorshat

Dovid Friedman

will throw a disco party #overuseofflashlight

Kalman Furman

will have more time to get people to laugh #yosefhaft

Yosef Haft

will wear shorts for pajamas #curryjerseywithlongpants

Kusiel Helprin

will receive a baseball field in a package #longdistanceshipping #houston

Moishy Krasner

will finally wear different companies for his shirt and pants #traitor #nike

Shalom Milgram

will go crazy from all the music being played in the bunk #weareamiracle

Chaim Minkoff

his bat won’t be dented #otherbat #wheresmygameboy #emails

Meir Simcha Neiman

will have more time to perfect the sound of camp’s loudspeaker on top of his bed
#firstcomefirstserve

Akiva Neuman

will wear more baskeball jerseys and dance more often #uncleownsadidas #jewishmusic
#epicdancer

Yaakov Sherer

won’t be upset that there are no steak BBQs #oish #noshbox #neumanstwin
#goldschmidtscousin
Yehuda Goldschmidt
thanks for coming as a guest story teller and starting off the story, I could never have come
up with a good plot myself
Thanks guys for a great summer, we had a great time together from chilling to major disco parties!! We’ll miss you guys!!!
Chesky 347-309-9868

Counselor

gimmel

Ari Finkelstein

Counselor
Akiva Sharf

The reason bunk Gimmel got the smallest bunkhouse is because:
CC Ari Finkelstein- goes swimming, water hiking and lake
CC Akiva Sharf- was confused for a camper

Tzvi Ehrman- listens to music in bed and is a mets fan
Shmuel Faivushevitz- has fancy glasses
Menachem Goldfeder-was busy dancing to the aveirah song
Mordechai Ishakis-is the all-time supporter of counselors candy fund
Dovid Kaufman- got traded to the best league captain

Naftoli Okolica- has an OK (I can see) cap, plays fortnight
Yaakov Rudowsky- wanted to sneak out through his window at night
Yacov Menashe Schwartz- takes 9 second showers and was reading until 11:00
Dovi Smulowitz- is playing connect 4 and making ticket buildings
Avi Stein- having a catch with his flashlight on at night
Menachem Taub-is 5 foot 7, father is 6 feet taller than his mother, and is turning 11 in a couple of weeks
Dovid Zazulia- was laughing way past curfew, was on time to shachris

daled

Counselor
Yehonatan Monheit

JC
Yehuda Weiss

If bunk ‘ דshowered before curfew then….
CC Yehonatan Monheit- Will stop telling the bunk to go shower, go back to being a lifeguard, will stop changing his shirt three times a day, would finally go to sleep before 5
am, will finally let the bunk play mafia, will let the bunk finally dunk him in the pool #Monster #ThreeShirtsaDay #ChachamRabbaDabbah
JC Yehuda Weis- will draw a normal comic, will learn to swim with the bunk, will stop making tradition soups, and will stop singing about muffins and kugel. #KugelSong
#OneS #CousinsWithEveryone #7thGradeWannabe
Nesanel “Sani” Cohen- Will not eat red hots, will quit leagues for real, will still have water from the a.c. on his bed #LeakyA.C #WhereIsMaitenance #Mwahahaha
#WasOnceInYTY #TomsRiver
Dovi Fein- Would clean up everything around his bed, would not need to sponsor sushi for the bunk, would have more kavanah by davening #shtark
#ChaburahChizukTefilah #daveningwithmyeyesopen #Varetzki
Shmuel Feitman- Would go swimming, would have his entire bed cleared and made, would not lose his yarlmulke, would go to sleep on time, will still be wearing his O.B.J.
jersey. #GiantsFan #11pmShowers
Daniel Finkelstein- Would be able to use his flashlight, would be able to play mafia during the week, will still be a mets fan! #ALLIES, would not have been traded from team
8 #we-8-1 #9-2 #YTYBoys
Eliyahu “Eli” Gantz- Would be the last one showered, would still have glow-in-the-dark braces, would not be able to play chess or fooseball with Moshe Romm 20 minutes
before reveille, would not be called to the infirmary before clean-up #GreatCamper #MTJ #FunnyClassromStories
Eliezer Green- doesn't shower in camp.... But he would have to get the best one #showernumber4, would win leagues, would beat team 8 #9-1 #Weis’Cousin
Yehudah Goodman- doesn't shower in camp…. But would be sure to take a full long shower, would go to the lake for boating, would win leagues, would be in bed and sleeping on time #MenachemsLittleBrother #WhereIsTheGameboy? #CoolGoggles
Avi Ishakis- would not need to eat a PB&J in bed, will not call everyone knucklenoses, will go to sleep on time #Censored #MidNightSnacks #AllAboutMonseyBook?
#CampsFutureCameraman
Uri Jacobs– will take a real shower, will not ask for canteen transactions after supper is over, will actually go to sleep #Tallis #PandaBlanket #YTYBoys
Akiva Jakubowitz- will not need to dunk Monheit in the pool, will have showered on time, will have time to read in bed, will still be a Mets fan! #ALLIES #LateNightReader
#YTYBoys
Avraham Leib Jurkowitz- doesn't shower in camp…. But would just try to be in bed before lights out, would have the most kavanah by davening, will still be getting his
counselors confused between him and Yirmi #Shtark #Leagues #Cheeks
Moshe Romm- will be first one in bed, will still like the Yankees will still ask to put on “The 9th Man,” will find a new book #RabbiRomm #ChessB4Reveille #MTJ
Akiva Shwebel- will not want to spend the night on the porch, will not be able to claim that Monheit picks on him, would be able to go to the canteen #NightCanteen
#NOOOOOOOO #WhyMe #YTYBoys
Nachi Tajerstein- would not have his bed filled with balloons, would not be the only one to shower after a trip, loves mashed potatoes but is afraid to admit it, would take
off his flat cap, and stop getting food packages … from the headstaff. #FoodPackages #Baloons #BirthdayBoy #YTYBoys
Yirmi Zoberman- doesn't shower in camp…. But would still be allowed in the bunkhouse #FirstHalf would stop looking like Avraham Leib Jurkowitz #AreTheyTwins?
#BirthdayBoy
Shua Lax- would have some peace and quiet #Panicbutton #JustinCharles #5thgrade #Tweeeeeeeeeeeeezlers #FinallyHasaCubicle #KugelSong
Dovid Neiman- would chill as per usual #Donavan #RabbiNeimansSon #10thyearanniversary #ElulZman
Yisroel Rosenfeld- will go to sleep on time #IsaPuppy #Commish #5thGrade #MonsterOrigins #HasaJc?
Dovi Brick- will actually do curfew for one night #IsaJc #What? #Darchai
Avi Pruzansky- loves p’cha but is afraid to admit it #HasaBetterVoiceThanHisFather? #HasaJc? #Ukulele? #WhereIsTheSaxophone?
Menachem Bressler- will still be busy with his awsome bunk #IsaJc? #YTV #MissesDaycamp #Leagues
Akiva Sharf- will still be chilling with bunk Gimmel #Avika #YTYBoys #Kaminetz #HappyBirthdayAkiva #PewPewPewPew #Spongeboblaugh #BestBeatboxer #CouchGrape
Ari Finkelstein- is still busy with trades’ #Morris #Fish #YTYBoys #NotaBunkBedCubicle
Chesky Fogel- will have his bunk asleep already #WhataChaimBerliner #Leagues #ThePenthouse
Moshe Stavsky- will still be grooming his awesome beard for elul zman #WhataBeard #4thGrade #ThePenthouse #Always5MinutesFromYeshivaWhenOnTrips #SCRANTON
Chaim Danzger- Will finally drink his water #Weis’Cousin

…Also, they wouldn’t smell as much.
Yonatan Monheit- Hey guys, I want to start off by saying that, first this has really been the most amazing summer of my life, so thank you all for being the best bunk in the
mountains. Second, just because the summer is over doesn’t mean I never want to hear your voices again. So here is my number +1(917)-438-8230 and I expect to hear from
you all at least once a month from all of you! (as long as it’s not at 4 am) also the only reason we kept pushing off Daniel’s story is because he said it would be scary and I
was afraid of the witches that cut off fingers! And to end on a high note: LAAAAAAAAAAAAA! I will miss you all so very much during the year!
Yehuda Weis- 347-Too-yeshivish-to-have-a-phone!!!

hey

Counselor
Yehoshua Lax

Counselor
Dovid Neiman

Bunk Hey Won BYB Three Times in a Row Because……
CC-Shua Lax

is related to Yaakov and a top doctor in L.A.

CC-Dovid Neiman

misses his cubicle and is Mendy’s brother not Chaim Tzvi’s

Yehudah Baum

is the “neatest” kid in the bunk

Meir Fireworker

was bentching and gets an email every day

Yoel Goldstein

was wearing his clown Agudah hat

Dovid Greenspan

was playing hardball hockey in the bunk

Yaakov Hoffman

went swimming and was reading

Matthew Lokomets

is from France and can beat anyone in soccer

Zevi Meisels

was playing music on the speaker

Aryeh Schwed

got traded off Lax’s team

Eliyahu Dovid Sebrow

likes sleeping on the porch and was playing with his emoji ball

Avrami Sprung

thinks he’s a sheep and gets mail every day

Binyomin Weinberger

brought a fancy Shabbos lamp to camp

Meir Weinstock

is on Dovid’s league team and didn’t get traded

Menachem Hartman

wants Lax’s tweeeezlers

Ari Kaufman

is lost

Counselor
Yisrael Rosenfeld

vov

JC
Dovi Brick

Two Masked Gunmen Walk Into The Bunkhouse At Night To Find…..
C-Yisrael Rosenfeld “Brick”ing 3-pointers and enjoying the best 5th grade bunk #brotherinlaw #rosenbaum
JC-Dovi Brick
getting “stone”d and continuing on the Brick family legacy
Michoel Bald
creating new songs and a new home for the salamanders
Yitzi Basch
working on his ONE-HANDED layups
Daniel Brodt
reading the same Alex Rider book for the 20th time
Eliyahu Cohen
preparing for the next day’s Chofetz Chaim shiur
Avraham Dabbah
eating fries and beating DOVI at air hockey
Binyomin Gutwein playing hockey and working at the canteen
Moshe Hirschel
putting on his harness for ropes course
Shua Lefkowitz
in a shirt 3 sizes too big, sleeping
Tzvi Yitzchok Moskovits sneaking a piece of meat and spelling his last name with a “W”
Shmuel Newmark
if found please return to bunk Vov
Eli Oppenheim
getting an ATV ride with Whiskey
Shlomo Ozeirey
putting on his Tallis for cocoa club
Simcha Press
spraying up the bunkhouse with febreze
Avi Schlanger
finally unpacking his luggage and getting traded #schangler
Tzvi Teitz
preparing for the AFFL draft
Guys, how many times do I have to tell you that we have the best bunk, whether it was slush from Shalosh Seudos, or sushi from BYB,
we rocked up 5th grade, no one else came close!! So as Dovi and I are signing off for the last time, always remember “THERE ARE NO
TRADES”. Sorry that I couldn’t be there the last day so this is my goodbye. Hope you guys enjoyed camp as much as I did. Don’t forget to
call or text.
Dovi 347-437-0576

Yisrael 347-585-9410

Counselor
Avi Pruzansky

zayin

JC
Menachem Bressler

The Reason Bunk Zayin Has Talent Is Because….
C-Avi Pruzansky

is the definition of all talent combined (sorry guys….close second place though lol), and the president of the Shootin’ for the Moon fan club
#DONTtouchthespeakers:) #cubiclepoliceman #chillpill#howdidmybugzapperrunoutofbatteries #ukulele #inmagenav…..
JC-Menachem Bressler um…..I’m too cool for this article, I mean I don’t even sleep in the bunk! Ok ok Pruz….you want me to write a bunk article? Here we go…. (insert corny line here)
Happy now?!?!? Jk everyone:) for my REAL article look at the bottom of the page #wecouldpranktoo #bunkbedcubicle
Mordechai Braunstein can clock a 104.8 mph fastball. Hey Mordy you brought your game face to every game this summer and that’s what makes you so awesome! Although I WILL
question some of your major life decisions Ahem….Cowboys AND Yankees?!?! C’mon man!! lol, keep it up and bring only what YOU cvan bring back to Cincinnati
#picwithmydad #hairsalon #juggler #hiddentalent #chilledcincinatian
Chaim Davis
can catch 11 salamanders and 14 frogs in exactly 24 seconds. Seriously Chaim, how are you so laid back, chilled, cool, funniest guy around?? Dude you are legit
great, and you brought a great presence to the bunk. Chaim please don’t ever change!! The world needs more of you!! #hairsalon #cellphonehacker
#bestbirthdayever #shootinforthemoonfanclub
Yitzy Fine
is an unstoppable beast at the 3-point line (ESPN has confirmed that the Ruach Country Eagles are in contract negotiations, per @wojespn). Yitz, you’re without a
doubt one of the pillars of the division. Your friendly attitude, smile, and overall personality, make you, you! Bring that to #tomsriver and you’ll #makeitreal.
#hairsalon #shootinforthemoonfanclub #fineisfine
Aryeh Fingerer
uhhh….this is awkward…where do we start?!?!? Juggling, or maybe singing? How about dancing? This is too hard!! Aryeh you’re legit a rock star! Whether it was
pumping up the guys during bentching, zemiros, or winning the Chabura Chizuk Tefilla raffles, overall you’re a beast, plain and simple, and keep that up in #YTY.
#BJX #YBC #team4 #howcouldtheyfiremesolo (It was great!!)
Eli Friede
can ankle-break anyone on the b-ball court!! Hey Eli, you just brought a certain presence to the bunk that nobody else can match!! Your positive attitude just
makes the bunk what it is now! You’re great!! Keep on being the same amazing you in the coming year! #shaareiarazimconfidence #ropes #monseypride
#friedewithanE
Moshe Friedman
is a monster at leagues….need I say more?? Mo, your chillness (is that even a word?) is second to none. Honestly, no one rivals you in that! Because of you, you’re
#makingagudahgreatagain. And bring the beast (you:) back to #waterbury. #tightwiththeU
Aharon Yehuda Herbstman is awesome at football. Period. AY, you’re such a great asset to this bunk, words can’t even describe. I learned something very important this summer: every
thing in life is better with AY Herbstman in it!! #footballlegend #herby #whiskey (no not the drink:) #shootinforthemoonfanclub
Yehoshua Kahan
is the MVP of the bunk….and leagues…..and the division……and camp!!!! Shua, you are the definition of an awesome camper; a hybrid between chill and geshmak.
Keep it up!! You’re awesome!! Just beware though, I think you’re on the cubicle police’s most wanted list. Lol #monseypride #thechillpill #team4
#shootinforthemoonfanclub
Yehuda Landau
is the bunk comedian. Yehuda, I clearly see you’re at the level of your father’s awesomeness. No jokes! Every day was such a pleasure to have you in the bunk.
Keep on being the same great you! #rabbilandau #eastbrunswickboy #greatsenseofstyle
Yaakov Majeski
has a beastly voice (and that’s coming from a pro!:). Yaakov, you legitimately made the choir awesome!! (Along with Tzvi Ephraim and Aryeh, of course.) Dude it
was so good to have someone like you who loves music and singing in the bunk. But how can I forget!?!? You’re a legend in leagues!! (Is there such a thing as too
much talent?? lol:) Yaakov, just keep on doing what you do, and you’ll make the world a better place (or at least #LA:) #daycamp #NOTastaffkid
Eliezer Nathan
oh man….I have the same problem that I had with Aryeh….where do I start?? Juggling? Magic tricks? Bunk entertainer? Could someone help me out over
here?!!?! Eliezer, you are the bomb!! You are the legitimate definition of “Zayin’s Got Talent”. Every second in camp was so much more enjoyable beacause of
you! Don’t stop rocking Eliezer!!! #darchei #akivasbro #onlysimchas
Yona Yehuda Oratz
unanimously approved bunk pumper-upper!! Seriously, without a doubt in my mind, you brought the bunk to its major hype during bentching and the BBQs
(you’re a great BBQ expert also). Seriously Yona, your optimistic attitude makes you who you are! Never stop being the way you are!!! #rabbioratz
Yirmiya Rosenthal
is a gold-glove fielder (dude the Mets need you….like right now!!:). Yirmiya you were such a chiller to have in the bunk. You made our bunk “THE” bunk. Your
awesome attitude will get you really far. Although being a Yankees fan (and a big one at that), won’t look good on any résumé lol:) Bring your talents and person
ality back to Monsey….they need it. Just beware though, I think you’re also on the cubicle police’s most wanted list lol:) #YSV #mohawk (you know what I’m talk
ing about:) #monseypride
Zevy Schwebel
is the official cheerer of the bunk. Seriously Zevi, I have never EVER seen a day without your trademark smile. Rain or shine, day or night, your middos are so
inspiring to everyone in the bunk (and to me)!! Keep on making people happy!! And your Mishnayos…..I don’t think we even have to mention that:) #masmid
#rabbischwebel
Tzvi Ephraim Unger
can win any singing competition….I’m gonna have to hook you up with my father! Once again I believe you, together with the other guys in our bunk, MADE the
choir! Tzvi Ephraim, you’re one of the nicest people around, and that’s what makes you so awesome!! Besides for the fact that you have won the Chabura Chizuk
Tefilla raffle numerous times! You know how to make any situation chilled with your easygoing personality. Never stop being you!! #darchei #agudahboy4ever
Eli Weinreb
is Eli Weinreb! Im not joking!!! How do I describe all your amazing assets in one paragraph?!?!? I could start with singing, but then I could go to storytelling, or
musical genius, or just a plain old-fasioned schmoozer. Eli, you are the bomb, plain and simple, no restrictions apply:) Keep doing whatever you do and you’ll make
the world a better place!! #waterbury #rabbikalish #hatzalah #coolestglassesever #bluetoothspeakerhijacker:)
Guys, I can’t begin to tell you how awesome this summer was. It couldn’t have been better! I think we showed camp what it means that Zayins got talent. Whether it was
almost winning that hockey tournament (remember that?:), or rocking it up by the concert, you guys are something special!! Remember, absorb the lesson of the pink PingPong ball story, and always keep Gavriel Winter and Jacob Edelman in your hearts during those cold cold winter months. And remember, camp is only 10 months away!!! Keep
on Shootin for the Moon guys!!! KIT. And when I say KIT I mean KIT!! (KIT means Keep In Touch, millennials) Avi 347-982-3595
Of all the things I’d like to tell you guys the first thing would be thank you. Thank you for always being one of the best bunks I’ve had as a staff member in Camp Agudah. But of
course, I can’t forget the summer we had together, I enjoyed taking care of you guys. So of all the things ill end off my article with, it won’t be “have a great year” (even though
you guys will) or even to come back next summer (which obviously you will),, but it will end off with the two most important words a person ever can say: “thank you”.
Menachem menachembressler@gmail.com

To my dear 6th grade division.

Wow! What an awesome summer we had. As I think back to all the
things that we did, I am amazed by all the Non Stop Action that there
was. 8 (or 4) weeks of constant, never ending, never slowing down,
PUMP!
When you are sitting at home on a cold winter day, pull out this yearbook and relive all of the pumping moments of summer 2018. It was surely one of the best summers ever, and will help get you through the cold

winter days until next summer Iy"H.
See you next year in Ruach Country Yerushalayim!

Sincerely,

Counselor

ches

Ari Kaufman

JC
Reuven Shindler

On a scale of 1-10, bunk Ches was “excellent” because
C-Ari Kaufman

brought the biggest speakers to camp and was a beast at soccer

JC-Reuven Shindler

was the most popular guy at the Shabbos table with the JS’s and loved showing off
his A.F.F.L t-shirt

Avi Blatt

is David Blatt’s son, Sruli Blatt’s brother, and likes camp more than day camp

Tzvi Danzger

knows the definition of a legend and is Chaim’s brother

Itamar Drach

was always asked “Itty want to play some basketball” and couldn’t stop singing Likovod Shabbos

Aron Fried

liked taking attendance by Shacharis and was a very good dummy

Yitzy Kahan

was hooked up to the kitchen, and took late showers

Shuli Lowy

went to sleep the latest and needed a cell phone

Effie Moller

couldn’t stop saying “shaychas” and called Reuven “Ruve”

Dovid Orlik

played baseball in the pouring rain and was boys with Chaim Halbertal

Shlomo Zalman Rivlin needed three Camp Agudah t-shirts and always made raffles for candy
Avromi Rosenblatt

is Rabbi Rosenblatt’s grandson and partners with Rabbi Bald by Shabbos Zemiros

Chaim Nesanel Salgo loved helping by cleanup and threw his glasses across the dining room table
Shragi Scheinbaum

bothered Reuven about his Celtic’s cap and only wanted to play basketball

Yoni Schwartz

is Dovi’s brother and couldn’t stop eating gusher’s

Yehuda Zanziper

loved listening to bedtime stories and had his own dip on Shabbos

We had an awesome summer together guys and you really all were excellent! Keep in touch!
Ari Kaufman 718-710-9910

tes

Counselor
Meir Laniado

JC
Chaim Blau

Bunk Tes is “How Ya Doin” Because….
C-Meir Laniado- can’t catch a football with 2 hands or a baseball with a mit if his life depended on it. Is either mordy Jacobs or Yaakov shwekey in
disguise? Does not do water or get dirty.the
JC (and C)-Chaim Blau- “Let’s put it this way He is How you doing”!!! Greatest Jc In camp…loved to work with you…too bad it’s only one half…can
have a football catch with one leg!!! Always smiling!!! YOU’RE THE MAN!!!!
Zecharia Aryeh-is the greatest baseball scooper of all time and is always high off winkines.Always wants to have a baseball catch with leni
Yosef Bass- will take over his father’s place on the baseball team.
Mordechai Beylus- can beat lani in 1vs 1 football game
Shmuel Chaim Friedman- will be the future camp agudah camera man.got the Lakewood chill
Aryeh Leib Ganger- Gucci, ferigamo, Chanel, etc.
Eli Heineman- wants to be lani’s best friend, and could dunk only on his own hoop.#elllllllli
Chaim Mordechai Hirth- will always hang out by the canteen.
Avi Kranz- can sleep through a tornado. got real swag knows how do the ‘’walk’’
Dovid Kriger- can start a party in a graveyard. #whats a kunnatel????
Elya Lebovits- will be the author of the New York Times bestselling Halacha sefarim #MajorPoisek
Levi Margulies- loves to hang out by the pool. #FutureLifeguard
Chaim Tzvi Neiman- he is the definition of how you doin. Jack of all trades at sports. #BiggestChillerInCamp
Yehuda Rebenwurzel- name can’t be pronounced. #ToungeTwister got a cool shirt
Moshe Simha- secretly works out at night. #Ripped
Binyomin Sussman- loves greiven but is afraid to say it out loud. #AskenazFood

Counselor

yud

Avrami Rosenberg

JC
Moishe Dachs

Its miyus how much peerim goes down in bunk yud because
CC Avrumi Rosenberg- of how much peerim he actually brought in the bunk with him, is O.B.III (O.B. the third) with those one
handed catches, is best friends with Frischman and Manela. #AskManela #AskFrischman
JC MOISHE DACHS- Got bumped outta 9th grade and likes 6th betterJ, DACHS OFF THE BENCH!! Best jc and definitely deserves a
tip
ARON TZVI BANASH- Breaks down an awesome floss, and is not allowed to play basketball
SHMARYAHU BANDMAN- The story doesn’t end, and always misses transactions
AVICHAI BRONSTEIN- Is scared of dolls, and randomly losses his hockey stick #MyabeTheDollTookIt
MICHOEL YITZCHOCK DAVIS- Has his secret corner bed, and awesome lines in middle of benching #EAR
YEHUDA FEITMAN- He ditches us on the grand trip, and is the most underrated pitcher
BINYOMIN FRIEDMAN- Rocks an awesome sharks cap but goes for the devils, and dominates leagues
YEHUDA GLUSTEIN- Couldn’t guess the right cup, and has a brother that look exactly like him
YITZY GOODMAN- “DIRACHEAH PEERIM NOAM!!!”
YOSSI GREEN- He needs to know all the concert hock and what’s for night activity
BENTZY INGBER- He saved his mother’s number in avrami’s phone, and dominates lake
MOTTI IZSAK- He showers by night activity, and got owned by his cousin #Triple #MichoelYitz
ELI KATZ- ELI WHO?!?! And is always with his bunk ;)
YEHUDA KUPERMAN- He is boys with Joel, and his nickname is kupdog #NotKups
DOVID NUEMAN- Looks like Margulies, and will get avrami and mo jerseys
ARYEH SINGER- He loves going to breakfast, and helped the bunk finish mishnayos
ALEX WEINREB- He thinks he knows the story, and his father is headstaff #TheU #Shmueli #YeruchumKupple

Counselor

Yud aleph

Shragie Gutman

JC
Elchonon Feiner

Bunk Yud Aleph Was Late to curfew because….
C-Shragie Gutman-was ordering a Bradley chubb jersey. Thanks guys for such an amazing second half!!!
JC-Elchonon Feiner-was too busy with his workout #yigiyaykoach #nopunchline

Moishe Egert- was paying people off to take a shower #LBJ23 #beefjurky #footballnumbers #giantsfan
Aryeh Egert- was on his way to shacharis #allwaysintheshower
Yosef Greenberg- was by the grand canyon #yosefgreenbergsnephew
Naftali Jofen- was too cold to change #doIhaveto
Yitzi Kalisch- was gooooiing #fakecry #hidetheblanket
Eli Katz- was trying to take Shragie in football #amazingatfootball #odelljersey #bestwall
Chesky Krause- was by his grandfather Meir Frischman’s bungalow #MeirFrischmansgrandson #skinnybeast #whatsyourname
#privatemeal #MVP
Yoel Meisels- was fishing #alwaysballing #alwaysreading #bestleagueteam
Moshe Safia- because his brother got engaged #thejetschair #madnosh
Tzvi Valt- was entertaining people by the shower house #alwayshasthekitzur #cocaclub #bestflosser
Reuven Wolman- gave up his shower for Leshky #backrowdavener #coolbrothers
Gedaliah Wygoda- was still sweeping for cleanup #bestgoalie #alwaysontime
Heshy Yarmish- because he was reading his harry potter book #number8 #cornerbed #cocaclub
Yochanon Ziskind-was getting stuff from his brother #shpitzchaimberliner #allo
Azriel silber- was looking for his ipod #bestmusic #bestshelves
Motti steimetz- was getting a haircut #mandelin #sharesshelveswithElchie

Counselor

Yud beis

Menachem Hartman

JC
Shloimie Gitelis

Last Night After Menachem’s Story That Put Everyone to Sleep, 2 Mafia Came in and “Eliminated”_____ because…
C-Menachem Dovid Hartman experienced sof zman in camp within the first 2 days, is apparently ripped, 8-0 in leagues, thinks he can leave
early because #elul, thinks he’s getting cubicle back when he comes back for
Shabbos #helltothenah, “grammar puh
-lease”, share-a-hug day, heartless, radio by musical #hocker #headstaff, 6th grade for the 4th half in a row and ready
to commit suicide from it, WAY too many $10 dollar raffles for davening, but “I can’t stay because I have to talk to
my rebbi…………….”
JC-Shloimie Gitelis

manages to get through the day without being pied by Yonatan Monheit, too cool for waterparks (sorry mordy and
yaakov…), totally overworked, thinks he’s KEEPING cubicle for Shabbos, a lot of fun to wake up in the morning,
#ashrei, DMC’s with eliyahu and aryeh on porch, MAL taking top bunk bed #outofmycubicle, clutch off day, suspiciouslooking headphones, noodle soup for lunch, always talking to the bunk about basketball - not football!!!,
#donttouchmycampers #schuster

Shloime Bergman

decided to take a week off of camp #discolights

Yaakov Eisikovic

tried pushing Shloimie in at the water park, got thrown in the pool, Lax’s cousin, Shloimies league team

Avraham Chaim Fine

no more gummy bears before bed, leaves his drawers in the cubicle, epic archery battle

Yitzi Frankel

first in bed, still calls Menachem and Shloimie “counselor” and “JC”, finally braved the zipine after a 20 minute wait,
made it past one week of Chabura Chizuk Tefilla

Yechezkel “Houston” Fried

“born in Israel, lived in Houston, settled in Lakewood” bestseller #jamesharden, private hike with Whiskey,
#stoptotalk

Yisroel Frischman

really cares about Shloimie’s hardships over the summer, clutch pizza on red food day, private hike with Whiskey
#stoptotalk, broken disco ball

Daniel Mendelsohn

reading in bed, always “eliminated” in Mafia, almost didn’t go on the mini trip, came late because of a fish

Avigdor “Viggy” Miller

head pops out of the towel every time someone walks through the door at night #whydoesgitelishateme #hartless
#fivemishnayos

Mordy Perkowski

has his own meal schedule with Mrs. Belsky #cocoapebbles, happy birthday Mordy, showers during supper

Noach Aryeh Schechter

Mojo supplier, got Menachem to play basketball, hocks Schuster, private Ashkenaz siddur, nightly Dr. Pepper, pri
vate curfew, DMCs with Shloimie on the porch

Dovid Seidenfeld
#chaburachizuktefilla

somehow just knows that Menachem’s ripped, no Mountain Dew beforebed, traded to a 7-0 team

Eliyahu Tusk

has the best chavrusa in camp, keeps his drawers in Menachem’s cubicle, helping in the can teen during maariv,
DMCs with Shloimie on the porch

Gavriel Zwick

pounds $6 canteen cards, makes the funniest jokes, is hooked up with his brother in day camp

Shalom Blau:

amazing counselor with horrible stories, wink wink, #peasoup

Eliezer Frank:

unrelated Siamese twins, thank you for the chizuk hugs

Dovi Feigenbaum:

for every shabbos you read this – hi. #yismachyisroel

Chemi Hersko:

better luck next time #coffee

Yaakov and Akiva - you got one too, Dovid Neiman and his JC Shua - just kidding, congrats to Monheit on being a counselor, Chaim Blau maybe next
time, League team 2/Team 4 for losing that football game to team 7. Ari Kaufman, if you’re a gift to this camp where can you be returned? The Bubble - it was a good run, Ezra Antebi,
Dovi Katz thanks for fixing my
nose.
Menachem 718-662-0054

Counselor

Yud gimmel

JC
Moshe Kanner

Shalom Blau
A Quick Word:

C-Shalom Blau – 1st off I would like to thank all of you for an amazing summer. 2ndly a lot of you really deserved best in bunk but after many long hours of consideration, Moshe and I
decided that the 2 people who deserved it the most was…ourselves. So thank you all for that we couldn’t have done it without you. I also have to thank my JC Moshe KEnner for all
your help. I still can’t understand why you would do 2 piles of 25 when you could have done 5 piles of ten. Moshe just a little piece of advice when I say “moshe! I think we are sinking! We are legitimately sinking! JUMP!” that means jump. Not wait for the whole lake to flood the boat. Also when are you going to say jack the ripper? Totally random, but Yonaton
I really missed your coffee this summer #counselor. Anyway, Pinny Pearlstein right?! And to my brother Chaim “how ya doin?” Also did u ever find your article. But for real guys we
had a lot of fun together and I hope you guys will keep in touch throughout the winter. Oh before I forget, no Menachem you can not have any pea soup. #bunkyudgimmelforever (or
at least until next summer).
JC-Moshe Kanner- Well, its been a wonderful second half with you guys. Just for the record, my name is Moshe kAnner, no E (SHOLOM!!!!)But seriously, it’s been a stupendous summer, even if my reffing skills aren’t the greatest. Shalom you were an amazing counselor, even if you took forever to get your phone, and broke like 7 of them. By the way, you and
Chaim look exactly alike.#beststoryteller #bestcofeemaker
Shua Akerman- Shua it has been a lot of fun having you and all your cousins in our bunk. You’re like related to the whole bunk, right? We just want to say that if you asked us do you
want one dog we’d say no. Because we all know 41 dogs are the best. I have to thank you for not hurting me. Why? Well that’s NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS!
Yehuda Blatter- Yehuda it has been awesome especially by wake up (maybe not for you but definitely for us).I think by now everyone knows not to touch your pillow. Also how many
poppers was that? 30? 40? Btw can I hear the rhyme that you made up #notflatcaps. Aslo u are an awesome story teller #purplefries.
Dov Gervis- Where is Dov’le? Anyone see Dovs? I must say I was a little nervous going to a giant waterpark like Kalahari, but once I found out that an expert life guard and trained
“CPRest” was coming I felt much better. Tx Dovi. Btw did you know that Kanner ends in “er” #whalenoises? Btw have any gum?
Baruch Jacobs- we barely had you in our bunk before you ditched us the first Shabbos and then Sunday. And Monday. And Tuesday etc. we just have to say that the emoji onesie
looks great. Just remember don’t let it go to your head. Also, you need to swallow more of your drinks #fountainofyouth. Betzalel better watch out because chef flam doesn’t serve
lamb.
Mordechai Kagan- you have one of the best beds in the bunk. You get to sleep on top of Moshe and have a peek over the wall into Shalom’s cubicle “Hey Moshe! Did you know Mordechai is an expert harmonizer? Well apparently he is, I’m just still waiting to hear it.” Btw did your contact ever come out? Also, when you become Bar Mitzvah, Moshe sad he’ll give
you his Tefillin.
Betzalel Lamm- Wow!! What a scary story!! Shalom what was your favorite part? I liked the part where the guys arm flew across the street. Also those camp Gatorade bottles are
pretty awesome, no? Just a little tip: STOP BREAKING THEM! Betzalel please remember to bring your long pants. #slingshotthing
Zisha Lefkowitz- you are the best police chief anyone could ask for. Tx Zisha. Btw when do you start training for your ultimate league? Maybe if it’s not too late we can get Moshe to
ref it. Also, mazal tov on finishing Eilu Metzios! We give you a bracha that Iy”h you should finish many more perakim in Shas
Binyomin Levitansky- hey Benji you know it’s time to give up. You’re going to be standing by Avi Schillit’s porch throughout the winter before you get your Agudah t-shirt. You know
at least you get to sleep under your cousin AJ. “Hey Shalom, you want a book to read before you go to sleep? You can ask Benji, he’ll give you one.” #newblades
Eliyohu Levy- Eli we need to give you a special thanks. Those far walks from our bunkhouse to bais refael, can get so lonely but we can always count on you to walk us there. Btw
moshe actually does know your brother. “Hey, is the door to the bunkhouse open?”
Aron Obermeister- Aron you may be a great canteen manager but your imitations of moshe’s faces needs a lot of work. Oh Aron I heard moshe is becoming a dentist. Btw you know
where the grand trip is? You guessed it. Swan Lake Pizza! #onmyteam #mamma
Binyamin Olshteyn- Binyomin just stop because no matter how hard you try moshe will never be able to learn Russian. You know its pretty cool how you always end up sitting next to
a Blau no matter where we are going. “moshe what does that say on binyomin’s bag?” #AllHailKingBob
Akiva Rothenberg- What’s your deal Akiva! you think you can leave camp for the first shabbos for your bar mitzva! Mazel tov btw. In 20 years….. Akiva will be super yeshivish and not
“kiwiish”. They say “haters gana hate” but that’s not you #AlwaysPositive
Avrohom Yehoshua Schon- AJ you really light up the bunkhouse…but please keep it on low #onlyonred. you know its cool that you got to sleep on top of your cousin Benji. How is
your bedtime hot dog? “Moshe I feel like we will need to wait forever to finally hear a joke from AJ.” #lovespeanutbutter
Sruly Schwartz- Sruly you’re a second timer in my bunk and on my bro’s league team. Wow! How do you put up with us? Last time we went hunting it was a lot of fun. How did the
ground taste? And do you want to go hunting again sometime? “moshe stand back to back. Yup sruly is definitely taller, sorry.” #canliftastageonyourown.
Shmuel Tikotzky- “AY YO TIKOTZKY!! You know it clean-up now, right?” “yeah I just need another minute to beat my high score” #tetrischamp. btw you may have beaten me in knock
hockey but your real hockey skills need some touching up ;-) #WhoNeedsToronto
Asher Weitzner- Asher its pretty cool having you in my bunk for a second time. I just hope no one finds out you were the one who reminded me about the black bag story. If there is
one thing that we have to compliment you on it would be how you are always on time to curfew and how you don’t pretend to be brushing your teeth for four hours. Btw we only
have swimming for one activity.

Counselor

Yud daled

Shuey Finkel

JC
Chaim Dovid Kelman

#random things about….
CC Shuie Finkel- Is the gabbai of bais refael #alwwayschazan #onthecabasketballteam #dumdums
JC Chaim Dovid Kelman- Has the strangest shabbos silverware #longestshmoneiesrai #bestbaalkorei
Joel Avraham- my two favorite sports are soccer and Ping-Pong #chikenpopers #cheesalésspiazza #deizmyhouze #jcc
Yosef Bressler- is my tefilin on right? I was talking to chesky Kraus during cleanup “I'm not absent I came by aleinu”
Yishai Bronstein- he is always on time to davening and cleanup, if only we could get him into the pool once in a while
Noah Tzvi Deitel- is reading after curfew with his so called night light #neatestbunkbed
Yossi Eisen- is a great chazan #colourfulyarlmulkes #beefjerky
Shmuel Tzvi Englard- is a great comedian, and has awesome imitations of Joel #shuééfeénkel #siléncé
Chesky Junger- always rollerblading/scootering to help rabbi bald, and going swimming doesn't count as a shower #cocoaclub
#handyman
Efraim Kalmanowitz- is riding his scooter over to affl stadium to watch his brother’s game, and no I will not get you hot water during the
meal #canyoucutthelineforme
Yechiel Micheali- #tzahal tshirt #middosaward
Moishe Neuhaus- when are we playing football? Can I be the starting 5 when we play? #imnotgoingtosleepuntilyoushower #fortnight
#stopbotheringthejs’
Meir Schloss- one of the few kids in the grade to already put on tefilin, always plays with his flashlight by curfew #tallis #3hours
#canihaveaslushforbeingbydavening
Moshe Yehuda Silberberg- make sure you don’t lose your laundry on the way up the hill
Shmuel Silver- if only he would have been with us for the last two weeks
Yisroel Yaakov Sprei- he is in the lake because the lifeguard said he could be there, needs his own seat on the bus because he’s not
feeling well, and walks around all day with his earbuds? #
Eli Engel- #beststoryteller
Chaim Donat- I had nothing to write about you but you wanted to be so here goes……gets dunked 20 times by septimus #majorfresser
#lifegaurd #veryhealthy

They’re after me again. Those article people. You know, Chaim Feigenbaum and Yonatan Monheit and those types of people. At first I thought they weren’t serious. I mean, it’s still so long
until the end of the summer. So why would I think about yearbook articles. We didn’t even go to
Niagara Falls yet. But tonight it hit me. Because tonight they broke out color war. And all of a
sudden I realized. We really might be approaching the end after all… So I had better start writing
something before it’s too late.
You know, I’ve been noticing this funny thing about my yearbook articles. Like, I’m supposed to
be writing about our summer and I end up spending half the time writing about how I’m writing my
article. Which really isn’t all that fair I guess. Because no one is really interested in how I wrote
this article. So really I should skip this whole long rambling intro and get to talking about our
amazing incredible unbelievable mamesh-not-shoyich-summer ASAP. So I apologize for getting
distracted and now I’ll try to settle down and get to work. Here goes.
But now I have a dilemma. Like, where do I begin?! I’m really not sure.
Do I begin from that first day when the energy in the shul was so powerful that we had no doubt
that we were in for “the most incredible summer ever”? Or maybe we should begin with the “minitrip” to the most amazing rock-climbing, wall-running, rope-swinging, high-pillar-climbing, platform
jumping place? The sports? The leagues? The rain dance? The basketball tournament because of
the rain? The next basketball tournament because of the rain? The other basketball tournament
because of the rain? More rain? And some more?
Or maybe the seventh grade inter-camp games that didn’t quite happen (Hey, we played some bungalow colonies!) And then the inter-camp games that did happen? (We did win some of them too!)
Or, better yet, the real feel of Shabbos, the meeting the gedolim, the whole camp finishing all of
mishnayos in a week, the Chag Hasiyum?
Where DO we begin? Honestly, I don’t know. Because ever since this amazing camp summer began I’ve been feeling that things happen so fast that it’s hard to capture them all.
Yes, we can talk about great sports. We can talk about great trips. We can even talk about great
learning and real passionate davening. But that would not capture what camp really is all about.
Camp Agudah is about being transported to a different world. A world full of action- where anything can happen. A world full of challenges- where we learn that we can do things that we never
thought were possible. A world where we learn to believe in ourselves in a way that we never
thought possible. Because in this world we become Agudah Boys.
So let’s take all of the action and all of the incredible experiences and all of the exciting places
that we’ve seen and all of the amazing learning and davening that we’ve done and all of the friendships that we’ve made and of the incredible people that we’ve met and allow ourselves to be transformed into that Agudah Boy! Let’s go back to yeshiva with an added confidence that we can
do whatever we set out to do and we can accomplish whatever we set out to accomplish.
And let’s look forward to coming together once again next year in Agudah Yerushalayim!!!

Sincerely,

Counselor

Tes vov

JC
Levy Klainberg

Dani Saidov
From The Desk of Dani Saidov…..

Gershie Biderman- Gershie, when I first looked at the second half bunk list, I was so excited to see your name! I told everybody I have a legend in my
bunk, and you did not disappoint. If anything you are even better than advertised. You’re easy to shmuez with, you understand how the bunk runs
and you helped me a lot. It was a pleasure being your counselor!
Shloime Cytryn- Shloime, before second half started Kuti Shipper told me how good of a kid you are. He was absolutely right, I enjoyed every second
with you. You showed up to every activity, you’re easy to deal with by curfew, honestly you’re really a 5 star camper. KEEP IN TOUCH!
Nesanel Gottlieb- Nesanel, you are such a mentch, and such a good person I’m thrilled you decided to come to Agudah. You’re easy to shmuez with,
you are extremely helpful and very generous as well. You shteel tzued to the program, and you’re a fantastic piece every counselor would want in
their bunk. Thanks so much for everything!
Reuvan Herzberg- Reuvan! I’m so proud of you! You really had a positive attitude about the bunk and you really made it work. You’re a fantastic
person and I really enjoyed chilling with you. Thanks for always sitting at my side of the table!
Chaim Klepner- Chaim, you are such a fun, good and easy kid. You’re an understanding individual, you have a great voice and you’re a great photographer! Mazel Tov on your baby sister and keep your hat onJ
Tzvi Dov Konstam- Tzvi Dov, another fantastic camper. You rarely, if ever, gave me even a resemblance of a hard time. You’re great at sports,
mechaya to deal with and just putting it out there, Ill destroy you in every card game.
Chaim Dov Lebowitz- Chaim Dov, I’m so happy I got to have another Lebowitz this year. You are a mature and determined individual, and a really
good person to have around. Keep working out and Hatzlocha in Yeshiva!!
Shaya Leibowitz- Shaya! I didn’t know they even made such good people in Canada. You are such a pleasant camper and someone every counselor
wants. Thanks for all the games on the small courts and hopefully I’ll be lucky enough to have you again next year!
Pinny Mandel- Pinny, your sense of humor is so underrated. You’re extremely funny! You’re really a good audience at curfew, you’re so much fun at
sports and Agudah is lucky you flew in from Phoenix for us!
Yosef Meir Safia- Hi Yosef, this is Don Don. I’m so lucky I got to have you two summers in a row. You have simchas hachaim oozing out of you, and
you are a really really good person. Thank you for always being there when I needed a dance partner!
Yisroel Meir Schaffer- Mugseeeey! How do you get every seventh grade counselor to like you so much??? Never mind, I know how. It’s because
you’re a massive chiller and it’s really fun to be around you. A real treat I got to have you again this summer! I’d tell you to keep in touch but I know
you will J
Meir Singer- Isn’t it funny that Meir Singer is actually a great singer. Meir you’re a real candidate for best in bunk, you always did what you’re supposed to, and you never ever give me a hard time. Thanks for helping me out every B.Y.B!!!
Yaakov Turkel- Yaakov, an up and coming Jewish rock star. There is so much life in you and you share it masterfully. Every situation immediately gets
more pumped if your part of it. Thanks for acting in the skit, for watermelooon and for your baby Samson.
Naftali Tzvi Wasserlauf- Naftali! Naftali! Naftali! The greatest person in the world! You’re so mature and easy to be around with as well as being fantastic at sports. I enjoyed every minute I spent with you. Your laugh and singing opera kept me going throughout the entire half. Your parents really
raised an amazing person and a perfect camper.
Tzvi Wiel- Tzvi! What a chiller! Canadians know how to do it right. I could shmuez with you for hours. You’re geshmak, funny and you know how to
have a good time. So happy I got to have you second half.
Levi Yitzchak Weingot- Could we make a chant for this man?? The funniest kid, forget in this grade, in North America (couldn’t say in the world because I know this really funny kid from Panama). Levi, you’re a breath of fresh air, and it’s really fun hanging out with you. You had me rolling on the
floor SO many times this summer, Ill Daven that I’ll have you again next year. I enjoyed all our shmuezen this year, and you proved to be very trustworthy. Have a fantastic year and stay away from bugs.
To the one and only Levy Klainberg, you are a fantastic J.C. and you would make a really good counselor. Your fun, relatable and the campers loved
you. So happy we got to work together.
To my first half bunk, Meir Lehrer, Hillel Gored, Moshe Blumingdales and Gilert, I have a lot of good memories from first half and I have to thank you
for that.
To the headstaff, thank you for always having patience for all my shenanigans. You always had my back and were always ready to help point me in
the right direction. Thanks for giving me an opportunity to shine and I hope I didn’t disappoint.
And finally To Whom It May Concern, When I say Agudah was the best thing that ever happened to me it’s because I met you guys. I honestly have
the greatest friends anyone can ask for. You guys are so full of life and hilariously funny it’s truthfully contagious. Side note you guys are also the
most supportive, caring and devoted friends out there. Memories that will no doubt have me looking forward to summer of 2019, memories that
will help me get through the year and memories that will put a massive smile on my face when ill need it the most. I’m blessed to have the friends
that I have, and here’s to our friendship just growing and growing…. “CLINK”

Counselor

Tes zayin

JC
Ezra Antebi

Dovi Feigenbaum
When Bunk Tes Zayin Does Not Get Sick…..
C-Dovi Feigenbaum
JC-Ezra Antebi
Moishe Eisenberg

won’t ditch the bunk for a few days #elul, will learn how to ref basketball, will get a sense of humor that people appreciate
is RIPPED!! An amzing JC beloved by his campers and the counselor, chills with the bunk and works out #sfardiMenachem
would not sweep the floor by cleanup #superdupercleanerupper or have a random Yankees schedule hanging by his Yankees
linen #pinstripepride #screechwhistle
Yehuda Fogel
would still be partying with the late night disco, having the headstaff by his Bar Mitzvah, and rocking Shabbos zemiros
Binyomin Genut
would not be a nugget, would not play basketball for breakfast, lunch, and supper, would stop drawing and begging for the
phone
Chaim Goodman
wouldn’t have a cast for most of the summer, would still be sounding the Dovi Alarm and pounding his fridge #lowkeygrill
Yechezkel “Cheezy” Hirschfeld wouldn’t have a cast or have his own ideas how his counselors should do curfew #overpriceddougies
Eli Jacobovitch
wouldn’t be the best shortstop in 7th grade (#tresspride) and stop overdoing it with the Jays, Leafs, and Raptors
Zevi Lipschutz
wouldn’t go home for Shabbos, General Zevi rocked up Olympics and WON!! #zevisreddomination, and the travel was Tzvi
Gold’s fault
Yitzie Mozes
will be around the bunk more often, would not sigh about going to sleep, and keep rocking the vest and being awesome!!
Elimelech G. Nekritz
would laugh at Dovi’s jokes-nope even then he wouldn’t, and would still be sounding the Dovi Alarm with Goodman, is
named after who?!?! #tress
Dovi Nelkenbaum
would not take a detour in Buffalo with Rabbi Landau, will take over ACP and the rest of maintenance
Yaakov Rockove
would come to camp so that his counselors actually get to know him and write him a line in the yearbook
Elimelech Rosenblatt
would use only his indoor voice after midnight and loves his extended family #underrated
Shmuel Singer
will still daven like a mentch and draw amazingly, still be on the best league team, and have an amazing smile
Nossi Taub
will go to sleep without his eye cover, and craves Thursday night hotdogs #lowkeygrill
Eli Tress
wouldn’t want to schmooze late at night, would stop offering everyone his food, and wouldn’t have a secret stash by Ezra
Tzvi Tress
wouldn’t have a day off to recover in his bungalow, and not check the Yankees score every minute #baseballcaps #AriShceff
Hillel Zaks
wouldn’t go home for Shabbos & would keep on pumping up everyone #chofetzchaim #yichus #discoparty
Yehuda Lowenthal
My Gudness! Where to start?! First of all, he’s a nice man, second of all he’s a legitimately nice man, overall a great indivij,
WE KNOOOW!! Thank you for everything! This year’s Torah Bowl-it was a yay time! Wtvr there’s a bird now, loose, there’s a
bird loose in the mall, LLLLLLLL #edkranepool Thanx again for everything!!
Akiva Besser
he knows how to slide-it’s basically falling down!! Our
chavrusa shaft this summer-it was really mediocre-but I enjoyed it
nonetheless! I hope that looking back you enjoyed 7th grade and I know that your favorite QB is Tom Bledsoe. Hatzlacha in
the heights, I’m looking foreward to off shabbosim not essen or Rita’s so hot.
Aron Lowenthal
thank you for being my league captain in 2013, Hashem definitely knew what he was doing when you chose meJ it all started
then…I’m already anticipating Chol Hamoed
Eliezer Frank
we speak more when there are oceans separating us then we do when just senior hill separates us, enjoy Eretz Yisroel, we’ll
speak on Motzaei Shabbos/Sunday morning
Shimon Isaak
thank you for the good Shabbos blank weeks 5 days tweets. I love it! Have a great year Iy”h we’ll speak
Yossi Akerman
it was great to get to know you again over the summer! Have a great year, hatzlacha
Chaim Z. Feigenbaum
thank you for being an amazing cousin, yearbook editor, friend and person. Hatzlacha in NJ.
Dani Saidov
part of me feels bad that you did all the work, thank you so much!! You’re a legend!!
Yaakov Lowenthal
thanks for reminding me to FIX THAT, you know that I would not devalue these men. Keep it up, you’re awesome!

Counselor

Yud zayin

JC
Chemi Hersko

Yosef Yehuda Friedman

The Yearbook Article was Completed After the Deadline Because….
C-Yosef Yehuda “YY” Friedman will always be an Agudah Boy #reismanscookies
JC-Chemi Hersko

will always be an Agudah Boy #flatbush #bestjc

Binyamin Altschuller

was learning his colors #neongreen #yellow

Moshe Altschuller

was having a baseball catch #shortstop

Akiva Feit

was trying to be the best in bunk #winningstreak

Moshe Felendler

was pulling another one of his disappearing acts #magic

Dovid Fogel

was missed dearly and we’re so happy to have you back

Ezriel Fogel

was playing hockey in the bunk #fartugs

Yaakov Kaufold

was busy getting ready for the shower #itsSOearly

Moshe Kleinkaufman

was busy trying to get a new window #music

Samuel Lokomets

was complaining that Americans are obsessed with food #frenchie

Shlomo Zalman Love

wanted to go on another “late night” walk #“IDONTCARE”

Yerachmiel Sittner

was using one of his many flashlights #itdoesntmatter

Moshe Weiss

was playing with his Rubiks cube #30secondslater #solved

Thanks guys for an amazing summer!! Have a great year in yeshiva and keep in touch!!
YY Friedman-732-864-6969

Chemi Hersko-718-306-4007

Counselor

Yud ches

JC

Yossi Akerman

Isaac Schulman
The Food Package Rule Does NOT Apply To Bunk 18 Because…

C-Yossi Akerman– What an awesome experience you gave me you’re an amazing person to work with thank you for the best half #sickatcurfew
#amazinggasper (Skit)
JC-Isaac Shulman- What a JC!!!! Best in the grade!!! Thanks so much for all your help, you really helped me have an amazing second half. P.S. You’re a phenomenal story teller. #Monheit’sShoutout
Motty Braun- He confused everyone by switching his bed in middle of the half. #AmazingCamper #AdidasJacket
Yehuda Egert- He’s mad hooked up with Eli and Yossi. #2HalvesInARow #4EgertCousins #C.J.
Yoey Friedman- He’s boys with the whole camp, and got to learn with Shimon past curfew. #CleanYourShelves #BigHocker #SecondTimer #Waterbury
Eli Herczel- He has Yossi and Dani sneaking it in for him. #Dougies #EliEliEliEli #AwesomeDad #ShabbosChallah #SecondTimer
Moshe Hersko- Boys with Sahddy (the baker), and little known fact is the J.C. of bunk Yud Zayin. #Tantzers #SecondTimer #SpeedReader
Chaim Lamm(p)- He has his own cubicle, and was the greatest LT general of all time. #Winner #Izzy #BatyasKitchen
Yecheskal Sasson- An amazing artist and very underrated at hockey. #CoolTalis #StopTalkingDuringDavening;)
Tzvi Schon- Literally helps run camp and was too busy dancing. #Tantzers #CoolBrothers #SecondTimer
Moshe Simha- Was the MVP on Isaacs league team. #NotEnoughPlayingTime #SecondTimer #BackRowSeats
Avromy Sofer- Will sneak it in with his fathers quality truck. #2CupsHotCocoaHat #Fitbit #2HalvesInARow
Motty Stienberg- Doesn’t need any packages because he had so much food by his Bar Mitzva. #BedSwitcher #ClutchUmbrellas
Pesach Stern- Call him Jeff, always hocks up Mrs. Ochana and loves Isaacs stories. #SeriousHug #Geico #SecondTimer #KMR #HolliStern #RabbiFriedman
Yaakov Tajerstein- Gets to schmooze with Yossi past curfew every night. #SecondTimer #LearnsWithYossi #TookHisCastOff
Dovi Weiss- Has a cool JBL speaker with “Shnei Meshugayim” playing, is way more awesome then his brother Motty. #BoroPark #WonLeagues
#SecondTimer
Dudi Zisowitz- Too busy simming, treats us every Shabbos with his dads awesome food. #ShabbosPoloShirt #IsaacsLeagueTeam #IsrealiMusic

Yossi Akerman- (917)-588-6991

Isaac Shulman- (516)-506-9213

Counselor

Yud tes

Mo Eisentstein

JC
Eli Goldstein

Sorry Got Censored
C-Mo Eisenstein

where did Mo the Pro Go? Can’t you finally match those red socks? What’s happening with the Sureway driver? #shidduchim #lostagain
#onlytrims #mosonthebballteam #stomachissues #homesick? #didyoucallrabbiseptimus? #onlycottonpants #goestosleepb4hiscampers
#rebbisvisit #hiking #sistersbungalow #mostoffdays Mo, thank you for the best summer ever!!

JC-Eli Goldstein

the best person to get lost with #45mindrivetoshoprite, Darchei boy for a whole two months but Veretzky is better, could get into any
yeshiva he wants #just one phone call #riverdale #waterbury not scared of raccoons falling on his head #crazyguy #bestguyintheworld
best football player dominated RFFL #ripped #7pack #couselorforaday #bestcouselor #Niagara #americaninjawarrior #biggestchiller has
the best Rov in the world #rabbipollack #mosrebbi now you’re gonna know Sruli Blatt when you see him on the way to yeshiva so now you
can talk to him #camper #roommate #justthebestguyever

Yaakov Shmuel Augenbaum

is KP6’s roommate and learned how to play basketball from him, is stronger than every counselor in camp, would be in the counselor’s
cubicle for more than a minute, always wears Breslov tzitzis #hangemlow #wrestling

Mendy Brick

the best Olympics general, best soloist in camp, no one can pick better than Mendy, best veker, has great connections with his rebbeim,
his grandfather used to be the head counselor in camp #darcheiboy #lovesrabbikrasnow #biggestlegendincamp #wheredhego

Michoel Edelstein

Loves P’cha and is afraid to admit it, moving to Passaic, will miss you in Rabbi Herbst’s shul. #isitgoodfortefillin #verysourices
#almostneighbor #castkeepsgettingbiggerandbigger

Reuven Friede

didn’t do Daddy’s ropes course, part of the bed crew on Shabbos, what happened to bunk Shabbos meals #waitingatthegate #minitrip
#staffkid

Shimon Yehuda Greenspan

is it ok to bully your JC? Taking the blame fo the water fight #niagra #nocounselor #moshispersonalbarber #abbaordaddy #woodlake
#didtheyankeeswin #caniuseyourphone

Akiva Light

best flosser in camp, loves eating popcorn while playing volleyball, should buy his own bag of DumDums for the meal
#full2minutesonjuniorhill #lefthanded #ripped #wheresmyslush #abusivechild #HA

Akiva May

always needs Dougies, Hannah is his personal slave, is amazing at hockey, boys with Niko Hischier #cheeseballs #sleepsontopofjc
#mosmybroinlaw #related?

Mendy Neiman

busiest guy in camp, Lakewood for Shabbos #jermais #leftcamp2weeksearly #doeshelikecamp? #targetbag #finallyfoundhislostclothing
#mountainbiking #dehydrated

Yisroel Nusbaum

cousins with Yisroel Seidenfeld, will always trust Whiskey’s driving, and wishes to drive like him, will always keep the bunkhouse neat,
cover your face because of the fumes in the air #opposites #mountainbiking #deer #scared? #breslov #loveswhenitscold

David Ozeirey

got into his father’s learning group #rigged, somehow was always there for shachris, bring it on with the burger t-shirt, will one day have a
shul like his grandfather #3monthswithmo #staffkid #ateret #yeshivish

Yitzchok Pesach

best actor in camp, is part of Masmidim #smidshowers, trying to get in on the action on junior hill #groupfloss, best at drawing portraits,
loves to cry #isitreal? #gerrerchassid #bek #beststorytellerincamp #willneverleaveushanging #dani #itsbeepingyouup?

Moshe Yehuda Sass

amazing Olympics lieutenant and actor, will stop throwing up hot sauce, also amazing at hockey, best in Edmonton’s league and one day
will be drafted to the Oilers #oilers #blueteam #olympics #loveshotsauce

Yisroel Seidenfeld

knew we were writing the bunk article before everyone else, always speaks on Shabbos #crazykid #oppositecousins #denver
#hatandjacket #stopcollectingladles #shabboscandy #tryingtoscarejc

Nachi Siff

brings basketball hoop to camp, why can’t it be on your bed? Lives more in Cedarhurst than the lower east side #bestbungalowcolony
#mosrebbeim #hockeystick #febreze #sneakers #fathersalegend

Yitzchok Menachem Solomon

will always be there to help with the BBQ #nogloves, loves Agudah more than Magen Av #traitor #greatestguy could be in the bunkhouse
any time cuz my Rebbi doesn’t know if I’m there anyways #bookclubbeforeshabbos

Chaim Zidele

chilling on the porch with Hannah Thursday night till 2:30, still came on time to shachris #fixingfan #coloredfan #hiddenbed #coolestipod
#blacktape #onlyjewishmusic #thursdaynightmusic #messybed

Eli Zitron

loves to break his glasses, hopefully he won’t be too scared to put mouthwash in his mouth, has the best little blue towel in camp, wants
ices by Shabbos meal #darcheiboy #oneoffourboysattheshabbosmeal

Counselor
Ashi Sharf

chof

JC
Shmuly Lerner

Ashi. Ashi!! Bunk Chof Hates Amalek Because…..
C-Ashi Sharf

JC-Shmuly Lerner
Naftoli Czeisler
Momo Davidson
Avi Farbstein
Mayer Friedman
Eli Grossnass
Menachem Gruen
Moshe Grunwald
Rafi Lehrer
Alter Leshkowitz
Effy Lew
Simcha Mayerfeld
Naftoli Newmark
Avromi Ribowsky
Shmuel Dovid Skriloff
Shimmy Stahl
Meir Weinberg
Shimon Zilber

has 34 credits in Ohr Hachaim, owned Akiva in the laughing contest, Nati’s nephew (lol), is really cool be
cause Rabbi Wachsman
asked him his name, saved two bunks’ lives, never lost a 1-on-1 to a camper, and
was the only 7th grade counselor with the same JC both halves. #redford #fearlessfoursome #kaminetz
#notsarcastic
SHMUL-EE LERN-ER!! Is the best JC ever, sick at baseball, not older than Ashi, a Darchei boy for life even
though he should have gone to Kaminetz like Yitzy (riiip), shteigs with Mike and is the only staff member
that actually went to fartugs. #darchei #forshay #shtark #yitzysbro
will never beat Ashi in a pushup contest, owns the hockey court, gets involved in the hair brushing club,
and is part of the Torah Vodaas crew. #fakecanadian #winks
pounds soccer jerseys, has a yarmulke that isn’t as cool as Ashi’s, loves his counselors’ sense of humor and
schooled Ashi in soccer. #manchesterunited #cantona #siyum #veker
was in NYBC (had to mention it), caught salamanders with Ribowsky, refused to do pushups on junior hill,
got a cool haircut and spent hours brushing his hair. #getwrecked #trash #chillville
has cool Shabbos shoes, rocks his Steph Curry cap, always schmoozed with his counselor and JC after lights
out, has a sick fold up chair, and lost to Ashi in a 1-on-1. #20-10 #darcheinoam #ohrreuven
rocks Shabbos bowties, has had about 54 walking sticks, pounds psychology, chills with his cousin from 8 th
grade, and asked Rav Ginsburg great questions. #tzvigold #lapelflower #expertchef
is the life of the party, keeps mice under his bed, pounds swimming but still couldn’t beat Ashi in a race,
loves sitting in the middle of junior hill after lights out, and has a duck shirt. #discolights #countryk #dirty
does cleanup for the whole camp, underrated clever sense of humor, shteigs with Grossnass, is always in
the back of the bunkhouse by curfew, woke up at 6:00 in the morning, and couldt beat Ashi at chess.
#chessmaster #veker
loves sarcasm and is quietly sarcastic himself (I went there), has never gotten to chill on the porch, possi
bly beause he was sleeping every night by 9:30 (except that one night by the baseball game), and needs to
learn that Marine Park is still in Flatbush. #shmulisneighbor #ramscap #avromischron #worksout
was giving the counselor attitude, put his drawers in the cubicle with permission (sorry ‘bout that), loves
Darchei, got hock from his older brother, is strong enough to pick up Ashi, and is the chief grill preparer by
grills. #Cisforcookie #rubberducky
loves when the door to the bunkhouse is open, really knew about Olympics breakout and is just a sick ac
tor, is very into Shmuli being in Darchei, and has great music. #jewishdespacito
has no hair that he never brushes (that’s right, sarcasm baby), is sick at Frisbee, rocked mountain biking
and water hiking, tragically lost his bungee chair, and does leining with Dani. #mavscap #chillville
joined us for second half, is too cool for the shower house, pounds fishing by the lake, and is always
sounding a bit hoarse. #shabboszemiros #sason #redford #siyum
never talks by curfew, loves Bobov 48, thought he knew all the hock before it happened, and loved chilling
in middle of junior hill after curfew #chofetzchaim #poundstiros
rocks Islanders, Jaguars, and Yankees jerseys, shteigs by curfew, has a song about Ashi by curfew that he
won’t sing, and never borrowed the counselor phone ever #chiller #siyum
is a beast at football, has this urge to hurdle somebody, has a cool football jersey with his name on it, and
was always in his seat by davening. #tackleeverybody #torahvodaas
has random shrugs, gets hyper and owns volleyball, reads by curfew with the strongest lamp in camp, and
chilled hardcore with Avi Farbstein. #YSV #monseybeast
enjoyed Shmuli’s goblet a bit too much (wink), is boys with Whiskey, pounds Mr. Broadway, and is the
most involved camper in leagues. #massivechup #ipod

Counselor

Chof aleph

Tzvi Gold

JC
Pinchos Gordon

CC Tzvi Gold-Will go to a real Yeshiva #Boca. He will forever be our most favorite lomp, will owe the whole camp a dollar, has a whole speech about capabilities ,
loves lomp(had to say it again), why why why why, uncle Doron wants candy from Sendy, will join everyone else on his off day(also had to say it) #TzviGord
#Almostgotme #8thgrade
JC PEG-Is Dani’s best friend, is the best basketball ref #Ashi, got a good glimpse of who and what the counselors are from league night, deems it necessary to take an
off day on one of the last days of camp and is one of the best/normal Jc’s in camp.
Aryeh Brachfeld-Feels powerful with his rifle shaped stick, hates coming back late from the showers, and probably read enough books in his bead with his light on to
fill up a library.
Ahron Tzvi Deutsch-Wishes first activity was sleep, second should be an optional extension of lunch for those who like to eat, third activity will be a continuation of
rest period and fourth activity will be creating havoc in the bunkhouse only for those who wear headphones.
Aryeh Drillick-Misses Chaim Zanvil and his phone for all the updates on the Yankees, not so sure but I think he’s a Yankees fan, and constantly let’s Tzvi know that he
doesn’t care less about being best in bunk.
Ahron Epstein-Is boys with 1-2-3 Rabbi Avi Schilit and desperately needs a phone at preposterous hours to contact his mother who is in Australia with kangaroos.
Chaim Gaffney-Likes to have his fidget spinner hung up on the wall like a mentch, thinks it is part of the counselors job to clean up throw up at 4:30 in the AM, has a
father who will be sending his kids only to Chofetz Chaim and Darchei, don’t worry the Dougies were awesome and the favor has been returned.
Yaakov Gray-Has a chiller of a father who he takes after, #Colorwargeneral #Pizza4thebunk #tradition, does love to go swimming with his counselor and privately told
me that he loves Avi Weinsteins singing.
Ari Issac-Does his Jc’s laundry, always finds ways to show up after lights out, thinks he is the first one to figure out that if you go out the back of the bunkhouses than
Rabbi Septimus, the legend of Klal Yisroel, won’t catch him.
Elchanan Kahn-Makes Tzvi feel stupid every night when he needs to call his father and he doesn’t have his phone, has the best father who picks him up and drops him
off at camp at all inane and insane times #VictoryCottages, we’re lucky enough to have you in the bunk for the last couple of days.
Binyomin Klein-Begs Tzvi for a story when he finally gets back from the showers and the whole bunk is sleeping already, thinks that nobody realizes when everyday by
cleanup he hides all of his garbage behind the towel on his bed, spent a lot of time with Tzvi when we went water hiking:) #GreatTimes
Elimelech Lebowitz-Has blessed Tzvi with his presence for the 3rd half! Talks about soccer too much, thinks he looks ripped when he puffs out his chest, wishes he can
tell a story as good as his counselor and I’m not a hundred percent sure but I think his favorite learning group Rebbe is Rabbi Halbertal #Isthebest
Ari Pitterman-Has too much Kavanah by Mashiv Haruach, was an excellent fartug vecker for a full morning, will be getting surprise visits from Tzvi and Yossi throught
the year and is straight up a beast in the makings.
Mendy Schachter-Is undoubtedly the funniest person in Camp Agudah as well as the best prophet in Camp Agudah, thinks Yossi Akerman’s Frisbee is also his and is
heading to Darchei! Hatzlocho! #Doughnut
Shimi Schon-One of camps biggest legends, finds in prudent and enticing to chill on the porch late at night when the whole bunk is chilling inside the bunk.
Michoel Schwartz-Always injured yet can still play hockey in the bunkhouse, on the steps in front of the bunkhouse, on the path in front of the bunkhouse and basically every flat piece of ground. Had the zechus to learn with the potentially next gadol hador Zevi Goldschmidt, has an older brother who was on my league team 2 years
ago.
Chezky Tratner-The whole bunk spent most of last week recounting good memories of Chezky Tratner whilst wearing sackcloth and ashes. We asked Rabbi Karfiol if we
can impose a fast day out of sheer sadness but he said it was hashkafically off. We missed you buddy! :) Hoped you enjoyed Israel! Mazel Tov!
Avi Weber-Is boys with Tzvi and has a little sister who is “boys” with Tzvis little sister. Maybe this year we will go paintballing together! Although with all the little tools
and gadgets you have I might be scared a bit:)
Avi Weinstein-Last and most certainly least! Ha I’m kidding dude. This guy Avi wishes Yossi was still his counselor, literally hates and detests hugs, has a bro who is in
camp every other day, was totally owned when he lied – to Tzvi and said he wasn’t singing when everyone was sleeping yet Tzvi knew what song he “wasn’t” singing!
#JoeDiMaggios card:)
Reuven Herzberg-Not in this bunk, please check other articles.
Ruvi Bash-Has thanked me in private
for not having him a basketball game, knowing full well that he will be obliterated, yet together we can take on any 8th graders.
#Pearl #Cameo #Lefton #Mozes(7th grader who plays like an 8th grader)

Chof beis

Counselor

JC
Yaakov Lowenthal

Akiva Besser
8th Grade, Bunk Chof Gimmel
C-Akiva Besser

thanks for the cubicle, best counselor, awesome guy, is a kiwi banana, has Elul, Yehuda Lowenthal will be 9th
grade, storytelling machine, loves the head staff, #YTTalumn #Jets

JC-Yaakov Lowenthal

Americans are better than Canadians at hockey, 6 year old crocs, baseball team, shtark, Rabbi Wolf, TORAH TEMIMAH, Darchei bunk, awesome J.C. #tips #theDarnold #shaloshseudos #IcedCoffee #Niagra

Levi Yitzchok Berger

will stop rooting for the Blackhawks, will split up with Schwartz, and walk around junior hill #Monsey

Naftali Brull

will still be draining 3’s, have the most epic fan ever, underrated chiller #YTT

Reuven Finkelstein

will be head of Maintenance, shower before curfew, and bring back the hammock! #YTT

Shraga Frankel

will make a book compiling all his questions, walk around junior hill, and go to Breslov #Monsey

Moishe Gerstner

will get his drawers on his bed by cleanup, shower before curfew #YTT

Mayer Ozer Greenberg

will stop sweeping the bunkhouse by cleanup, will go to sleep really late, Mishnayis, Mishnayis, Mishnayis #YTT

Shuli Grossman

has the biggest flashlight in camp, take down the Yankees towel!! #Lakewood

Yitzchok Himy

want to know his line in the yearbook,pink tyros, will stop talking to Tzvi, walk around junior hill #Monsey

Michoel Jaffa

will still Bentch very nicely, amazing armchair, and pounds learning by SALT #YTT

Menachem Katz

will be part of bunk tes zayin, move to Flatbush, loves Gourmet Glatt, #Adidas #Lakewood

Avrumi Klein

is never seen without “THE GIANTS CAP” and pounds guitar #Lakewood

Moshe Meisels

is never around, imitates his teachers very well, stories at night, comedian. #Monsey

Tzvi Neiman

wears the Red Sox cap more than the Yankees cap, always talks to Himy, will go to Breslov #hookedup #Monsey

Meir Richman

is the music king of the bunk, will take a shower in the shower house, #chulent #staffkid #Monsey

Yitzy Richman

will find his sunglasses, will take a shower in the shower house, #chulent #staffkid #Monsey

Shmuel Schwartz

will get a real mic instead of his flashlight, walk around junior hill, will split up with Berger #Jets #Monsey

Shimon Stern

will open up a book store in Washington Heights, has the best bed in the bunk #Yekke #theHeights

Menachem Sternbuch

amazing at dodgeball, will finally hear a story from the Chofetz Chaim hotline #donaldduck #Lakewood

Avrumi Yarmish

always watches Yaakov clean the bunkhouse, davens very nicely, still folding laundry #YTT

Bunk chof gimel

you guys are awesome, I missed you second half! #notatraitor please k.i.t./actually keep in touch #Darchei

Dovi Feigenbaum

you know, as Myer Lansky once said… well I don’t know what he said but my goodness, there’s no stubb, but it’s
clowns ccclueless, penalty is a helmet

Menachem Hartman

YAY, you got a line in my bunk article, will finally get Yaakov’s number!

Shmuli Lerner

you’re the best, thanks for everything you do! #goturbunk #darchei

Aron Lowenthal

you da best! Thanks for everything!!!

Yehuda Lowenthal

way too many caps, works WAY too hard, has 8th grade, we all know what A.B.B.L. really stands for #fixthat

Yossi Ostrovitsky

Best 4 Day Rotator ever! Thanks for all your help!
K.I.T. Akiva yeshiva- 347-452-8645 regular- 347-860-3048 Yaakov 917-691-7393

Counselor

Chof gimmel

Shimon Isaak

JC
Yehuda Cywiak

Shimon and Yehudah Can’t Think of a Bunk Article Title Because…….
C-Shimon Isaak
JC-Yehuda Cywiak

makes Kiddush for the whole camp on Shabbos morning #farrockaway #darchei
doesn't wear shirts and never showers in the morning #torahvodaas

Yehuda Breskin
Don David
Zev Grunfeld
Binyomin Hellman

Mendy Schuss
Yitzy Singer
Chaim Steg
Yitzy Weinberger
Cheski Zucker

brushes his teeth a half hour after curfew every night, #rabbihalbertalschavrusa
loves jumping on his counselors #barmitzvah
love your tefillin bag, had a semi library #airheads
best solo in camp but still refused to be in the musical, thinks his JC is ripped, has the
sickest curtain in the bunk #underarmourcap
lives next to Izzy on Annapolis
smuggles in beef jerky #dzovi #hitchyou
is cousins with Motty and loves football
is busy with Agudah Live, designed his chair #agudasyiroelofamerica
tried flying in the gym, got his cast a few days late, is always showered on time
not related to the cookies #shabsisbro
loves Reb Yankel Bender, had the greenest stuff by color war #nephewnotson
#onthewaytodarchei
was always the first one in bed #underratedchiller
has the best handshakes and loves bugs, wasn't able to talk about sports with his JC
thinks he has the loudest voice in camp, best vekker, almost got Shimon killed by the
BMX bike dudes #lovestodavenfortheamud
thinks the word fresh is fresh, now knows what a DMC is #wantstoknowtheelvirahock
actually lives in Chicago #romainian
never goes to the bottom of the lake, no fries Thursday night, best fish face #darchei
never stops reading and is now part of the Cedarhurst hock #HI #blindlight
almost forgot to come back to camp after his Bar Mitzvah #chch

Yaakov Lowenthal

wasn't the JC second half, you know #notatraitor

Yisroel Hirschfeld
Dovi Kay
Eli Kolodny
Moshe Markowitz
Asher Nussbaum
Shmuel Ostreicher
Shalom Pearl
Motty Perlstein
Avrumi Potchin
Simcha Resnick

A typical yearbook article means a quick run-through of the entire summer with the hope of arousing
sweet memories. The problem is, that being an 8th/9th grader in Agudah Land is something that is not typical.
So instead of giving you a synopsis of the summer, let’s quickly look back at a “typical” day for a senior
leaguer.
After cocoa club-shachris [where it was beautiful to watch you davening dressed like you’re talking
to Hashem!!], we quickly “swept-bins on bed-clear railings” and headed to Chef Flam’s dining room. Every
breakfast [and practically every lunch and supper] was a knockout with the addition of Danishes, brownies,
cakes, and muffins etc. With our stomachs full [and a little iced coffee mixed in] we sat down to….Talmud
Torah!! [Mazal tov to all those who joined in the extra learning for the Chag Hasiyum-it was something historic!!]The morning activity is no longer split into two as it is for the younger divisions, but rather, we have
one huge time slot where we play a full game of our competitive non-forfeiting “all-sports” league. There is a
few minutes to wash up and refresh and then we’re off to…..lunch!! A rest period to catch our breath, and
then the world renowned-biggest hock in the mountains-something every Camp Agudah boy yearns
for…..the ABBL and AFFL!!!!!!!! Whether it’s watching those colored yarmulkas racing down the court or
the bright t-shirts running into the end zone of the AFFL stadium, these two leagues simply can’t be
matched. Mincha and Limud Hatorah followed by supper, where the senior leaguers fired up the entire dining room and showed which part of camp truly pumps-every single day!! Night Seder and Maariv are followed
by a full blown night activity which ranges from league games, to ABBL/AFFL, to staff games, to concerts,
to plays, to division competitions, to etc.…… Totally wiped out, we begin to head to bed after a good
schmooze with our counselors who literally gave everything to ensure we had every minute full of action
and guided us in our growth as we begin our Mesivta years, telling us where our priorities should be and
how capable we really are!!! It’s a matter of time until reveille is heard kicking off yet another full [and I
mean full!] day of 8th and 9th grade in Agudah Land.
It’s hard to believe that with this being a “typical” day, we were able to squeeze in mini trips-8th grade
Boston-9th grade Niagara-pro bowl-color war-Shmueli Ungar-a day of color-the draft-Kalahari-music for the
soul-9th grade campers vs counselors baseball game-carnival-Mountain Creek-ABBL championships-escape
rooms-Chag Hasiyum Melava Malka-OAR-late night kumzits-ABBL all-star weekend-Mishmar MatzavAquatopia-super bowl-the list goes on………………
To sum it up, if you were in bunks Chof Daled to Lamed Zayin, you’re going home with a smile because you can proudly say to everyone you meet: “I had a summer where every minute of the day and night I
was busy having the time of my life….I can’t wait for summer 2019…..senior leagues Yerushalayim!!!!”
Thank you so much we enjoyed being in the best division,

Counselor

Chof daled

Yehuda Lowenthal

JC
Naftuli Leshkowitz

From the desk of the lawyers of… [please choose one] CSA/Tribeca

Greatest Comish ever, ABBL, Leagues, mishnayos, 2 hours of sleep, intercamp, and basically anything involving 8 th grade. Caps, caps, and more caps…
#FearTheBeard
JC-Naftuli Leshkowitz Zero points road test, black undershirts, amazing complaint Comish, gray undershirts, any radio news, black undershirts, Thursday night griller, gray undershirts,
thinks he’s the head staff, black undershirts, volleyball matchup, gray undershirts. #OneDollar #HumanGPS
Elkana Brodt
Will always be a Tribeca boy. As you’re just finishing bentching until al yichasreinu, now think back to the days when you cuddled up with your pillow with two minutes
to shachris. Also keep practicing for the next dunk contest you’ll be in, and keep thinking you’re the best. Kana, thanks for a part of
making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Chaim Berlin. #DunKana
Mechoel Davis
Was zocheh not to be a part of Tribeca or CSA. While by your grill playing on your switch, remember to burn your hot dog buns like on Thursday nights. Also don’t
forget to lay on your and schmooze and chill. Mecheol, thanks for being part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of
hatzlacha in Torah Vadaas. #SwitchItUp
Eli Deckelbaum Will always be a CSA boy. As you sit watching the Islanders you notice two things: Firstly, that JT91 jus t scored an it wasn’t for the Islanders, secondly you play better
hockey then them. Also during Shabbos meals don’t forget to ask to go to the bunkhouse for “5 minutes”. Eli, thanks for being a part
of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Kaminetz. #Zman #IdenticalBrothers
Shuey Engel
Was zocheh not to be a part of Tribeca or CSA. While you’re on your way to Yeshiva wearing your awesome special hat- the uphat, remember you’re always being
hooked up because you had a brother as a staff member. Also don’t forget that I “never talk to you”. Shuey, I’m so grateful you were a
part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Torah Temimah. #ThreePointContest
Avi Furer
Will always be a CSA boy. As you’re being driven through the streets of Lakewood on your way to a Lev L’achim session, you remind yourself that (fill in name here) is
takeh a gvir. Also don’t ever forget to turn on the Shabbos button, the world can’t go on without your amazing Shabbos zemrios. Avi,
thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlcha in Weinbergers (which started early).
#TheGuyIsMameshLoaded
Mendy Gluck
Will always be a CSA boy. Cruising around Flatbush in red seats reminds you to check what’s going on with your league team(always on my team). We can always count
on you to be around the bunkhouse by learning groups. Mendy, thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a
ton of hatzlacha in Veretzky. #NavaMinsk #V’yaazoor #What’sUpMendy
Avi Jacobowitz
Will always be a CSA boy. Whil sitting in your room playing DS, don’t forget to vacuum up your bed with your microscopic vacuum(which the whole 8 th grade now has).
Also don’t forget to make sure you have a good ABBL team and that you get a trade. Avi, thanks for being a part of making this an
awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Chaim Berlin. #MakeMeNerd
Yitzchok Kamelhar Was zocheh not to be aa part of Tribeca or CSA. While you’re sitting and shteiging in CB, don’t forget to go out and play some basketball. #ABBLChamp Please note
Aryeh’s room desperately needs a sweeping. Also you’ll probably find your basketball somewhere in Aryeh’s mess. Yitzchock, thanks
for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Chaim Berlin.
Yitzchok Katz
Will always be a Tribeca boy. As you sit and shteig by an optional shiur, just wanted to remind you it’s time to do a bunk I-Pod check. You’ll always be the greatest
“shiur in sefer Chofetz Chaim” veker. Yitzchock, thanks for being a part of maiking this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha
in the Cheder. #BunkMishnayos
Baruch Kranz
Will always be a Tribeca boy. As you look in the mirror fixing your hair, it’s time to reflect back on the back bed mirror chill. Don’t forget to continue making good use of
the one the only shweater. Also make sure to remember to keep your self-esteem up don’t let it fall too far. Baruch, thanks for being a
part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Torah Temimah. #Studio
Binyomin Kruger Was zocheh not to be a part of Tribeca or CSA. While sitting in Yeshiva don’t forgetthat you’ve got everything you need from knives to blow torches to finding bones
in the ground. Also please wear that basketball yarmulke to Yeshiva at least for one day. Binyomin, thanks for being a part of making
this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in the Mir. #AriFeinsteinImpersonator
Dovid Lowy
Was zocheh not to a part of Tribeca or CSA, although is a very proud Lakeview boy. It was hard to find a line for Teddy because he doesn’t know any hock. Three cheers
for leaving the hill to join us on our hill(with ac). Dovid thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of
hatzlacha in Torah vadaas. #Teddy #DoYouKnowHock
Menashe Neuman Will always be a Tribeca boy. As you’re walking through the streets of Lakewood with your sports
glasses, you remember you have to go pick up your new jersey.
However there’s a giant ant in front of you, so take out your 859th can of off and spray and everything will be good… please note if this
does happen your best weapon is really a toothbrush. Menashe, thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a
ton of hatzlacha in Bruss’s(which started early). #MidnightBrush
Dovi Schoenbrun
Was zocheh not to be a part of Tribeca or CSA. As you join bunk Avi for the 3 rd half please make sure to take all your brooms and dust pans with you. Also we’d like
to thank Dovi Schoenbrun for doing props. In case you ever make a BBQ don’t forget to take the cart. Dovi, thanks for being a part of
making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in the Mir. #HookedUpForAnything
Yaakov Schulman
Was zocheh not to be a part of Tribeca or CSA. Being brothers with Issac and cousins with Yitzchock is a pretty big zichus. We were so happy to have you join us for
this half and for some more 3 AM hock. One day I’ll make up that ABBL game for you that you missed(bli neder). Yaakov, thanks for
being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Torah Temimah. #OneCrock
Shaya Szanzer
Will always be a CSA boy. Driving down the court in Yeshiva you remember the time when you played like Leebron in the ABBL. Afterwards it was time for the awesome playlist of lifunov, levado, and turn it up. Shaya, thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of
hatzlacha in the Mir. #OHYEAH
Pinchos Menachem Taub
Will always be a Tribeca boy. It’s hard to keep track of where you’re holding in the hug counter, but it’s easy to figure out you’re the only one with a bek.
Next time you sit down to write an alma mater maybe be a little more careful protecting the papers. Also maybe catch up on some
sleep so you’re not tired every second of the day. Pinky, thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of
hatzlacha in the Cheder. #OnThePorch
Avi WeiserWill
always be a Tribeca boy. HAPPY BIRTHDAY AVI WEISER! Looking down to the mirror you remember what the back bed mirror chill was like. You can always count on
Avi for any important information and also a great voice to sing and do harmonies. Avi, thanks for being a part of making this an
awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Shaar Haaa. #NeverTheWeiser #47YearsOld
Avi Wohlgemuth
Will always be a CSA boy. While you’re doing a level 7 ropes course just wanted to remind you that Dovid’s a staff member and is going to hook you up. Don’t
forget you’re great leadership skills you learned from being an ABBL captain. Also make sure that you actually have a good league
team. Avi, thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in the Mir. #MrWholgemoot
Shmulie Baruch
Youth corps, tom the shaggy cherrio, this line has no punch line. We missed you this half thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of
hatzlacha in Torah Temimah.
Moshe Dov Brun
My neighbor, JC in Noam, We missed you this half thanks for being a part of making this an awesome summer, have a ton of hatzlacha in Chaim Berlin.
Yosef Pogrow
Since you’re essentially part of this bunk you needed to be in here. Although we know you really just want to have me as your counselor , we’ll see if we could make
it happen next year.
Guys this summer was truly amazing I had a blast! Can’t believe it’s over but here we are… Please keep it touch throughout the year:
Yehuda- 347-387-3554, Leshky- 347-461-6800
C- Yehuda Lowenthal

Counselor
Yitzie Merzel

Chof hey

JC
Moshe Dovid
Rosenberg

On 3 Everyone…..Oy Deracheha Darchei….But Bunk Chof Hey Didn’t Heed the Call Because….
C-Yitzie Merzel

Torah v’chol nesivoseha….is too busy squeezing into the cubicle…was too busy pumping visiting day…
director of elul management….Rabbi Heller is sending him to Pallers

JC-Moshe Dovid “MoDoRo” Rosenberg is going to heed the call for beis medrash…he has to learn 10 seforim every night before
he goes to sleep…was too busy with the shaft….best fan in camp….was busy buying his 68” umbrella…
was busy learning with Aryeh Schuster….general MoDo….is related to Naftoli Schuss
Ruvi Bash

is going to Veretzky…was learning mishnayos….was too busy doing handshakes with Yossi…c’mon!!

Heshy Ellenbogen

is going to Veretzky….please see Heshy for details, he has a full list of reasons why….didn’t do
ABBL….was too busy learning with Eli

Shlome Fischman

is going to Veretzky…was too busy hocking about Boro Park…goes to sleep early…is too big of an AFFL
fan

Yechiel Frank

is going to the Cheder…yes Eliezer’s brother (and of course Meir’s)…was arranging his Agudah
wall….was busy drinking from his 64oz. water bottle….isn’t part of a learning group

Yossi Hartman

is going to Kaminetz…yes Menachem’s brother….was too busy doing handshakes with Ruvi…was too
busy playing finger baseball

Naftali Horowitz

is a major MTJ Guy…is close with Reb Dovid Feinstein….is chavrusas with Rabbi Artscroll (Rabbi Gedaliah Zlotowitz)…was busy sneaking back from the shower house…has an amazing cross-over.

Dovid Isner

is going to Passaic…because in Passaic they also actually know how to play sports….was too busy reading that fat book (don’t worry I know you only read three pages)

Yanky Lapidus

is going to Torah Vodaas…has the coolest bed in camp…made a major siyum at Mendels….is too busy
giving out candy by Mendels

Naftoli Mandel

is going to Veretzky….was way too busy doing mishnayos…was too busy with BYB…was too busy giving
out birthday cake…happy birthday!!!

Shloimie Schachter

is going to Torah Vodaas…because there’s nothing like camp….was calculating the time difference between us and Europe…was too busy vacuuming the bunkhouse

Eli Weis

is going to Torah Vodaas…was too busy practicing for the musical….was busy being harassed to copy
Reb Elya…is part of the neighborhood

Eli Winter

is going to Veretzky…was too busy trying on Yitzie’s shoes….was too busy scoring points in our amazing
2-on-2

Reb Yitz

heeds the call for maariv randomly….for Shabbos afternoon playground…and of course Shabbos seu
dos

Moshe Yehuda Neiman

only because that first night you rattled off all those lines from my article last year, here you go….: almost heeded the call…oh blame the vans…was too busy with Avodah Zarah and Horiyos…was too busy
learning shmiras halashon together…“haven’t seen you in years!”….I still have faith you’ll heed the callJ

Hey 8th grade!! One more time everyone!!! OY DERACHEHA DARCHEI TORAH!!!! You guys know I tried. Hope you all do well in Mesivta!!!

Counselor

Chof vov

Dovi Finkelstein

JC
Efraim Levin

If we didn’t have a bunkbed inside the cubicle then.....
C-Dovi “BUZZ” Finkelstein Won’t ever quit giving haircuts. Will always wear those unreal maintenance boots all while being shtark. No, the
name BUZZ is not from my giving haircuts. And make the funniest plays and skits...ok I’ll stop talking about my
self #BuzzIsShtarK #HighHorse
JC-Efraim Levin
will actually sleep in the reserved JC spot. Can’t wait for those inspectors. Won’t have his ukulele on permanent
loan to whomever. And won’t overemphasize the last syllable during wake up. #zis-KIND
Moishie Belsky: will go to BUZZ OR EFRAIM for a haircut.
Aron Engelson
what did the geometry teacher tell the confused staff kid? YOUR LOOKING AT THE WRONG ENGEL-SON (to be
said in a Mo Berger voice)
Moshe Herzberg
Wouldn't consume 13 metric tons of plastic cutlery all while scanning channel 16 and still yoing somebody’s bro.
#WeHaveASituation #MYOB;)
Nechemia Itzkowitz
Will realize that BUZZ does know all his campers first names and will stand guard of the “cronies’ cubicle”
Yossi Itzkowitz
Will continue to pursue his illustrious career of painting/drawing various forms of still life making the bunkhouse
look spectacular.
Shimi Kahn
Will have people pronounce his name the way it should be (k-äñh, as in con artist). Will go to chofetz chaim like
BUZZ and follow in his footsteps. #WorriedSickAboutU
Shimmy Kraus
Will not go in the cubicle just because there is some strange bunkbed inside. And will maybe finally want some
thing from the canteen transactions
Sender Kuperman
FUN FACT: Did you know that if you switch the first letter of Sendy’s name it comes out to be Kender Superman.
Binyomin Mitteldorf
Will be on the Agudah basketball team in just a couple of years as long as he eats his spinach and brushes his
teeth twice a day.
Yisrael Meir Neufeld
ANOTHER FUNFACT; Did you know that neufy in French actually means the battery of a smoke detector in vari
ous Latin based languages. #AC #RNewmark
Yechiel Stamm
Would it be original to stay that stamm just isn’t a stamm guy.
You get the award of being the first camper to ever sleep in the bed reserved for the jc. (Due to the bunkbed
cubicle obviously)
Zalman Vakhovsky
is currently consuming extraordinary amounts of mishanyos as we are writing this with his lantern.
Yitzy Waxman
Or should I say waxy-two-shoes. Or waxy-two-face. Took some heavy abuse from an orange hockey ball but you
should see the other guy. #NotWaxy
Avromi Willner
FUN FACT:Did you know that your name mixed up comes out to be William Vroner? Avromi Willner...I think not.
#Willy
Dovi Zaigelbaum
aka “the ziggy” will get the secret recipe for chef flams pasta. AND THEN ATTACK IT WITH A HOCKEY STICK and
your long lost green biscuit. The amount of hockey balls you have lost this summer is almost as much spoons
you
have devoured. #RedheadsMatter
Menachem Aryeh Leib Ziskind also known as MALZ. will keep on supplying BUZZ with the seltzers that he likes and doesn’t likes and then
likes again. #DovidLeiberman #UncleEli
Tzvi Gold
Shkoyach for not taking the door and sitting down next to me. I hope you enjoyed seventh grade. And I know
what happened to the bunk article paper you gave in ;)

Chof zayin

Counselor
Menachem Kramer

JC
Eli Diamond

Bunk Chof Zayin Will Have Everyone by Zemiros on Shabbos When…
C-Menachem Kramer

stops wearing his geshmake Timberland boots and geshmake yarmulka

JC-Eli Diamond

joins the basketball team #YTV

Dovi Belsky

convinces Buzz to give him a haircut #cheder

Shloima Breskin

convinces counselors to take food from him #rabbihalbertal

Menachem Goodman

finishes entertaining everyone #earlyshachris #keepsmiling

Yisroel Handler

doesn’t shower the night before #vendingmachine

Mordechai Ishakis

buys a black hat on Amazon #DS #bestdavener

Yisrael Kashani

becomes ashkenaz #tonsoffood #tallisclip

Moshe Menachem Loketch goes to Yankees stadium #BIB #caaar
Avrum Yakov “AY” Mermelstein stops scoring half court shots #sweeper
Simcha Moskowitz

stops having a crazy memory #wemissyou

Meir Scharf

stops being the most underrated pitcher #darchei

Yaakov Sobel

stops owning the grill #steak #chef

Chaim Yehuda Walkin

isn’t by meals #darchei

Nesanel Weitzner

stops winning the coin machine game #latelinenchange

Chof ches

Counselor
Yaakov Zev Pearl

JC
Sruly Perl

Sitting On a Golf Cart at 3:00 in the Morning, Trying To Make the Deadline, We Figured
That If ________ Had To Write His Own Line He Would Write…..
C-Yaakov Zev Pearl

pounds bungalow, milkshake extravaganza, king-sized mattress, will forever be busy with
leagues and ABBL lol, will take a third off day, ELUL!!! #brisk

JC-Sruly Perl

upgraded to 8th grade!! Future Yankees announcer with Shmully and Chaim E., kicked JZ
out of cubicle, loves his whistle #10thgrade #(pineapple)jc

Chaim Binet

will start doing milkshakes at home, only Mets fan, biggest zemiros participator
#ilovepizza

Yitzy Bresler

rocking na nach, Chaim Berliner forever, coffee friends, dps biggest sponsor #whereru

Ari Friedman

leaving early (shh), flaky cinnamon danishes, got more than six passes this half, beat Gold
blatt in a jumpball #minigrandsing

Daniel Hoffman

redesign bunk exterior, falls asleep in clothes, sickest pitcher #torahtavlinjr

Eli Katz

um am I here?? No I’m not in Mechina #lovescampbetter #whiteshirt

Shmully Krausz

beasts up ABBL, future GSM (General Superstitious Manager) for the Yankees #noooway

Tzviki Lieberman

loves maintenance, still looking for his mirrors, future hair stylist #dimples

Eli Nierman

zemiros with bunk Lamed, fired from general youth corps reminder, pounds M&Ms
#interdivision

Mordechai Schechter

left Ruach Chaim behind, major dance for Rabbi Neiman, four hour late night showers
#tifmo

Aryeh Schuster

learning with MoDo to impress big bro Smid, needs chips ‘n’ salsa till 3:00 #6pointsABBL

Yehoshua Heschel Schuster classiest belt in camp, pounds reading, learning with JZ #spongebob
Yechezkel Tabi

stimming all day, Dougies, will help Rabbi Karfiol return mirrors #T-A-B-I-T-A-B-I

Counselor

Chof tes

Eliezer Frank

JC
Shloimy Friedman

Enough with the Kittens and Gummy Bears!

Shloimy Friedman- Your mother is a very talented songwriter, and you’re a very talented dancer. What a gifted family. A tremendous vekker, especially when it’s a rainy day
and you’re running around in a Shayne coat. But one thing you haven’t yet perfected in the art of being a vekker is waking people up while brushing your teeth. Thank you so
much for being such a dedicated and hardworking JC (pronounced JiC), and for coming for the grand sing, not that we ever had any safek that you would. It was truly a tremendous amount of fun working together with you, and really getting to know you, you’re really one of the nicest people I know. Thanks for being the official zman krias
shema reminderer of the bunk. Ari Berger- Talking about talented people, this guy can draw like it’s nobody’s business, write like it’s nobody’s business, and be a kitten like
it’s nobody’s business. Sorry I did say enough of that didn’t I? Anyway Ari is also exceedingly knowledgeable about almost every thing there is to be knowledgeable about, and
is particularly proficient in my sense of humor. Ari comes from that wonderful smelling place known as Los Angeles, where the number one topic of conversation is driving
directions. Ari, having you in my bunk this year was an absolute pleasure from the very beginning until the very end, it was amazing to see how full of life and energy you
always are keep it up man I hope you enjoy the frigid Los Angeles Winter. Meir Bergman- If I am the flakes that fall of the flaky danish, and you are a red pencil, then my cup
will always be the winner of the race. And the answer is a llama. Wait are you a llama? Then I guess it’s the ear of a pink elephant. That was silly. Anyway I’m sorry that you
didn’t get your bunk requests. Meir you are legitimately the craziest person I know in the best way possible every conversation I ever have with you is just hilarious thanks for
always being so much fun to be around and thanks for being the best chavrusa ever. Yaakov Block- Sleeps with his eyes open…aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!
So creepy!!!!! Is a phenomenal basketball player, beat me in a one on one which is saying almost nothing, and me and Yaakov have a great handshake thing that we do together. I mean I probably did it with every person in camp but it’s still our thing right? Yaakov you’re an absolute boss I loved every second of having you in my bunk it’s great
to see how you’re always so happy about everything. Menachem Danzger- The most obvious bunny rabbit ever, there’s way more to Menachem than just that. Menachem is
also a tremendously nice person, so much so that I sometimes wonder how it’s even possible that there could be someone that nice. Wait you thought I was leading up to a
joke? No, I was just saying what I seriously think. You see, all Danzger’s are nice people, but Menachem might be the nicest of them all. So Menachem, thanks for being so
nice. It was real nice to have you in my bunk. Avi Finkelstein- has a phenomenal taste in music, loves to wake up in the morning, and most definitely wants to be a kitten. But
unfortunately he’s a…ah, I don’t remember anymore. Was it a leopard?
Never mind. Avi you are literally one of the most chilled out, awesome people I know thanks for everything it was so enjoyable to have you in my bunk thanks for all the 8 th day duets. Dovi Frier- Most definitely loves to get up in the morning. And to be a responsible person
who actually gets sleep at night. Who ever heard of such a ridiculous notion? Dovi has been know to be the most clutch shooter in the grade, except that his clutch shots don’t
always count (exaggerated wink). Dovi having you in my bunk was one of the most inspirational experiences of my life it’s incredible to watch the way you conduct yourself as
a true ben torah, it really makes everyone around you a better person to watch the way you daven you’re a really special person keep doing what you’re doing man. Yossi
Green- The most obvious panda ever, Yossi has not been late to a minyan all summer. I have a feeling that if he was an actual panda then he might have. Are you a big fan of
Shloimy’s mother’s music? I don’t think we ever found out your opinion on the matter. Thanks for always being so enjoyable to have around. Having you in my bunk was like
having a bag of hot sauce potato chips. I don’t know what I’m talking about anymore. The point is, you’re awesome Yossi. Have a great year make sure to keep in touch. I
mean that goes for everyone but I decided to write it here. Ari Janklowicz- Loves to pull constant all-nighters, sometimes going days at a time without sleep, which is why he
chose to be in the bunk that stays up the latest. We have phenomenal conversations together that put me to sleep, but you better watch out if Shlomo Rubinstein shows up.
Ari!!!! Because I won’t call you Janx. Thanks for being by far the most helpful camper I’ve ever had it literally made my job 100 times easier having you around I don’t know
how you do all the things that you do you’re amazing man I really appreciate it. Thanks for the post grand sing party, what you did was amazing man. Dovi Katz- Got a window!! Just wanted to point that out before I start not sure why. Anyway there are certain things which I learned not to say thanks to Dovi (hmmmm…), such as what I’m gonna do to the guy who stole my coffee, or why you shouldn’t shine flashlights at the bus driver. Because Dovi is a tzaddik who doesn’t like that kind of humor. Wait that got
serious before it was supposed to. But yes, Dovi, you are a tzaddik it’s really amazing to watch the way you conduct yourself in every way. It really makes me a better person
to watch how careful you are with everything you say and do, and it was such an awesome experience to have you in my bunk. Mordechai Lebovits- A snake who knows how
to do an impression of a unicorn? Now that is cool. Loves to help the other team out during color war and has the most tremendous amounts of energy. Thanks for having
such a good attitude about things
it was so much fun to finally have you in my bunk. You are legitimately one of the most fun people to talk to and Iy’h one day you will see
the light about how great 8th day is. Aryeh Tzvi Minzer- Second time baby! And this time was even way funer than last time. Which is pretty crazy because last time was so
much funer also, but this time was even more funer. Made the call about being a flamingo all by himself!! And Yehuda is indeed a purple gummy bear, no matter what tune
you sing it in. what happened to the Jets linen?!?!?! I miss it!! Aryeh I have no words to explain how much I enjoyed having you in my bunk again, you’re literally one of the
greatest, and most awesome all around people I know. I love you man make sure to keep in touch. Wait YTV?! Ah, yes. Yosef Pogrow- So is Pogrow a British name or a Mexican name? machlokes between Moe and Buzz. Speaking of buzz, well, y’know where I’m going with this. I guess you may as well enjoy the money Mr. Joseph Shmogrow.
Yosef says that he’s gonna grow up to be a ‘geshmake ben torah!”, and we think he’s right. Yosef you’re smile just lights up the room thanks for always making everyone
around you happy you’re the best man. Eliezer Presser- The second coolest guy in camp until he grows a beard, Eliezer is in my bunk for the 1 and a halfth time. Hey that was
pretty cool what I just did there. Loves Shabbos zemiros so very much right? RIGHT?!?!?!?! Ok right. Wow Eliezer we’ve known each other for a pretty long time but having
you in my bunk was a totally different level you’re unbelievable man and one of the straightest shooters I know. Thanks for all the honest opinions ;) Yehuda Ruzohorsky- So
the battle of the walls escalated to a totally new level this year as the 2 walls were moved into the same bunk for the first time ever! And as expected, Eliezer Frank’s wall
came in first place in a landslide for the 4 straight time. Ok you’re right yours is really good. But it’s not my fault that you’re better at it than me!! Yehuda I was so pumped
when I found out you were gonna be in my bunk you’re one of the funniest, most awesome people I know and I really loved every second of it thanks man. Yitzi Shapiro- It’s
Yitzi! With an I! loves to be woken up by me brushing my teeth and waving at him. But does not particularly like being woken up by monsters wearing Shayne coats. Yitzi
you’re a boss gamur thanks for being so funny and so much fun to have around. You’re legitimately the best. YTV? Ah yes. As well. Shlomo Zalman Weiner- Underwent a
name change on visiting day, and is so very proud of his little Eliezer Frank! For being color war general! So Zalman, as he is now known, cannot be beaten in a one on one,
except that he was…or was he? Did that rematch ever happen? You never told me. Shlomo Zalman, thanks for always trying to work on yourself to become the best person
you could, it’s amazing how you’re always so friendly to everyone, just keep growing man. Zevi Weis- Second time baby! Zevi loves my bathing suit song, and saying “ehahey”
except that that’s first half hock so we shouldn’t do that. Gives the most tremendous hugs. Zevi let them sleep! But first let’s do a quick buddy check. Remember reggie
dimonjiper? Good times. Nosson Zev you’re one of the funniest kids in camp its was so much fun to have you in my bunk again we’re going for 3 times next year baby! Yisrael
Yitzchak Wolman- So I just found out that you’re Dovi Feigenbaum’s cousin?! And you never told me this? Anyway that thing you do with your eyes is so funny man. I will now
attempt to write in that voice you do. YY how you doin?! Nah doesn’t really work. But it’s a great voice. It goes really well with that chipmunk personality. Yisrael Yitzchak
thanks for enhancing my summer with your wonderful presence, I really can’t properly express in words how much I enjoyed having you in my bunk. To bunk chof-tes- first of
all, please forgive me for not properly expressing individually in this article just how much each and every one of you means to me. Unfortunately, due to the fact that I was
extremely busy this week, I needed to write this article in a huge rush, and as a result, I don’t believe that I properly expressed just how special each and every one of you are
in your own way. but I mean it when I say- you guys are really each one of a kind, each one of you have amazing talents and strengths that no one else has, and having every
single one of you in my bunk was really the most incredible and enjoyable experience for me. It was a true pleasure being your counselor and I’ll never forget all the amazing
times we had together. Thanks for being so much fun, and for being willing to grow into better people at the same time. I’m sure our tefillah program was a huge zechus for
Yisroel and Elisheva so thanks for joining me in that. I love you guys so much I hope you all have an amazing and successful year, and make sure to keep in touch! My number
is 917-588-7059, and Shloimy’s number is 732-994-9018.

Counselor

Chof zayin

Menachem Kramer

JC
Eli Diamond

Bunk Chof Zayin Will Have Everyone by Zemiros on Shabbos When…
C-Menachem Kramer

stops wearing his geshmake Timberland boots and geshmake yarmulka

JC-Eli Diamond

joins the basketball team #YTV

Dovi Belsky

convinces Buzz to give him a haircut #cheder

Shloima Breskin

convinces counselors to take food from him #rabbihalbertal

Menachem Goodman

finishes entertaining everyone #earlyshachris #keepsmiling

Yisroel Handler

doesn’t shower the night before #vendingmachine

Mordechai Ishakis

buys a black hat on Amazon #DS #bestdavener

Yisrael Kashani

becomes ashkenaz #tonsoffood #tallisclip

Moshe Menachem Loketch goes to Yankees stadium #BIB #caaar
Avrum Yakov “AY” Mermelstein stops scoring half court shots #sweeper
Simcha Moskowitz

stops having a crazy memory #wemissyou

Meir Scharf

stops being the most underrated pitcher #darchei

Yaakov Sobel

stops owning the grill #steak #chef

Chaim Yehuda Walkin

isn’t by meals #darchei

Nesanel Weitzner

stops winning the coin machine game #latelinenchange
Menachem 917-231-5328

Counselor

lamed

JC
Mordechai Frischman

Mo Berger

The Random Ponderings of All These Grandcampers.......
C-Mo Berger

Wow this bunk is Shtark…..If i have to explain what a grandcamper is to one more kid…...So basically those are refreezable ice cubes…..I hope these kids chap
their lines in the bunk article….Its so weird having a former camper as a JC

JC-Mordechai Frischman No that's my twin…Maybe I’ll Ref in Aliyah every day….Is there any Dougies on The Hill tonight? #MyCousinIsMyCamper…...Why do i do Curfew? And Wakeup?
I love Reffing ABBL….
Dani Aryeh

Yah BABY yah!!!! No, really Tom’s River is cool!!!! No I don’t have a pool……So basically the story with my glasses is…..I'm a successful camp agudah se
fardi…..yah zaky is a legend…. I rip rebounds….I'm learning Night Seder next year in The Atria

Akiva Blumenkrantz

AHHHHHHHHH(MY EPIC SHRIEK)……No I’m not a met fan….I'm the Hotdog Marinator of Senior Hill…..Why does Mo bug me out about my game face….My bed is
a sick storage closet…..why does no one else shower at 4:30am?????Elvira is a SICK chill... I HOPE Buzz gives me a haircut within the next 11 weeks…..

Shloimie Cytryn

Wait my arm is legit broken?!?!?!? I sit between Metz and Nathan to make sure they don’t talk during davening…. My Tefillin bag is super fresh.... My Bekeshe is
even fresher with Tiro's…I wish their were more Gerrer Chassidim in this camp…. I wish their were more Passaic Bochurim on Senior Hill

Yitzchok Deitel

My name sounds cool in a shvartze accent….I could have saved my parents some money and went to Aliyah……Which bunk….. Whose this random Rotator who
Davens next to me…..Yes those are solar panels on my speaker and yes they are completely unnecessary….Tzvi is my bodyguard…. I wish my Aunt would have
gotten married in Boston... I'm learning Night Seder next year in The Atria

Shua Frank

No- the other Frank sings Shabbos Kodesh…. NONE of these counselor jokes fly over my head… No one actually knows how to sweep a bunkhouse….Attendance
doesn’t get to Scheff before I approve….I'm learning Night Seder next year In The Atria...No New Gardens isn’t the same as Kew Gardens….

Yechezkel Ginsburg

No one pays Admission to my Curfew Concert……What is “This Guys” Matzav...If only people in this bunk spoke Yiddish So I could “Boche!” freely... shout out
Bnos in my Yearbook line what a joke….I'm a legendary 3 shooter….Yeshivish Ball What What!...I'm a sick Kosher Phone Hacker...I'm continuing The Bunk Lamed
Herring Kiddush back in Lakewood

Avromy Goldblatt

I beat Mordy in the semi annual “ Who can stay up later at curfew contest”- YES!!!..... My Father's Kiddush Club better save me some Shirayim this week…..
Wait, there was Tehillim tonight?....Rebounds for Breakfast Lunch And Supper….. I'm taller than my counselors so why I am I so nice to them???

Binyomin Kriger

M.V.P!!!!!!!!!!!! When is Maintenance putting in a board between my bed and the cubicle….Maybe i should complain about something once in
awhile….Sleeping on top of the JC isn't as exciting as i thought it would be….I kind of wish i didn't send my ABBL MVP trophy back to Brooklyn…..But is their
actually a chance i could play on The Team next year? I mean come on, Azi is on it….

Yitzy Levy
get

If i know everyone is Steins why don't i just go there for Mesivta? Oh wait, that would include Neumans, Rosenblatt's, Rubins tein's, etc. etc…...Maybe Yitzi will
me and Gershon Dougies tonight… Wait curfew is what time?....Lakewood is pretty cool but I really wish i could live in Queens….I wish i could go by my middle
name

Gershon Levy

No my elbow brace isn't just a fashion statement...If my father was in Munk for 18 years does that mean i have to be here for 36?....I could take anybody on in
staring contest as long as they are sleeping…. I can't wait to learn Night Seder next year in The Atria...Being a Yeki is only 99.9 % of the reason i take attendance
by davening...will Shaar Hatorah let me wear my Blue button down davening shirt to minyanim Next year?

Eli Metz

Why don't we have a Kumzitz by halftime during every ABBL Game?...Mesivta Chaim Shlomo….I’ll be giving Shiur on my own Shitah on Artscroll in 5 Minutes in
The Shul...Looks like the CodZilla could use some pumping...I personally prefer “Metz is Chassidish “ over “Metz is Yeshivish”....I think my Yo-Viggy chant is a
drop too intense

Avigdor Nathan

Wow taking off a week from camp is such a great chill maybe I'll do it every summer (Mazel Tov)....Who’s my counselor i've never seen him before...How come
camp doesn't sing Av Harachamim before Laining by Shabbos Mincha…..Who is this “Avigdor Miller” in camp i must meet him!! How come nobody else hears
revielle when i do….

Moshe Yehuda Neiman I nearly made it through the entire half without a single staff kid comment, wow this has got to be some kind of record…..I don't have to be by cleanup erev
visiting day right..? It’s a good thing the whole bunk is going to Shaar Ha next year so we can all learn Night seder in The Atria …..wait what's The Atria?????
Should I Dorm next year or Stay at Shua? Or Gershon? No ill dorm because I'd rather my alarm clock wake up the whole dorm than wake up the whole Queens...
Simcha Schron

My counselor used Oreo O’s to brake the ice…..Does anybody realize i wear my “this is what an awesome uncle looks like “ shirt every day...Should i wear my
Aaron Judge shirt to Fenway? I have absolutely no idea why i switched beds 47 seconds into the half so stop asking me… Does my picture with Rabbi Neiman
look better here or 3.6 inches over to the left?

Elchonon Teitz

If only my middle name was “wears”...Does Mo mind if i switch the Banner on his phone every time i borrow it? should I go to Clifton next year? Coach Busses
are waaaaaaay smoother than school busses , but only on school busses can i sit next to a counselor the whole time #Fishkill

Yitzi Waldman

Yah i have a Guitar here and no i dont show it off...my bed basically means i have a cubicle…. Gartels are the way to go why does nobody understand
that...going OOT for yeshiva is going to be sick #Ohr Naftali #DormLife….Yes I've been to camp before

Shomo Dov Yaroslawitz Busur poppers are way better than Dougies...Yes I'm a staff kid…..YKLI!!!!! Uch it's so embarrassing when my younger brothers come to my table on Shabbos….If
my 1st Cousin is my JC why don't i get preferential treatment….. Maybe I should go back to 8th grade so i could be in my father's class….

Shoutout to Teddy Lowy!!!

Counselor

Lamed aleph

Ari Scheff

Aharon Fox

If ___________ wrote a book the title would be
Ari Scheff
Aharon Fox

JC

How To Write A Yearbook Articles For Dummies
How To Step Up When Your Counselor Not There

Eliyahu Cameo
How To Blow Up America
Menachem Tzvi Cohen
Waterbury Life
Akiva Herman
What Appliances To Buy And Where To Buy Them
Meir Yechezkel Kohanteb A Sfardi Guide To Eating Chicken Soup
Menachem Kohen
How To Shoot A Three
Shalom Kolko
How To Win Color War
Shmuli Lefton
An Out Of Towners Guide To New Yorkers
Chaim Leiser
A Litvishe Guide To Chabad
Betzalel Michaeli
A Day In The Life Of Big Papi
Tzvi Nockenofsky
A Lakewood Kids Guide To Shopping
Yitzy Pearl
Being Zaidy’s Favorite
Moshe Pomerantz
No That’s My Cousin
Nosson Schloss
When To Use Your Game Face
Shloime Shapiro
Everyone Social Security Numbers
Moshe Snyder
How To Clean A Cubicle
Kalmy Weiss
A Magician Guide To Camp
Chaim Moshe Zucker
A Bachur Guide To Sharing Your Food

Counselor

Lamed beis

Counselor

Yecheskel Davydov

Kalman Weber

Nosson Yehuda Turkel

Nechemia Worcman

Bunk Lamed Beis Will Always Be The Best Bunk In Camp Because….

HC-Rabbi Schwebel

is afraid of what the counselors will write for his line in the yearbook

CC-Yecheskel Davydov

needs to have his vacation mentioned in his line in the yearbook

CC-Nosson Yehuda Turkel

doesn’t want any counselors to have a line in the yearbook

CC-Kalman Weber

doesn’t want to know what the other counselors write for his line in the yearbook

CC-Nechemia Worcman

can’t figure out what to write for his line in the yearbook

CC-Boruch Feigenbaum

insists on giving five counselors a line in the yearbook

D'niel Ezra Cohen

helps clean up the bunk very well

Eliyahu Noach Compton

gets nocturnal visits from Abie Neiman and Rabbi Dabbah

Yehuda Davidowitz

will always greet you with a smile

Yosef Zev Finestone

can be the lead singer in this year’s Music for the Soul concert

JC-Eliyahu (JA) Kamenetsky

is the best JC ever and always gets things in bulk

Shimon Katz

is the most popular camper in camp

Mendy Kunstlinger

always lends out his phone and is the best assistant canteen manager

Yisroel Meir Mendlowitz

rov of the camp shul at the mizrach vant

Dovidel Phillip

Always Busts Rabbi Shwebel

Chaim B. Rosenbaum

knows all the lyrics to every Jewish song and sings very well

Counselor

Lamed gimmel

Ari Slomovics

JC
Yehuda Seruya

Whoooops!! When Camp Agudah Becomes A Yeshiva Camp Run By Rabbi Hardy Rock Then……
C-Ari Slomovics

got 9th grade, rdhad three sacks in the pro bowl, won’t get robbed by Gordon again, and will still own PS4? #driveways
#whooops #3 year off day

JC-Yehuda Seruya

will still always have a smile and have the best giggle in camp #nononono

Asher Bugayer

will still sweep the floor and will never ever sleep during the day #kaminetz

Avraham Cywiak

will still get pastrami and gala from Whiskey while running on his own hours #yocywiak

Eliyahu Ehrman

will ditch Morris #clifton

Aharon Shaul Feigenbaum

will stop his high pitched screech #ASF #nicestguyin9thgrade

Moishy Fogel

will continue starting his own chants #shabboswaiter

Pinchas Fried

will stop learning after curfew and will also stop being asked if he’s a JC all while still being the best receiver in AFFL
#bengay #JC

Moshe Gordon

RABBI GORDON ON THE TEAM!! Will be a WR in AFFL but will still lose to Slomo in PS4 #brachosandpsicha #JC

Moishe Hamada

will have davened already and still be taking credit for Pinny’s airplane pillow #Qcap

Eli Kupferstein

will always be on time to shachris and won’t leave early #dougies

Mo Lichtenstein

will be the quietest guy in camp but will still be a handyman #slomosfridge

Avi Lichtschein

will finally have his Crunchies order delivered #sostupid

Eli Lustig

will always be first to shower, bed, and shachris #yeshivacamp

Moishe Ostrovitsky

will still be the first guy out of the bunk every day #creampuffs

Pinny Perlstein

will get permission to learn after curfew #masmid

Mordechai Rubinstein

will be a staff kid, will finally get his bucket hat. WHATTUP DUB!! #mishnayosrecord #burnt #JC

Binyomin Schwartz

will actually find out all the sports hock #1on1

Zevy Sprei

will never spray deodorant or febreze in the bunk #dougies

Yitzy Waldman

so many onions with pickles and orange juice vibes…….muuuch #pants #JC

Izzy’s

car #3rdyearoffday #thanks

CJ’s

credit card #3rdyearoffday #complaintscommish

Scheff’s

laptop #3rdyearoffday #wantedtostayin8th

Mo’s

natives #3rdyearoffday #nuntes

Azi

goodbye Charlie #bravos

Shuey

dentist shadow #commish

Elazar Frischman

daycamp #therealchoftes

Aharon Fox

carpool #leagues
Thank you guys for an amazing half, I really enjoyed, hope you guys enjoyed as much as I did, you guys better KIT
Ari 347-641-6683

Seruya 917-too-sefardi-to-have-a-phone

Counselor

Lamed daled

JC
Yehuda Nusbaum

Izzy Krasnow

It’s “Time to light the fire now” and “celebrate your story” because…
C-Izzy Krasnow

@cakosherhock, newsletter editor, Shalosh Seudos Herring Club founder, Chap A Nosh distributor, CA Productions, and most importantly
counselor. Actually more importantly than counselor, director of FOS MASH #Musica #RC18 #LamedDaled #9thGrade #Lamed #8thGrade

JC-Yehuda Nusbaum Is the only Darchei guy in the bunk, and also the official “turn off Levenson’s fan” guy in the bunk, has the best ways of getting people to
come to Shachris, including HR’s. Thank you for an incredibly well done job! You have a bright future in camp!
Sruly Akerman#1

Draft pick in AFFL even though he doesn’t appreciate bagel hole tuna like his counselor, and because Lebron came to his “favorite” team
(note to reader- Sruli hasn’t watched a Lakers game since Kobe’s last game)

Eli Feuchtwanger

Takes up both halves of the bunkbed, and starred in Shir Hamalos! And has the best smile in the bunk, hands down

Dovid Tzvi Goodman Was afraid he’d get a staff kid line, but he’s not getting one (chill we have more)…has a package from Bnos, wishes Yehuda didn’t hit that
home run, and rocks one frame glasses
Avrohom Yaakov Husarsky Is a multi-talent musician, cantor, and ketchup eater. Loves Rabbi Karfoil so he’ll probably get a sick job next year
Refael Kashani

SHARES HIS PITUM HAKTORES WITH YEHUDA SERUYA EVERY DAY, and wiped Mexico clean out of their avocados

Elimelech Katz

MESIVTA. SHAREI. PROZIDOR. Need we say more? And if he were drafted in the AFFL, his jersey would probably say “Meilich”

Yaakov Levenson

“Yo, do you want some of this sick cold Arizona”? “Yah I’m gonna leave for 6 weeks now cause my sister got engaged”

Yermiyah Mandel

Is expecting a Phoenix line so we won’t give you one. By the way, what does a cactus look like? And is the right hand man as Kashani
passes the Pitum Haktores to Seruya

Yaakov Newmark

Ditchie’s assistant night Mashgiach- makes sure everyone’s asleep before he goes to sleep. official bunk D.J- when Izzy’s not there. And by
the way, taking Scheff’s music is…

Yochanan Safran

Is yet to find a store that sells white shirts, and sits in front of Seruya as he uses Kashani’s Pitum Haktores

Aryeh Schwarcz

Is one of the best quarterbacks on the gray team, has the loudest speaker in the bunk, and single handedly supports Diet Snapple

Yosef Taibi

NEVER HOOKED US UP FROM THE KITCHEN?! The only Sefardi in the bunk who DOESN’T say Pitum Haktores

Yechiel Weichbrod

The only man in Camp Agudah sports history to show up to every game despite his 2 casts. And he sits right in front of Kashani as he passes the
Pitum Haktores to Seruya

Benny Wolf

Will do ANYTHING to get a JC job- including chin up’s 24/7. Works hard on his Pesukei D’zimrah and is very good at it

Yaakov Yarmark

Gives me dirty looks when his extension cord comes out… just kidding we’re cool :) Sits right between Kashani and Seruya so he has a
good view of the Pitum exchange

Avrohom Yitzchok Zoberman Z-O-B-Y ZOBY IS A CUTIE PIE! And is leaving early which is fine because no way was he getting best in bunk anyway
Mordy Zucker

Discovered Chaburah Chizuk Tefilah halfway through the half. Almost tipped his J.C $1000…

JC Yehuda Friedman Thank you for being yourself, which means being awesome and exciting to be around at all times! Keep up the great energy. Don’t think your
constant helping hand went unnoticed!
JC/ (cc?) Moe Berger: Best 12 days ever. Will never forget them! Looking forward to finally reuniting in Yeshiva for about 2 minutes
3rd year off day:

*3 fingers held up* what a special group of guys we had this summer. I can’t believe we missed the carnival though. What a shame!

JC Michoel Adler:

You continue to be an incredible inspiration for everyone here at camp. We’re all on your team and rooting for you! Can’t wait to see
you back in camp B’karov, and to dance at many simchas for years to come
Thank you Bunk Lamed Daled, and Bunk Lamed first half, for the greatest 2 months ever. Please keep in touch! Will miss you all!
Izzy, Yehuda

Counselor

Lamed hey

Counselor
Noach Bienstock

CJ Gelberman
The Top 3 Lunches in camp are: Paninis, Pizza Rolls and Mac & Cheese

CC Noach Bienstock-Our best “JC” I mean co-counselor. Is always together with us by meals, activities, and even by prayers. #Borris #I’mgettingcubicle #Missouritorahacademy #homeruneverytime
#nachisfathersbaseballteam #toogoodforbasketball
CC Chaim Gelberman-The only reason why you’re in camp is for Chef Flams food and then for your campers. #Detroitlions #Underarmour #codycatpinkbottle #Goldbond #Macandcheese #Ballabatish
#leavingearly #leaving us with JC #Brokenphone #I’mpregnant #Brokenfoot
Shmuli Berger-He is the biggest Jets and Mets fan in camp. But why though (in an annoying voice). #Newshower #hey #noears #bestinlearning #nailingtowelsintowalls #tzitzis
Yehuda Boiangiu-Biggest hocker in the bunk, trampoline bed, eats the most in the bunk by far #sportgoggles #areyousefardi
Daniel Freund-It’s that time of day again…..pro bowl Dani Freund, first half mp3 scandal, loves Rabbi Bender, #Ineedaboard #listeningtoashiur #fakenews.com
Zvi Boaz Friedman-Am I going to get kicked out of camp for not coming on time to shachris. I gave my credit card to a JS he is tall, has dark hair and goes to Darchei (Where’s your dougies). Top three
learning rebbeim in camp are Rabbi Walkin, Rabbi Oratz, Rabbi Elbaz. #D-baby #woooooooaaaaaoooooow#oooooaaaawww #scratchmyback #S.kleinman #Imgoinghomeat2ocklock
Yisroel Meir Greisman-Why are there so many Yisroel Meir’s in camp, major players in the U. His brother is not Aryeh Kamelhar #nevercomplains #whyisitsolateafterthefirstbrach
Yehuda Itzkowitz-Best birthday in camp, thank you for the donuts, underated excellent artist #randomcupcakebybed #illegalfood
Yisroel Meir Jacobsen-What do NY, Denver, St.Louis and Florida have in common? #Zuccini # Randombedswitch #Geitzalsbothhalfs #5-3’s
Moshe Klein-Goes to sleep way too late and somehow always gets up early in the morning to learn. #Shteig #Mir #getsdresseduptoball
Menachem Dovid Kleinman- #allrise #givegeitzalsbackhis #QB #Bestinbunkscandal #waytoomanylights #doublemattress
Menachem Kleinman 1)Darchei 2)Denver 3)Carteret 4)Yesodei 5)Back to Darchei 6)………O btw he was a WR at one point
Nachi Lefton-Everything ever said this summer is from fakenews.com including Nachi Peretz is a chiller, except for that his hands are 6”5 and no one is giving you a mattress. Stop calling tell me you are
wasting the phones batteries. Stop worrying about your dysfunctional cubical. I liked @NachiLefton. #Sleepswithshoes #OYVEY #Stopsayingyourgood #Saybetter #Stealperlsteinsfan #RabbiOratzeyedrops
#Hiim……..#fillsupcookeys
Eliyahu Leibowitz-Top 5 Eli Lebowitz sayings 1)Could I use your phone x 1,000 2)I’m going to the nurse x 850 3)Could I be a draft pick x770 4)Could I borrow your Ipod x 523 5)Could I ref the pro bowl x
480 #rockets,nets,celtics?? #Flavoreddietcoke #switch #yestoallthequestions #yourwelcome #lovestheJc’s #Whyareyouleavingearlyifyeshivastartsthedayaftercamp #doyouthinkillgetajob
Yehoshua Ludmir-We want to make a siyum, could you do Sisha Sidrei Mishnah
#500pushups#500mishnayos#legend

for us? We are making a workout class in middle of the bunkhouse do you mind being the teacher?

Yakov Manela-I didn’t see you hit any 3’s I thought you went to Shoresh. Finally got a top bed in camp. #V.T Cap #Discolights #Fakecubicle #verymessy #1stpick #alwaysgetsupforshachris
Yehuda Miller-Thank you for the amazing jalapeno burgers. Father gives the best hugs in camp. Sefardi food festival. #Sababa d#fearthemustache #amiinvolved
Mordechai Minkoff-do you get a day. Never anyone TTTO: Mike’s on. Mikes on he is ready to go on the fan with the mink man by his side, heres the mink man. How many packages do you get a day.
Never anymore to be found with 18 flash lights reading a book with a soda in his mouth. Is way too competitive about those smelly nasty trip bands. #Seatswitch #Cozisalilebowitz? #Chaimminkoff
#Amigettingajob #latenighthock #R.Cboyforever
Shimmy Schreiber-Thinks gullible is way too funny, has the most confusing shirts in camp. Random sports Linen #Oranges #6thgradebunk #heat
Dovid Yaakov Sinnreich-All Day I dream about sports. Major bocher of the bunk. Reads the most books in camp. #alwaysbyactivities #goestosleeptheearliestsssss
Michoel Yona Sontag-Trying way too hard to get a job, but forgot it’s not just about shachris, 2 o’clock main building, 1,000 dollars on shimons desk, next Michael Phelps of the generation. He is a very
chashuv Darchei bochur who shteigs all day and never wants to change. #BigtimeL #Fruit #Fridge #Darchei #Rebmoish
Camper Modax-Sorry guys I cant be with the bunk theres no room I have to go to Gersheys bunk. Shloimy is coming for Nachi. #Basketballteam #Bellharbour #Feifer #Gersheysinshoresh #6thgrade
#toogood for9th #Goingtodaycamp #Noachcantbeonbasketballteam #cheater #eggsandwich
Thanx for a great summer
Guys you Better call: CJ:410-497-3202 (Israel)

CJ:443-805-8993(America-after Pesach)
#3rdyearoffday:s.o.d
#Romimu

#u.s.o.d

Lamed vov

Counselor
Azi Gleiberman

JC
Shua Krasner

The Undefeated 9th Grade Staff Shut Down the 9th Grade Campers in Football, Basketball
(2x), and Volleyball #GOODBYECHARLIE
C-Azi Gleiberman

is scared of the head staff, is a better 3-point shooter than AFFL ref #colorwargeneral

JC-Shua Krasner

was busy waking everyone up for shachris and learning how to ref AFFL #kaminetz

Ezzy Braun

was busy trying to help people ice skate #douhavej&j

Bentzi Brecher

was busy sleeping at home and trying to lift weights #staffkid

Ahron Yosef Cohen

was spending too much time setting up his whole guitar setup #futureprobowlQB

Beinish Drazin

had to get his voice ready to sing the Canadien National Anthem #french #middos

Yitzhak Elnadav

was busy being the salesman for J&J #illpay$10foraj&j

Hillel Fischer

was busy buying Greek yogurts and trying to explain how a person should use his money
#montrealistheplacetolive

Dovi Geizhals

maybe will finally learn how to be a QB while pumping up Queens #gabbaiofthezman

Ezra Harari-Raful

trying to explain why Ateret has the best football team #$$$$$

Ari Leibowitz

busy eating all of Chef Flam’s delicious food #2on2volleyball

Yitzchak Paz

was practicing to be Camp Agudah’s starting pitcher and the greatest AFFL QB #$$$$$$$

Yehuda Schlesinger

is still trying to get into camp for second half #brianregan

Yitzchok Seruya

was waiting for Uncle Jared Kushner to arrive in camp #shachris

Meir Smoke

Dougies Dougies Dougies Dougies maybe Sunday or Tuesday #outtathecubicle

Akiva Steinmetz

maybe next time you’ll be able to beat Azi and Slomo in 2-on-2 volleyball #dougies

Moshe Taibi

was trying to get hooked up in the kitchen #mechina

Yosef Teitelbaum

are you actually a camper in Agudah or are you staff in Oorah #6’8”

Yudi Willner

will be on the team and will for sure come back next year #virginiachiller

Shuey

will finally get my Dougies #shadowingadentist

CJ

will admit he stole OAR general from Azi #elul

Izzy

finally realized the legend of Bravos #newsletter

Slomo

will realize he and Mo are not undefeatable #wegotslomo

Kamelhar

too busy studying for his actuary exam #secondhalfrotator #veretzky
Thank you guys for the greatest summer ever!!

Counselor
Shuey Krasnow

Lamed zayin

JC
Shimi Berger

In Camp Agudah we follow Daas Torah, we live Daas Torah and we are one with Daas Torah, yet the Krias Shema alarm still didn’t
go off because....
CC Shuey Krasnow- was out shadowing the dentist, pounding his peppers, filling the boys in on the sports hock, harassing Lamed
Beis and sending campers with complaints to C.J.
JC Shimi Berger- wasn’t very into making zmanim on time #Elul, plus Lamed Bais counselors are already woken up by J.A. at the
crack of dawn #awesomeJC #9thGrade
Max Bertram- it did, he just didn’t hear it because he was recovering from another late night with Tommy Bitterman #Fresca
#akwardHeadbob
Betzalel Engelson- he hates me and stop bothering me (special voice effects required)
Elyakim Gelbard- won best in Bunk for the seventeenth straight time and it’s six years later and Elyakim has B”H finally gotten over
his fear of the rain #Veretzky
Tuli Goldschmidt- Shragi couldn’t clear the alarm by the board of Agudah Yisroel of America and the alarm anyways would be
drowned out by Izzy’s let’s god Red Sox chant
Naftoli Hoffman- it did he just couldn’t hear it because he was listening to music and anyways has his own zmanim #OneWeekEarly
Rafi Hutman- got his boys back second half, wears the gangster black undershirt, had the alarm set to Canadian Standard Time
#StarbucksCappucino
Nesanel Isaak- because Krias Shema has been suspended two games for conduct detrimental to the league, loves the refs, thinks
he’s in in all the hock and never raises his voice #legend
Tzvi Kalisch- it did, he’s from Lakewood and follows Daas Torah, was busy taking pictures of the alarm with his camera
Shuli Kalmanowitz- had covered up the speaker with duct tape and was high on caffeine after his pre-bed 2 AM Mountain Dew
Mendy Leshkowitz- had set the alarm for earlier so he could make a doctor’s appointment, will always be a YTV boy #DontBurnOut
#YFR # CoachOfTheYear
Binyomin Ostreicher- had to go home for shabbos just because he felt like it, Insert witty Rom V’nissah line here, and reserved beds
for the whole Klal Yisroel before the busses came up
Shabsi Ostreicher- because Rabbis Zupnick and Scheiner hold of the first zman so they sabotaged the later alarm, also because
Shabsi was awake because he was so pumped he won the middos award
Yehuda Pomerantz- because the fuse had already blown with all the electrical lines around his bed, and because he was telling everyone how he was going to ref the Pro Bowl
Tzvi Rosenshein- was too busy looking for his tyros, wearing tzioni shirts and causing yeshivish ruckus #EscapeTheRoom
Yosef Schoor- that’s Rabbi Schoor the QB to you, was deep in the sugyos of grilling vs. smoking vs. slow cooking vs roasting, and
was hocking Rabbi Feuer
Yehuda Stefansky- wasbusy preparing his evil genius plans for world domination with Max and was obviously learning because he
goes to Shaarei Chaim
Hanoch Wagschal- the alarm couldn’t reach behind the iron curtain that is Wagshal Island (see hanging sheet), misses Ari Feinstein
and was in the gym playing basketball
Yehuda Warman- because the P.A. system was busy announcing that he had been traded yet again in AFFL and was busy rocking
his crazy red draft outfit #backIssues #FeelBetter
Chaim Zwick- was busy distracting Hersh and Moshe Friedman so they hadn’t gotten to fixing the alarm yet, had set an alarm on his
private Kosher phone and was loading the busses for the trip #greatHookup
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Reb Dovid “Ditchie” Davidowitz
So everyday I get the same question multiple times: "What does the U stand for?
To which I answer that I am not taking questions now.
However it is really a good question what DOES the U stand for? Hopefully by the end of the article U will find out the
answer.
Join me as I take you through my day in the U...
The U starts off everyday with a bang by davening shacharis in our elite private minyan under the leadership of Rabbi
Heller. There are no words to describe what Rabbi Heller does for the U, giving away so much of his time for each one of us, it
should not be taking for granted. Where would we all be without Rabbi Heller? Shacharis runs so smoothly thanks to our gabbai
rishon Yosef Neiman who runs a tight ship and does his job with class and always with a smile. Thank you to the gabbai shainee
Azreil Silber gabbai shlishi Eli Engel and gabbai riviee Aryeh Lesser. What a team! It goes without saying the debt of gratitude we
have for Rabbi Refeal Aryeh Leib Schloss our bal korah who is on call for anything at a moments notice. After davening the day
camp counselors don't waste anytime and head straight to work. What a lineup! Our day camp staff is a true powerhouse team:
Yehudah Aryeh, Shuey Bergman (my camper) , Y.M Beiberfeld, Sruly Blatt (Sruly for three its good!), Moshe Blumstein(6:00 am),
Mordechai Bobker, Yosef Braunstein, Chaim Danzger, Yossi Eckstein, A.Y Eisen, Elazer Eisenstein (my camper), Nachom Epstein,
Nossi Finkelstein (goldfish), Elazar Frischman, Avi Galinsky (basketball champion), Hillel Gold (Sruly), Eli Goldschmidt (my camper), Chesky Green, Chaim Halbartel, Ezra Klepfish (my camper), Meyer Lehrer (my camper), Yehudah Mandel, M.D Manela (The
Agudah chulent), Yosef Neiman (my camper), Yossi Nehaus, Moshe Pearl, Shmuel Pluchenik (wishes he was my camper),
Chananya Sandel, Azriel Silber, Avraham Silber, Motty Steinmantz (kumzitz), L.Y Zafir, Yitzy Levy (Walmart), Yehudah Perlstein
(chavrusah), Dovid Neiman (wishes he was my chavrusah), R.A.L Schloss, Moshe Schuster, Eli Walfish, Ari Sprei, and Yossi ostrovitzky.
And of course the headstaff of the day camp Akiva Hammond (my camper) and Chaim Feifer. All of your patience and
devotion is truly remarkable.
After learning groups I head up the hill to the workout gym/game room run by the legendary Yitzy Schipper (my camper)
whose charm and charisma is contagious to all of those under his watchful eye.
I leave and encounter our new Crafty’s arts and crafts assistant Gershon Ullman who with his positivity and smile is a joy
to be around.
I turn the corner and stop in my tracks and beam in delight as I watch our chief equipment manager Gershon Kiss in his
zone ensuring the safety and success of the whole camp’s activities.
I now proceed to the new and improved computer room home of the goldfish.
People may think that this was such a popular activity this year because of the new ps4's but that is incorrect. The reason
is because the two biggest chillers in camp were there Dovid Wohlgemuth (my camper) and Shimmy Hartman.
I then slowly creep around the bend and peek into woodworking to see M.A. Liberman and LeBron doing their thing but I
quickly leave because I have a fear of manual labor and anything that involves a hammer and nails.
I then pick up the golf cart from the head counselors’ office and make my way to the ropes course. Not only do the men
there have a tremendous achrayos in keeping everybody safe they have to do this while being suspended in the air it is truly unbelievable.
These heroes are Chaim Edelstein, A.Y. Katz, and Eli Lieberman.
I then drive down to the main office to check if the night mashgiach received any faxes. I am greeted by our faces of the
franchise the first line of our defense who deal with a lot of bright people on the other end of the line. They are the famous Yehudah Schlissel and Asher Dov Gunsburg.
It is now time for lunch and I walk into the GDR to see if there is any hock and to see Yehudah Openheimer, Shloimy Ka-
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han, Avrumi Herz and Yaakov Willig serving everyone with devotion and taking everybody's complaints in stride.
It is now time for my daily tan/swim so I wake up the night mashgiach and we head down to the pool. You may think
since this is my chill time why would I spend it in a place where there is such a large percentage of U members. But you must
not know our lifeguards there is no one else I would rather spend my free time with, they are a most enjoyable bunch led by
the Dasheff twins they are Chaim Donat, MD Ehrenberg (my camper), Gedalyah Eisenberg, Eli Engel, Yaakov Gerstner, Aryeh
Lesser, Moshe Schwartz, Ezriel Valt, AL Septimus, Yaakov Berman, Ari Bernstein, Motti Kolodny, Yossi Ostrovisky, Yakov
Moshe Shurken and Tzvi Teichman. You guys rock.
As I peek over my shoulder I see Hershy Schiffenbaur the rockstar by the archery who gives the kids a good time all
the while making sure no one gets an arrow to the head.
It is now time for mincha and the bike guys approach and as I see their sweat drenched attire I wish them well from a
safe distance. These specimens of athletic endurance are A.M Meirov, Naftoli Maimon, YA Shuster, Dani Hershkowitz
(previously of water hiking fame), and Shlomo Rubinstein (previously of archery fame).
We now give a shoutout to our rotators Mordechai Kaufman and Pinchos Gottesman.
"WOW" you must be saying, you knew that the U was famous for their crazy chills you didn't realize they ran the
camp also. But that might just be it. There are many camps in the mountains who treat the 10th and 11th graders as campers
and it's just awkward, it doesn't work. The U is so successful because during the day we have the responsibility of staff and
then do a crazy chill every night (see schedule).
So what is the secret to the success of the U? Well of course its the addition of Rabbi Weinreb heiligeh Rabbi
Weinreb you mamish changed our U. Everyone knew Rabbi Weinreb is a beast but we didn't chap just how amazing it would
be. Thank you for raising us to new levels we never dreamed possible.
Aha! You thought I forgot the question proposed of what does the U stand for. Is it Unpredictable Unprecedented
Unbelievable Unexpected Uber Unique United Unrestricted Unflappable Unforgettable Unmatched Unlimited Unparalleled
Unpaid Unreal Upbeat Uplifting Upscale Uptown Upgraded. Well these are all good words but what the U stands for is whatever U make it out to be. This it what we learned from this epic summer, that with the right attitude and by sticking together
there is nothing we can’t accomplish. I love each and everyone of U and we will always be connected for eternity.
Forever yours,

Zalman
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The Lifeguards: The most important staff in camp, by far. I mean, seriously, when you think of the summer, what is the first thing that comes to mind? Pools, lake, SWIMMING!
Swimming is one of the things most people only do during the summer. And what is the one thing you need besides for a pool to go swimming? Lifeguards!!! Hence the most
important job in camp.
First, certain truths about the Camp Agudah Lifeguards. We don’t NOT want to get your ball when it goes out of the pool, we’re just doing our job watching the pool as closely
as possible. It has nothing to do with laziness. The smart phone in the shack is Rabbi Pearl’s, it’s not a new novel pool toy. Same with the megaphone on the chair. No, we don’t
know whose goggles those are, and even if we did, I don’t think we’re allowed to give you permission for the owner. Yes, the bricks are heavy. The reason we all say that it’s a
different weight is because NONE OF US KNOW!! No, you can’t splash us, I don’t care if you’re a staff kid, or you know Donat really well, we don’t want to get wet. How are we
supposed to know if it’s worth it for you to go swimming? The reason we don’t give you snack is because they put snacks at the bottom of the hill so that you can lose the
weight you gain from eating the snacks. Yes, all the different color bands really ARE for different kinds of people. Light green and pink are for the more advanced swimmers. If
you accidentally wore the wrong color, you must call Rabbi Pearl and apologize profusely (number at the bottom). Please don’t stand in front of the slide while someone goes
down. And for the last time PUT DOWN THE WALKIE TALKIE!!!!!!
P.S. The activity is over, it’s time to leave the pool. Please get out of the pool. No, you can’t take one more shot. He didn’t push you in, I saw you asking him to. Get Out of The
Pool. LEAVE THE POOL! NOW!! Please?
Rabbi Pearl- At the current consensus, Rabbi Pearl has been the head lifeguard for almost a quarter of a century. From in-service training, to letting us stay in the pool for an
extra five minutes so we can finish our game of city, I think we can all (The LG’s) agree that Rabbi Pearl has tried to make the summer the perfect balance of fun and responsibility.
Meir Green- Meir Green is the illustrious head of the Lake division. He is most known for his little red bullhorn and making sure everyone has a great time while staying safe. He
even teaches paddling to people who don’t know how, so that everyone can have a good time. The lake lifeguards were honored to be a part of his team.
#cleanshack#hatzolo#mismachedwoodenpaddles
Eliyahu Simcha Dasheff- Since ACP was too busy this summer, Eliyahu was instated as the head of the night seder program. He also instated the rigorous training program all
lifeguards must complete: pullups, pushups, and chair lifts. Other recently added activities: chicken fights, city, horse, and synchronized pushups. Eliyahu was an amazing coassistant head lifeguard, and we were honored to work with him. #ripped
Yehoshua Betzalel Dasheff- In the beginning of the summer, there was a massive heat wave, and to combat the scorching heat he, along with his brother, bought (with the
camps money, of course) a bunch of SPF50 umbrellas that we could hook onto our chairs. He also always looked out for our comfort by bringing us ice cold water. Betzalel’s
dedication to the pool safety was an inspiration to the rest of the LG’s, LLG’s, and JLG’s. #shurkin#pushedhim#into#thepool
Mordechai Baruch- Mordechai probably had the best work ethic of all the lifeguards. He always came on time and gave his 100%. He was Meir’s right-hand man at the lake.
Although he left early for yeshiva, we are still impacted by his friendliness and smile.
Yaakov Berman- It’s interesting that Yaakov wears a cowboy hat and belt, because he’s from Manhattan. I guess going to yeshiva in Dallas helps. He made a good choice second
half, moving to the lifeguard room (#chill!!!!!) and a bad choice showing off his ventriloquism in the room. (#greencheese#Mordy)
Ari Bernstein- Despite Berman being the “Texan” it was actually Ari that started the cowboy hat movement. Even though Yonatan (#traitor) took his mp3 back when he became
a counselor, we were never lacking music, thanks to him.
Avrahom Blumberg- Avrahom, or Abi as he was known by the LG’s, was one of the two lifeguards who brought his own life jacket. He is a Boston guy, a hardcore Celtics/ Kyrie
fan. He is a professional keyboard and guitar player, playing at bar mitzvahs and even weddings. He taught Eli Kahn to master the ukulele. #impressionist#neat
Yosef Braunstein- Despite being a day camp counselor second half (#TRAITOR!!!!), he still spent almost as much time in the pool as the other lifeguards. He tried to get everyone involved in a Walkathon to work off Pizza Calories, but sadly they quit after the first few miles. #traitor (just for good measure)
Chaim Donat- Chaim AKA Doughnut AKA Dunkin was the comedian of the pool. He always had a joke ready for anyone who wants (or doesn’t want) to have their funny bone
tickled. Dunkin holds the record for the most times being dunked in the Camp Agudah Pool. By breakfast, he enjoys a good round of IceSpittingTM from the leftover ice coffee.
We also know that he is a huge fan of Yoni Z because at every opportunity, he would tell us. #canteensushi#firstLGbarbeque#Dougies#willnevergetitagain
Moshe Dov Ehrenberg- Moshe Dov was one of the two lifeguards who was by the lake both halves. Many a time, Moshe Dov would be on the lake during a Lamed Bais activity
and have to rescue Eli Compton from hitting the side of the lake. He also once, along with another LLG took a “controlled descent” into the lake. He also had a lit birthday party
(#sheetcake#Paycee). #whyistherenolakehashtags #birthdaypush#crowdroarthemesong#lockedout
Gedalyah Eisenberg- Gedalyah was the other lifeguard that was too good for the camps life jackets, instead opting to buy his own. He also was the other unfortunate to fall in
the lake and pretend he was swimming. He made it his business to rid the lake of reptiles, mostly the snake and turtle variety. #poolrockwall#maitenence#fishing
Eli Engel- Eli is by far the most “dedicated” lifeguard there is. He even wrote on his arms lifeguard just to show it. Every day, he brought a Gemara Tamid to the pool to shteig in
his free time (P.S. he finished). Eli is one with nature, from banded snakes to monarch butterflies. #crumpled#dunking#majorchassid
Yaakov Gerstner- Yaakov is an amazing face artist, painting everything from beards to mustaches (#sleepart#schlissel#carnival). Yaakov contributed many things to the pool,
including his music and snacks/ ice. Once Yaakov learnt how to check the pH, he would do it every day, even if it was right after the Rabbi checked it. He always gave a helping
hand and a good word to anyone who needed it. #YBC#EGproduction
Motti Kolodny- A proud member of the U, Motty’s hobbies include reading, listening to music, and getting a good tan during lunch. He also enjoys long golf cart rides in the
middle of the day. During one fateful day during in-service training he threw the dummy into the water, not
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realizing the edge of the pool right in the path of his throw. As the dummy fell in, it’s head smacked against the side, and disaster ensued. The body fell in as the head rolled
away slowly. Thankfully, someone knew how to do surgery with zip ties. (more on that later) #justjumpoffalready#feetfirst#avishillit#radio#shoutouttoDonny
Aryeh Lesser- Aryeh is a good instructor, teaching many kids how to swim. His favorite zone by the pool was shallow sign in, because it is the best spot to catch a nap, snooze,
or whatever you people call it nowadays. He’s a fast griller, getting food off the grill almost as fast as they put them on. #Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz#(insert lifeguard
name),pleasewakeupAryeh#napinthepool
Yonatan Monheit- How Yonatan managed to fit in lifeguarding along with all his other jobs is beyond me. He was a rotator, the cameraman, and while in the pool area, a swim
instructor. On topsy-turvy day, Yonatan decided to go swimming with formal clothing on (white shirt, black pants, belt, shoes). We missed him second half, though, since he
became a counselor. #griller#kishka#sickmusic#montage
Yossi Ostrovitsky- By day, a normal pool lifeguard. Comes night, Yossi turns into Sensei Ostrovitsky, teaching his followers how to use the weapons called Nunchucks. Yossi’s
favorite snack, opposed to popular belief (#pastries), is DoritosTM which he would bring in after lunch and lose half of them to Dunkin & Co©. #bakery#ostro#tzitzisnunchucs
Moshe Schwartz- Moshes emoji flat cap that he wore
greatly matches his personality (Sunny, happy, and always smiling). He was one of the gatekeepers of the slide, ensuring peace and health to all. He also loved “Singing” (Wheeeeeee!Wahoooo!!) in the shower. #tanktop#Chickenfight#sixpack
Aryeh Leib Septimus-Aryeh aka the giant, who was the lifeguard who sponsored pretzels for the LG’s. I would like to give Aryeh a couple of awards including: best dunker,
amazing griller, squishing donuts, and bringing all the water into the shack for us every day with ease. On behalf of all the LG’s I would like to thank “septi”for his speaker of
doom (which knocked us all over when we passed it) .Septi has these wacky shirts everyday with these wacky shirts putting us into a good mood.#imthinking#
#theanklepuller#maisbrichah#5am #stolenslides
Yakov Moshe Shurkin- Yakov Moshe has the distinction of being the only lifeguard brave enough to pull the assistant head lifeguard into the pool, sacrificing himself as he fell in
along with Betzalel. He also has an infectious laugh, which put everyone in a great mood. #Mordy#wakinguphappy#nophone#thelord#besthugs
Tzvi Teichman- Tzvi has a natural connection with the lake creatures. One day while out fishing, he rediscovered the frog of the second plague of Egypt. He also did CPR compressions on a frog that was dying. It didn’t help. Tzvi unfortunately had to leave a few days early for Yeshiva (gasp!). #skinnypack#Where’sTzvi#thrownintoomanytimes#hole
Ezriel Valt- Ezriel is an incredible soccer player. Founder of the lifeguards KickingForDistance© contest, he has taught us the secret art of kicking a volleyball and being able to
make it over the width of the pool. He was the other caretaker of the slide, making sure that it was in good condition. Once when it broke, he continuously reminded Rabbi
Pearl until the maintenance fixed it. #Voltage#overthefence #shootingstraybasketballs#Brazillost#dontcry#escaperoom
Pesach Shlomo Wetstein- AKA PayCee was the official recertifier for lifeguarding and CPR. He once reattached someone’s head to his body with zip ties. PayCee taught us not to
waste a second that you could spend learning, as he brought a sefer to the pool to learn during breaks.
Netanel S. Youshaei- Despite leaving camp early, Netanel/ Nate left a lasting impression on the rest of us. His sense of fun and good work ethic encouraged us to show up and
enjoy every day.
I’m sorry, just a few more hashtags (what, even more? Yes, bear with me): #grouphug#lackofpretzels
#salami#LGroom#mottydunk#chickenfights#littleberman#frogsinthepool#gervisminiLG#spoiledchicken #halfacow(ostro)
#fridaynightgamenight#mowthelawn#selectivehearing#megaphone#restperiodchill #aquamax/
maxoftheaqua#stayinguptill4towritethis#bringmelunch#Barney&Menachem#waiterswim #takingthedummy(Berman/Mordy)
#RubbaDubba#RabbiBelsky’sPlaylist#peanuts#2013speaker#agudahgatoradebottles#bringthesnacks#snakebite#bermansduckies#naturebooks#grillnightswimchill#babysnakes
#footballinthelake#littlespry#rainedout#LIFEGUARDDOUGIETRIP #WeCaretaxi #Fox40#fallingasleeponthekeyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyysdjldgfhnkfsgkln #longestarticle
To all the poolgoers and honorary lifeguards. Rubinstein- somehow being able to sit in the lifeguard chair more than all the lifeguards combined and owning the best pool umbrella #headhonerarylifeguard. Ditchie- for inventing the grapes by the pool. Schlissel- best mustache award. Panama Kid- ‘nuff said. Zalman- sleeping/suntanning with his
headphones. Gervis/Jarvis- LIT. . All of the wildlife creatures the lifeguards befriended over our vacation. Random occasional head staff members. Saadie. BUNK LAMED
BEIS!!!!! And last but not at all least, LeBron- thank you for all the times you brought us coffee and hung out with us by the pool. And to all I might have forgotten, please call
me at (insert Rabbi Pearl’s #)

The hardest part of being general is “the day after”; no more kavod, no more
pumping out of town, no more wearing a general’s t-shirt etc.:) But a very close second
to that is figuring out how to properly thank all those that made Neighborhood Day ’18
and the team of OOT so much fun.
First and foremost I have to thank Hashem for everything that he gives me.
Modim anachnu lach…..
How can I thank my biggest role models-my parents-for all that they do for me.
Thank you to the man behind Neighborhood Day, Reb Elya, and the rest of the
head staff for giving me the opportunity to be general and of being part of the Camp
Agudah family.
I could not have picked better opponents then my fellow generals; Menachem,
Dovi, and Yehudah it was a pleasure.
And now to the unbelievable staff of the team of OOT!! Starting with the first thing
worked on, our epic song, I am indebted to “Mr. Camp Agudah” Eliezer Frank who
worked for hours and led our song. Also a big thank you to Ari Scheff and Mordechai
Herskovits for their input. Thank you to all the counselors and JCs who took sports.
Thank you Azi Glieberman for all your help with sports and playing volleyball together with Akerman, Fox, Frank, Scheff, Eisenstein, and Glazer. We ended with our amazing skit led by Daniel Fox and Akiva Sharf who worked hard with our talented actors:
M. Herskovits, Frank, Laaaax, Solomon, and Shulman. We had a blast…….aaaaah! LAST
BUT CERTAINLY NOT LEAST THE CAMPERS OF OOT YOU GUYS ARE AWESOME!!!!!
HOPE YOU ALL HAD FUN!

Whattup New York State, all you people from Buffalo, Albany, Syracuse and New
Rochelle!!! I hear there were a couple of you from Monsey so I’ll give you guys a shoutout
as well. What an epic Neighborhood Day that was, it couldn’t have been done without the
help of the headstaff, namely, Rabbi Neiman, Rabbi Karfiol, Reb Elya, and Rabbi Stern.
Shkoiyach Tzvi Gold for not taking the door. Like a true friend, even when times were
tough, you pulled through and took the chair next to me, helping out with the skits. Thank
you Shimi Berger, Yehuda Freidman, and Ari Slomovics for persevering through all the
heated discussions of whether to take the door or the chair. Thank you Slomo for giving us
the idea to use for the skitsJ. Shkoiyach Tzvi for taking the chair next to me on stage with
your hilarious sense of humor it was hard not to laugh onstage, so sorry if I spit at you.
Thank you Buzz for all your amazing acting, I really appreciate me. Huge thank you to one
of my top two favorite JCs, Reb Moish Krasnow. Your song was so inspiring, I’m still shaking
from the powerful message it brought across. Actually, I wasn’t inspired at all, although, the
words “OOT GO BACK TO MEXICO” are still ringing in my ears two months later. It was super fun getting the crowd riled up and singing a song about myself (@TzviMyHighHorse).
Thank you Slomo again for taking care of all the sports, which as you know is of the most
important parts of the scoring. Shkoiyach Tzvi for taking the chair. Thanks Buzz for taking
care of the volleyball team and being by far the best center in the tournament, we came in
second because of you. Oh and of course because of the rest of the team as well. Big thank
you to the C.A.M.P. crew for cleaning up the huge mess that the actors (who don’t want to be
mentioned) made. Tzvi thanks for the chair again in case I didn’t mention it yet. Thanks
Shloimie Kahn and the great Rabbi Shwebel for giving the actors all the props and sorry for
not returning the pineapples. Thanks to all THE WONDERFUL CAMPERS OF NYS for being
such a great crowd and making this Neighborhood Day the greatest one ever!!! Last but not
least, thanks Tzvi for sitting down and not choosing the door. Acting next to you is so much
fun.
And finally thanks to my fellow generals; Menachem Kramer, (we both know there
was no way wwe were going to turn down the kavod of being generals) shkoiyach to Hamada and Lowenthal for making that day epic!!!!

“And the winner was….” Wait, aren’t we all winners? Or is that only by OAR and Color War? Well whatever, the team that got the most points was Darchei, I
mean Five Towns. Oh it’s called Long Island? Why? Who knows, okay Long Island it is. Anyways enough about said competition, let’s talk about the greatest team/
place in the world, and that of course is Flatbush.
First and foremost, I would like to thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for everything he does for me and all of us.
I’d like to thank the head staff, specifically Rabbi Neiman, Rabbi Karfiol and Reb Elya for giving me this amazing opportunity. I had an amazing time and
really gained from the experience. Special shout out to Rabbi Feuer and Rabbi Neiman for not having a Torah Bowl or Grand Bechina during Neighborhood Day, it
was a life saver!
Now moving on to my fellow generals: Menachem Kramer, from “So Grateful”, to the high harmony in “Shabbos Kodesh”, to magically coming back for the
Grand Sing, it really didn’t surprise me that you did a terrific job as the general of Long Island. (Thanks for the time you gave to the ABBL.) Dovi Finkelstein, you did
a great job leading the team of New York State. You also were really good in the skit, you have a great talent for acting. #bunkbedcubicle (Also thanks for the time
you gave to the ABBL.) Yehuda Hamada, it was great to go up against you in a setting that wasn’t the Torah Bowl or Grand Bechina. You also did a great job with
the team of Out Of Town. (Thanks as well for the time you put into ABBL.) It was really awesome going up against you guys, I had an amazing time.
Okay! So now it’s the moment you’ve all been waiting for, the names of all those who contributed to our first place-oh whoops, second place-finish. Yaakov
Lowenthal, first thanks so much for being an amazing brother and even better person, I’m so proud watching you grow so much as a Ben Torah, love you. Also, for
stopping the Lowenthal Grand Bechina legacy, you did all future Lowenthals a big favor, and for being a great JC as I’ve heard from you counselor. Akiva Besser
and Dovi Feigenbaum, thanks for being the best friends ever, you guys are awesome. Also, for dedicating your day of Limud HaTorah for the cause of Flatbush
while you were zoche to be in Yeshiva first half, it almost worked. Akiva thanks for still helping me with ABBL and leagues despite not being 8th grade. Eliezer
Frank, where do I start? Thanks for everything you do and keep being your awesome self that you are. Thanks for all the help with the intro and for being a prairie
dog (purple gummy bear). Well take a break to apologize to Chaim Feigenbaum for not rushing to finish this article due to the fact that ABBL, leagues, the activity
chart, and rain all exist.
Getting back on track: Leshky, thanks for everything ranging from the bunk to running the sports and putting together the volleyball team. Also thanks for
all the help with ABBL and leagues. #twoyearsinarow #gvir #1dollar. Major shoutout to the greatest bunk in camp, the gvirim of bunk chof daled! Also, shoutout to
bunk nun tes.
Now on to all the staff members who dedicated their precious time to the team of Flatbush. Izzy Krasnow, thanks for the awesome song, I still don’t get how
you can come up with these songs so quickly, and yet they’re so good, special talent. Also, thanks for all the help with ABBL first half. Shimon Isaak and Kuti Shipper, thanks for taking care of the skits and all the time you put into it, it was a great skit. Especially, Shimon dancing at the end. Thanks Ashi Sharf, Avrami Schron,
and Sruli Zafir for acting in the skit, you guys were great. Yehuda Goldschmidt thanks for taking charge of the sports games with Leshky and making sure every
game was taken. You made my job a lot easier. Thanks to all the guys who took games, even if some didn’t end up happening: N. Worcman, C.D. Kellman, F. Botknecht, S. Zfir, A. Schron, N. Beinstock, A. Sharf, P. Eisenberg, N. Leshkowitz, Y. Goldschmidt, Y. Lowenthal, S. Perl, A. Herskovits, S. Kraus, S. Lerner, B. Schonbrun,
A. Kamelhar, and I. Krasnow. You guys obviously did a great job because we won sports. 8th grade legend Ari Scheff. Major shadow to Aharon Fox.
#assistantcommish Thanks to everyone who played for our volleyball team put together by Leshky: A. Kamelhar, Y. Goldschmidt, N. Beinstock, I. Krasnow, Y. Lowenthal, K. Shipper, A. Herskovits, A. Schron, and S. Isaak. It was a great team despite the results. Thanks to Boruch Schonbrun and Feivie Botknecht for doing the 4th,
5th, and 6th grade “steal the salami”. Shabsi Kraus and Shmuli Lerner, thanks for taking charge of the 8th and 9th grade basketball shootout, it was a great victory for
us. Yaakov Lowenthal, thanks for running the 7th grade volleyball tournament, it was also a big win for us. Now for the biggest and most important shouout….MAJOR
THANKS TO ALL THE GREAT CAMPERS WHO LIVE IN THE AWESOME NEIGHBORHOOD OF FLATBUSH!! You guys were amazing!! We came so close!! Only 6
points!! Everyone put in their best effort, and that’s all you could as for! We literally wouldn’t have a team without you guys. Rabbi Yitzy Stern, thanks for being an
amazing division head and helping with a lot. One final shouout to my big brother Aron Lowenthal, thanks for everything that you do, I’ve learned so much from you
and I’m so proud to have you as my brother, love you. In case I missed anybody, I sincerely apologize, but Chaim Feigenbaum is taking the lead and breathing down
my back, so thanks from the bottom of my heart. Our team wouldn’t have run without you guys. All in all, it was a great day and I had a lot of fun. We came in close
second, we’ll get ‘em next time!
Signing off,

WOW!!!!! WE DID IT!!! That’s always a much better way to start an in-general than “what a run
it has been, we almost won” WE WON!!!!!
First I must thank Hakadosh Baruch Hu for creating me.

Thank you to Headstaff Member Dani Saidov for owning every other team. When I saw your
name on my team list I couldn’t have been happier. Seriously you’re the easiest person in the world
to work with. Besides for the fact that you’re the best actor in camp (even better than Buzz), your
writing skills are legendary, you somehow let everyone play a huge role, and yet the skit still
comes out amazing. That’s where the true talent lies and really in this you don’t just excel, you own.
Thank you so much!!!! To Shuey Finkel you really are one talented actor. Thank you for making the
greatest volleyball team that ever existed. 6 straight wins!!! And the credit all goes to you. To
Shragie Gutman when you act you literally become that person. It’s so cool to watch you become
your role, you’re unbelievably talented. Sorry for not asking you for help with the song, I know you
got serious skills there too. And your hugs are legendary. Mo Dachs. Wow!!! Real talent was uncovered this year, such confidence. I am so happy you were on my team!!! To the loudest person in
camp, Gershy Liff, you’re so calm and an amazing person to be around. Seriously dude, nothing
fazes you. Without you, our volleyball team had no chance. Thanx for everything. Pinny
Gottesman, thanx for being around whenever something needed to get done. Your slams on the volleyball court were earth shattering. Thank you to Elazar Frischman for literally winning this neighborhood day. Really, every time I needed something you always answered your phone and came
with a smile. Seriously, thank you so much!! Reuven Shindler thank you again for running the steal
the salami game. It was all your pump. Enjoy Darchei;) We must also thank our General Emeritus
Izzy Krasnow!! Long Island just can’t be beat. All those “last minute” late studio nights were so
much fun. I can’t wait to be with u in Israel. Eliezer Frank your songs had the perfect number of syllables. You were so much fun to watch up there. Just one talented man. Eli Solomon I wish you were
on my team. You are literally the best when it comes to being clutch. Thanx for everything.
To the most amazing competitors ever THANK YOU DOVY, YEHUDA, YEHUDA ZEV, for being the greatest generals I ever went up against!!! Really guys it was awesome.
AND MOST OF ALL THANK YOU TO ALL THE CAMPERS FROM THE MOST LEGENDARY
TOWN OF LONG ISLAND/DARCHEI!!! WE WON BECAUSE OF YOU GUYS!!!

No, it’s not 3 o’clock in the morning. Its 10:15 and I’m eating the danish Azi gave me. Wow! I honestly didn’t know who won until they called it out. It was epic!! We broke the stage!!
Aryeh, it was a pleasure to serve with you. Starting from shopping in Walmart to the breaking
the stage at the end, it was amazing. Thank you for picking up and bringing down my scooter a million
times, getting the ices (what a brilliant idea, but my back still hurts), and taking tons of selfies.
Dani, it was great to have someone to send all the campers to, to ask if they could be in the play/
skit. Thank you for all your hard work and long hours.
My scooter, up down, up down. Wow, thank you for holding me up (and my pink under armour
water cooler). Hopefully I’ll never see you again:J
Azi……
Now that I’ve gone through the most politically correct people, I would like to thank the most underrated hard working people.
Yehuda Weiss: Amazing speech, outstanding banner!! Thank you, thank you, you worked so
hard and they both came out excellent!!
Pluch: I know it was hard to show some appreciation to your last year’s counselor (shoutout
Lamed Daled ’17!), but thank you it came out beautiful. Thank you for making sure the Monsey Trails
bus didn’t have a mirror.
Now back to the top: Menachem: Bla bla bla look at this dude who was sick and still got up and
led the best songs!! It’s a lot of fun up there.
Eliezer and Shuey, you guys wrote some unbelievable lyrics, thank you for all your hard work
and your amazing devotion. I guess going to shiur klali helps.
Slomo: We won sports!!! 3rd year off day!!J Thank you for taking care of all the sports it definitely
helps.
Thank you Dani, Tzvi, Shuey, Daniel, and Sruly for the skits/plays you guys did great. Thank
you for putting in tons of hours, tons of practice, and keeping me laughing.
Lowenthals, thank you for the Torah Bowl, not much work but if anyone asks we won!!
Minkoff and Leibowitz: Both on Red!! Thank you for all that practicing, amazing acting, next year
JCs!! #mikeson #minkman #switch
Bunk Lamed Hey: Epic! Fake News! Thank you guys for backing me the entire time. Sick bunk!!
Shmully Lerner, great Ninja races we killed!!
Shoutouts: Menachem Danziger and Avigdor Nathan, great outstanding speeches!! Botkinecht
and Berger, spotless bunk houses!! Aharon Fox, why am I giving you a shoutout? Yossi Akerman, a
great opposing LT. General. Shragie Gutman, emoji hat.
Last but not least, Mo Dachs, thank you so much for getting the whole bunk behind me, it was
“Lit”!! Thanks for all the acting and thank you for being Mo, you are epic!!
Signing off on one foot,

And the winner was ….. RED!!! Wow what an OAR that was, Guys it was all you, it came down to
the wire but we did it. Thanx for all the time, effort, and pump (Azi) that you guys put into these 2
days. I am writing this while falling asleep so please excuse my spelling and anything else I may forget. I would like to thank a few individuals who really made being General so much easier.
Rabbi Nieman and Rabbi Karfiol thank you for giving me this opportunity I really had a lot of
fun.
Next the General for the orange team CJ wow!! That was so much fun, whether it was running
(scootering) around giving out ices or giving out candy during the late hours of the night it was awesome. Thanx for making this an OAR that I won’t forget. Furthermore, thanx for making me a part of
the 9th grade staff, being the new guy to the group is never easy but u and Shuey and Azi gave me an
incredible summer.
My LT. General Yossi, you where incredible. Anything I ask and even if I didn’t ask you where
there doing everything. Thanx for running back and forth from the main building to the gymzebo to
pump up the guys during 2nd day activities. you really where amazing.
Izzy those songs where superb. I love how you led it, starting off slow and then the place
erupted. Thanx for all the time and effort you put into to it (I hope you enjoyed the dots). Buzz and
Shimon Isaak you guys along with Shragie Guttman, Akiva Sharf, Kuty Shipper, and Glazer thanx for
those incredible skits and play, I personally got to see how much you guys put into it. Thanx you
guys were hilarious. Thank you Yehuda Hamada for the Torah Bowl we won thanks to you!! Moshe
Kraznow (Krazlater) where do I start? Thanx for the speeches and the help with the play and for all
the small things you did. PS Didn’t Azi do a good job with the speeches. Yehuda Goldschmidt and
Naftali Leshkowitz thanx for taking care of the sports, I know its not an easy job. Sasson and Eli
Kahn that banner was beautiful I’ve never seen anything like it thanx so much. Yisroel Rosenfeld
(burg) thanx for putting in your time an effort for the races even though they changed it last min you
were amazing. Thank you to all the counselor’s who took their bunk( Scheff) I know I know its hard
but I did appreciate it. Last but not least my amazing JC Yehuda thank you for holding the fort
(Dachs) and making my job a lot easier. You where always their when I needed you and your answer
was always for sure. Oh and Schef and Azi thanx.
If I missed anyone I am truly sorry and I do really appreciate all the work you did, please don’t take
it personally. As a team you guys were all amazing and I could not have done it without each and
every one of you!

For decades, the debate has raged. Should the color war general begin his in-general talking about how it’s 4 in the morning in [insert location here], or perhaps talking about how it’s not 4 in the morning in [insert location here], or maybe a 3rd option, talking about how you aren’t gonna talk about the fact that it’s 4 in the morning
in [insert location here], because that’s what everyone does. But I’ve always wondered to myself, why is it so important to let the readership know of the time and location during which your writing activities are taking place? Why can’t you just write your article without the entire camp knowing exactly what time it was and where you
were when you wrote it? So, with that being said, let’s begin. When I was a little kid, I used to think the color war generals were so cool. But now that I actually was
general, I see just how true that is. I was really the coolest general ever, and most definitely the main reason we won. But there were other people who helped a bit, so I
guess I have to thank them. (If this was a video instead of an article, there would be people murmuring behind me at this point “is he serious?” “I don’t know I can’t tell”
“you can never tell if he’s serious or joking” (that last person was Tzvi Gold) but since it’s an article, let me just clear up the record for Tzvi Gold, who, as I just mentioned, can never tell if I’m serious or not. I’m not.) It all began last week Thursday night, when I received the long-awaited tap. The tap, for those of you who are unfamiliar, in a mysterious event which usually takes place in deserted locations in the dead of night. You turn around and see an unidentified figure in a hooded cloak
standing behind you. He mumbles a few unintelligible words to you, and before you can ask any questions, he’s gone. Moments after this momentous occasion, the
news had spread all over the world (don’t ask me how). The tap had been given. And thus began 3 days of all normal conversation being replaced with- people walking
by me and giving exaggerated winks, people interrupting my conversations with others to tell me that ‘they know exactly what I’m talking about (exaggerated wink)’,
people commenting on any article of clothing I was wearing that was either blue or green up to and including socks, receiving random applause from people, and, of
course, that line I would hear at least 10 times a day- “you don’t have to try to hide it, I know you’re general”. Of course, that’s just the tip of the iceberg. There were
many more ingenious ways people came up with of communicating to me to all important information that they were in the know. Suffice it to say it was not the most
enjoyable 3 days of my life. But luckily it finally came to an end as my name was introduced in the dining room on Sunday evening, commencing a rather more enjoyable 3-day period than the previous 3 had been. Which brings me to the general’s entrance. There usually are not that many people to thank for a general's entrance, but
this one was a very complicated idea that required a lot of cooperation from people, and it was only executed as flawlessly as it was with the help of a lot of people.
Starting with Yehuda Ruzohorsky, who spent quite a few hours late in the afternoon on Sunday drawing up the signs, and racing against the clock to complete the seal
for the front of the podium. This was the beginning of 3 days of non-stop drawing for Yehuda, who drew more during this color war than some people draw in a lifetime. I am referring here specifically to myself, who has never drawn anything before, but still, you get the point. Thanks to all the guys who helped set the whole thing
up, I don’t know if I’m getting everyone here, but Shloimy Friedman, Yisrael Yitzchak Wolman, and Shimmy Hartman all helped a lot. Thanks to Yaakov Lowenthal and
Yehuda Cywiak for making tremendous secret service agents. Thanks to the entire staff for following all my instructions. Finally, no thanks at all to Menachem Kramer
for totally forgetting to send everyone down to the main building from his siyum, so that my entire bunk missed my entrance. So, I am now 757 words into this article
and I only just finished the general’s entrance. Kinda scary. Moving along… major thank you to the one and only farzuptig, Avigdor Nathan, who wrote the dvar halacha for the shul all 3 days, and also wrote and delivered a phenomenal banner presentation speech. It was amazing to know that I could rely on you to take care of all
that and not have to worry about it at all. Thanks to Menachem Danzger and Eli Katz for beautifully executing the task of saying the dvar halacha on days 2 and 3. And
thank you to Chaim Dovid Kelman for taking care of the dvar halacha in Beis Ralph. I wasn’t there for that so I’m just gonna go out on a limb and assume that it was
good. Now…to sports. One of the hardest jobs in color war, but somehow Aharon Fox made it look easy, getting everything covered with a smile. Thanks to everyone
who took bunk games. I also had the most amazing psych team ever, my boys of bunk lamed gimmel, Yaakov Sobel, Sruli Handler, Aryeh Schuster, Daniel Hoffman,
and Chaim Binet for a little while. You guys were unreal I love you all thanks for everything. The basketball shootout was run by Moishy Pearl, who was told about 5
minutes before that that it was moved up a day, and still managed to smoothly put everything together. Applause is most definitely in order. Thanks to Shimi Berger
for offering to do the apache race. I’m sure you would’ve done amazing if it would’ve happened. Major thanks to JC Shmuli Lerner for a tremendous job on the home
run derby in the flood. Shoutout to pitcher Eli Diamond. And a gigantic thank you to the legendary Yossi Acronym on leading our racing team to a wild last second
comeback victory. I never doubted you for a second. Yisroel Rosenfeld. Wow. How in the world did you manage all that? The grand bechina (another wild last second
comeback victory), maybe the hardest job in color war, and at the same time writing an unbelievable theme speech (delivered so eloquently by Eli Metz- ‘shkoiach for
speaking!’), and then somehow doing a ton of work on the grand march too, and I’m probably forgetting a bunch of other things that you did. Yisroel you’re unbelievable thank you so much for everything you’re the best man. Thanks to everyone else who helped with grand bechina, namely JC Pinny Gottesman, Moishy Kanner, Eli
Diamond, Chaim Dovid Kelman, Yakov Nechemia Hersko, and major shoutout to Moishy Stavsky. One thing that always amazes me the most are the artists, since I’m so
bad at drawing. Gigantic thank you to my camper Yitz Elnadav for all your work on one of the coolest banners I’ve ever seen, and that mural also! Wow Yitz you are so
talented I’m so glad you finally got to show that to the camp. And the other banner guy- Moishy Kanner I can’t believe all the hours of work you put in this color war on
the banner and on everything else thank you so much. Also a gigantic thank you to Shmuel Yosef Pluchenick for starting on the banner and coming up with the original idea with me, I’m sure you would have done an amazing job on it, sorry you couldn’t finish it. Feel better. To all the other guys who did murals- Yaakov Majeski,
Mayer Richman, Ari Berger, Shmuel Singer, Alexander Weinreb, Akiva Rothenberg, and Yehuda Ruzohorsky- who also did 3 murals and the banner for green- wow,
those were some of the coolest ideas I’ve ever seen and they all came out looking unreal, I appreciate all the hard work you guys put in, enjoy the finished product.
And now we move on to the purple gummy bear himself, Yehuda Lowenthal. So, I gave you my word years ago that when I’m color war general you won’t have to do
the grand bechina, and so of course, instead I gave you the hardest job in color war. And boy did you pull through with one of the nicest looking marches I’ve ever
seen. Thanks for never losing your cool through all the hard work, all the lack of sleep, and all the changes that were made. I’m sorry you had to miss the theme song
Tuesday night. It’s so cool to see when all those days of work come to fruition with a beautiful finished product and I’m so happy you got to have that feeling. I’m sure
it feels good to do something that people actually care about. (Sorry I had to get at least one grand bechina rip in. Just to avoid the censor- but this year the grand
bechina was unbelievable and beautiful, and a major Kiddush Hashem, and totally intense, and the kids were into it, and (pause to catch my breath)….) Thanks for just
being one of the most amazing frineds in the world I love you so much man keep doing what you’re doing. Thanks to Aharon Fox for blowing the shofar. And of
course, major thank you to the great Aryeh Kamelhar! We missed you second half as I’ve mentioned about 100 times! Thank you so much to everyone else who put so
much work into the

march- Aryeh Leib Septimus, Shimi Berger, Moishy Kanner (again!), Shimmy Hartman, Yisroel Rosenfeld (also again!), Shua Frank, Eli Diamond, Avram Silber, Sholom
Weiss, Shimon Isaak, and Aryeh Lesser. I wish I could give you all a more personal thank you than that but if you would know how close to the deadline (the real deadline) I’m writing this, you would freak out- kinda like what I’m doing right now. Speaking of Aryeh Lesser-wow, talk about stepping up. You literally did everything this
color war, between the grand march, the props, and the balloons. Thank you so much man what you did was amazing I can’t believe you did all that without getting even
slightly overwhelmed. Specifically, you ran the balloons extremely efficiently. Thanks to everyone else who helped with balloons, I don’t think I have the entire list but
here’s a limited one- Yisrael Rosenfeld (again?!), Eli Walfish, Eli Goldschmidt, Eli Liberman, Chesky Green, Moshe Lieberman, Gershon Ullman, Yehuda Shlissel, Yisrael
Lesser, Yaakov Katz, Avrumi Yarmish, and Shaul Ginsberg. Shimon Isaak. You’re a legit beast. There’s no way I could list all the things you did because I probably don’t
know most of it, but I’ll put it this way. Most of the time when anyone who was running anything asked me where they could get something, the answer was “go ask Shimon
Isaak”. It made things so easy to know that I didn’t have to worry about the costumes being finished, the grand sing being set up, the grand march guys having what they
needed, and so much more. Thanks so much man. Thanks to everyone else who helped with the costumes- Chaim Donat, Chaim Dovid Kelman, Yosef Braunstein, Moshe
Schwartz, Yaakov Gerstner, Levi Yitzchak Zafir, Naftoli Maimon, Eli Liberman, Nesanel Isaak, Nachum Finkelstein, Avram Silber, major shoutout to Chesky Green (yes you
helped a lot this color war. I hope you get to do what you want to next time), Chananya Sandel, Yehuda Shlissel (who claims to have not been involved but I don’t know, my
paper says he was), Eli Walfish, and Chaim Zwick. And now to the legend himself, the extraordinary Izzy Krasnow, who told me a long time ago that he’s waiting to get a
juicy line in my in-general (his exact words), so Izzy- here goes, I hope this lives up to the hype. It went without saying going into color war that you were gonna be amazing, but you took your writing way past the next level this year. Your theme song and your alma mater were, without even the slightest exaggeration, 2 of the most unimaginably legendary songs to ever see the grand sing stage. Thank you so much for everything, for inspiring me and the rest of the camp with your songs, and for being such
an amazing friend. Here’s to our next production- from Nissim Black’s studio in Shechunat Beit Yisrael ;) CA Dirah 2018! Moe Berger. The amount of talent that you have
is simply astounding, and it was such a joy to once again see all of that skill on display. I feel like every time I watch you act I learn about something else that you’re able
to do that I didn’t know about. Thank you so much for all the work you put in, it was great to get to know you so much more this year being neighbors. Can’t wait to see
you on stage again next year for your 8th straight “last summer in camp”. Tzvi Gold (Gord?) you are regitimatery the most insane person in this camp talking to you is
such a fun experience and watching you onstage is hirarious. I hope I did that right. Efraim Levin you are a truly extraordinary performer. Thanks for the coffee it saved
my life. Mordechai Minkoff you’re a great shofar blower, I feel like we’re closer than cousins. Shimon Isaak you have a great singing voice. Shmuli Lerner where did you
learn sign language? Shragi Gutman and Aharon Fox I didn’t know you know how to sew- or something like that is that what you said? I don’t remember anymore. Major
thanks to Avram Silber for all your work with everything, specifically the props. You did an unbelievable job you’re so talented at this looking forward to continuing to
learn together next year. Thanks to all the other guys who worked so hard on the props, specific major shout out to Dovi Katz and Avrami Soffer; thanks to Aryeh Septimus, Chesky Green, Mordechai Lebovits, Chaim Blau, Levi Yitzchak Zafir, and Moshe Friedman of the 5 th grade variety. Yaakov Lowenthal thanks for leading the marches
and for being the biggest tzaddik in this camp. I love you rather muchly. Ari Scheff that note you wrote me was one of the nicest things ever it really set the tone for what
was truly an unforgettable night. Thanks for all the moral support and always being there when I need someone to talk to. Looking forward to chilling in the Mir with you
as well. I’m sure we can do a ton of driving together there. And CA Dirah 2018! Menachem Hartman, I don’t know what I would do without you. You are one of the most
caring people I know, the amount that you do for me is impossible to overstate. Akiva Besser I’m sure you would’ve won the grand bechina if you would’ve been here.
Thanks for making it to the grand sing. You da best. Menachem Kramer what you did this week was amazing I’m so proud of you man it’s a shame we didn’t get to be together this time, but I really enjoyed watching you. Dovi Feigenbaum I love you so much I missed you during color war it’s a shame I didn’t get enough of you this summer, but glad I got what I did. Aron Lowenthal thanks for giving me so much pull with the judges except when you switched sides on day 2. The amount that I need to write
to properly express my feelings to you is impossible considering the limited amount of time I have now so I will have to take a raincheck on that. Dovi Finkelstein you’re a
great friend. Thanks for the haircut I got so many comments about how great I looked on grand sing night so you can take credit for that. Dani Saidov you’re legit the
funniest person in camp I love you man thanks for everything shame we weren’t together this time. Looking forward to [various activities that we will do together]. Chaim
Gelberman last year you didn’t get much of a mention in my article and I’m sure if you would’ve been here you would’ve gotten much more this year. But you definitely
deserve it anyway. Watching you work this summer was a true inspiration to everyone in camp I’m so sorry it ended the way it did I really missed you at the grand sing,
but I was thinking about you. I love you I hope you feel better looking forward to CA Dirah 2018 and Tuesday night chills with Azi. Shloimy Friedman obviously an extra
thank you is due to you for being at the grand sing. Thanks for taking on the extra work with the bunk during color war and for being the co-best JC ever! Pinny gottesman
thanks for being the other co-best JC ever! Awwwwwwwwwww……..everyone’s the best!! Thank you to bunk chof-tes for being the most lit bunk in camp the party you guys
threw after the grand sing was unreal (shoutout to Ari Janklowicz!). I love you guys you’re unbelievable (more on that in my bunk article). Thank you to my 1st half bunk
lamed gimmel (the real lamed gimmel) you guys are the most loyal group I’ve ever seen I love you all so much thanks for always being there to help with anything I need.
Aryeh Septimus thanks for getting me food while I was writing this article. Yaakov Sobel thanks for giving me the moral support in finishing this article. Yes Avi the letters
are on my shirt so nothing will ever be wrong in this world again. I hope you liked all my poems. Rabbi Karfiol it’s impossible for me to put into words how much I appreciate the impact you’ve had on my life. Rabbi Neiman thank you so much for always being an inspiration to me, and always helping me to do my job as well as possible.
Reb Elya thank you for always being available to talk to about anything. And now to my dear friend and opposing general Ari Slomovics (yeah that’s how it’s spelled).
What an amazing ride the last 3 days were it was so much fun doing this together with you I hope you can forgive me for going 9-0 in coin tosses. I love you man thanks
for being such a great friend for all these years it's pretty crazy that we got to do this together it was a really special experience and doing it with you made it even more
special. Thanks for being so nice about everything (except the coin tosses). And finally to the campers of the mighty blue team- you guys gave it all you got, you played
your heart out, you marched your heart out, and you sang your heart out, and together, we did it. The blue team is once again the unbeatable and invincible blue team!
We made the blue team great again, and you guys get all the credit for that! This is your victory! Enjoy it! As I was standing on the stage at the end of the last alma mater,
looking out at the crowd, the thought that was occupying my mind was, “how did a random kid in Camp Agudah that nobody knew get to the point that he’s standing on
the grand sing stage in a tuxedo?” I am so grateful to the ribono shel olam for giving me the opportunity to spend all these years in the most amazing place on the planet,
and that is Camp Agudah. What makes Camp Agudah what it is are the special people that are here, and I’ll never forget the amazing friendships that I’ve made here. I
could never put into words just how much this camp has done for me, just how much this camp means to me, and just how much I cherish every memory I have of this
special place. ‘With all my love, I say goodbye, Ruach Country’
Signing off,

T.T.T.O: Zusha Baruch Hashem

I would like to start by expressing my utmost harkaras hatov to the aibeshter. As I get older, more and more do I realize how much good that He has
done for me, whether I originally realized it or not. I would also like to express my harkaras hatov to the head staff especially to R Karfoil, R Neiman
and Reb Elya for everything they have done for me and continue to do for me in camp to help make me the best possible person and best possible
counselor I can be. I would also like to thank a former counselor of mine R Yitzy stern for all that you have taught me during our late night shmoozin
whether it be a stam shmooz or about specific kids. Thank you Avi Schilit for all that you do for the camp.
Now for the green team, thanks to all of you for giving it all you got, really, although we didn’t win 1 st place, many of you guys really stepped up in a
big way and put in many hours of hard work that paid off. Menachem, somehow, someway you pulled it off! The songs were absolutely incredible and
the grand sing was unreal!! Your truly talented and it was on full display. Thank you, Binyamin Kruger, and mendy Shechter for the duet. You guys
sounded great. Mendy, I’m looking forward to se you in yeshiva and around the neighborhood. Commissioner shuey, thanks for filling in for Menachem
wen we needed you to, you definitely showed that your more than capable of leading the lows of a song. Great job on the song writing, as well as with
the comedy skit and song. Mo Eisenstein, rom the second that we finished speaking by that meeting, you together with dovi brick, and Isaac Shulman,
didn’t stop working with the costumes. I feel like while I’m busy writing this and going to sleep after I finish writing this you’re going to be outside final
getting the sunlight that you didn’t see for the last three days while working. They looked really good. Thanks to P.E.G, Y.Y Friedman, Eli Goldstein,
Shuey Bergman, and A.Y Eisen for also helping out with the costumes. Big thanks to Yehuda cywiak, Reuven shindler (because the name shindler is a
natural when it comes to grand march) Gershon Kiss, Zevi bobker, and all those who took lines in the grand march.it was your guys first time doing this,
but you guys aced it, it looked great! Thanks to Chaim Danziger for pitching the homerun derby and for helping out with other things. Thank you, Eli
Engel, for the various different jobs that you have done to help throughout color war, including letting us use the beck for the intro on Sunday night.
Same thanks for LeBron Braunstein, you had a few different jobs and did all of them well, especially leading the team into the grand sing. Thanks to
Menachem Bressler and moishy fogel for your help by cleanup. Thanks to Shloime Friedman for your help with the song writing, cleanup, and halacha.
Mordechai frischman, you were money on all the jobs that you had, including some of the last second things like the 3point shootout, and homerun
derby. Thanks for all your help with those, the races, and all the other little things I asked from you. Thanks to shua lax for dealing with the balloons.
Huge thanks to Chaim zwick for taking charge with the balloons together with nesanel Isaak. Thanks to all others that helped out with the balloons as
well. Now for nesanel, thanks for helping me with everything that I asked, whether it was printing the booklets, help carry the, balloons, costumes etc.
you were very reliable and right when I asked you, it was considered done already. Back to Chaim zwick, thanks for always showing up to leagues. Also, thanks for taking care of props along with motti kolodny, dovid Wohlgemuth, dani Herskovits, dovi Katz and tzvi Schon. Buzz, thank you for agreeing and being a great Rubashkin for my entrance. I was fired up when I saw you and dani on my team list because you guys are hilarious. And you
guys didn’t disappoint. thanks for all your time and effort put in to the skits and plays, it really paid off. Sorry to burst your guys bubble though but the
real best actor was doctor Slomovics but that song though! Epic! Thanks to ashi and akiva sharf for being in the skits as well. Noach beinstock acted!
Good job noach. And thanks for being the camp agudah baseball team. A tremendous thank you to Yehuda weis (with one “s”) along with Yehuda ruzorsky (not Ruzo-Horsky) for the beautiful banners, they were gorgeous! Thanks for the speech on the banner to Yehuda. Also, thank you guys along
with Singer for the murals. A big thank you to Shloime cytryn, Yehuda cywiak, and elchy feiner for the halachas after davening. A special thank you to
shalom blau for not even flinching twice when I asked you last second to find a say the halacha. Also, thank you for writing that great speech that I read
by the grand march. I just wanted to point out that I realized what dedication as a counselor really means when I saw you make your own BYB after
lunch for the 4camers that were there. Huuge thank you to leshky for taking complete charge in the grand bechina. Also, for doing the afternoon sports,
and some other random things things that I needed your help with. Thanks to Mo Doe Ro for helping with the costumes…… oh, and for helping leshky
with the grand bechina . Also, thanks to kelpfish, shua Krasner and all those others that helped test for the grand bechina. A very special thank you to
Moshe Gordon for writing the great speech that Rafi hutman so eloquently delivered after mariv. Moish, your epic, I love you. Thanks to Yehuda cywiak
(yes again) for also helping with the speech. Being that I always managed the sports and I know how annoying it can get, id like to give a special thanks
to my unofficial lt. general ari scheff for running it. Thanks to M.D. Ehrenberg, e Engel, A.M. Meirov, d Herskovits, y ostrovitsky, h shiffenbauer, d
Wohlgemuth and Silber for taking games. I would like to give a special thank you to Yossi Akerman even though you weren’t on my team now, for always being flexible and being the easiest guy to deal with whenever I needed a sports game filled throughout the years. And for being an awesome
friend. A very grateful shutout to all day camp counselors for all that you didn’t do during color war. Thanks to everyone else on the green team that
helped with anything. If I missed out any names I’m very sorry and please don’t take it personal, I’m pretty low on sleep right now. Huge thank you to all
the campers on the green team for giving it all you guys got! It was a big WHOOOPS that we didn’t win. By the way WHAT UP DUB! Now for everyone
else, thank you to my 1st Seder chavrusa Aron Lowenthal for being a great chavrusa and for helping with everything from A-Z. tzvi gold, although
you’re the one going around to me and everyone in camp saying that they’re the best looking in camp, but we all know who it really is. Thanks, you’re
awesome! One more thing tzvi, can I talk to u hashkafa for a solid three months right now? Thank you, Shimon Isaak, for helping with the costumes,

but mostly for being the legend you are in camp as well as all year round. Huge thanks to my favorite ABBL commissioner Yehuda Lowenthal, you’ve
done a masterful job this summer, sorry that I ditched you 2nd half. Thanks a ton for the cap!! Thank you shragi Gutman for always offering help during
camp. Yisroel Rosenfield, great job by the grand bechina, and great job as a counselor in camp. I see you took some good notes las summer . Thanks
to yoni monheit for everything you bring to camp besides for the coffee. Though I sure missed it 2 nd half, and I can use a few cups of that right now as I
write. Thank you sooo much to my two jc’s this summer. Elazar, 1 st half was really awesome! You were epic! Hope you enjoyed day camp 2nd half. And to
my real jc this half Dudu Seruya, your just flat out awesome to work and chill with! Thanks to both of you for being the best jc’s a guy can possible work
with! Shutout to my jc’s in the bunk, pinny fied, yitzy waldman, Moshe Gordon and Mordechai ruby Rubinstein. WHAT UP DUB! Thanks for all your guys
help whoever I needed, you guys are the best. Special shout out to my main man Aharon Fox. Thanks for being an awesome guy to chill with, great
chavrusa, and lighting up those soup chills. I’m gna miss our legendary carpool once I get home. A big thank you to the 8 th grade and to the original
bunk chof tes or bobov 45 whichever you prefer. Hi Mosh. You guys were soo awesome!!and a huuge thank you to the one and only bunk 33!! You guys
made moving up t 9th grade worth every second of it!!thanks! I love all of you guys! Once again WHAT UP DUB! A big thank you to the best morning
chavrusa in camp, yudi willner, its really awesome to learn with you every morning. Now a huge thank you to Hillel Fischer, dovi geizhals and the rest of
the 9th grade for backing me during 2nd half and especially the last three days whether it was by team time or anything else’s. All you guys are epic! A
very very very special shout out to the one and only azi for leaving to yeshiva on Tuesday and practically giving me color war. Thanks for accepting me
with open arms 2nd half, it was really great and pumping! For Aron (totty) Hertzberg, mike, avi Gelfand, and Eli miller, I’m sorry that you guys weren’t
here for this amazing summer and color war, we really missed you guys! Camp is not the same without you! And for the rest of the 3rd year guys, thanks
so much for making the off days the best ones yet! We actually SOD’D For once, or maybe actually twice pending on what you call our 2nd half one. Either way those George shirts are great! Mo, your just an awesome guy to be around, your just so funny and so much fun, thanks for being the amazing
guy and friend that you are.! Cj, I’m really sorry that you couldn’t be there for that grand sing, I felt something missing throughout the night and that was
because you weren’t there. Thanks for welcoming me with open arms to 9th grade, it was really epic and only because your just awesome! Thanks man!
Ari, thanks for always being there in Brooklyn with me, I really enjoy chilling with you throughout the year, dips will definitely be lacking on Thursday
nights. Izzy, great job doing what you do best whether it be on stage or in the studio. Your songs inspire all that listen to them. You’re truly amazing!
Thanks, soo much for always being there for me! I’m going to miss those Thursday lunch meeting in mikes. I’m really proud to say that I can call you
guys my best friends! You guys mean so much to me! I love you guys!! Dear Yisroel, like everyone I was shocked, very saddened and heartbroken when I
heard the news of the terrible tragedy. You were just so unique, there aren’t enough words to even describe it. I along with everyone else really miss you
down here! I keep you in mind every single day. I hope that all the presents from myself and from my bunks are satisfying enough. I will do my best to try
to keep them coming throughout the year. I love you!!
General Eliezer, it’s been a real fun ride! This color war has obviously been the most enjoyable one ever for me. A great part of it was thanks to you! The
3 day “fight” would not have been more enjoyable with anyone else as the opposing general. Thanks for everything over color war and for everything
else! the best!!
Dearest camp agudah, the last 11 summers were just fantastic! As a camper they were great, and they just kept on getting better and better as a staff
member. Just when I thought last summer was my best yet, this one quickly came and took over as my best one. I’ve learned soo much throughout my my
11 years in camp! I can’t describe in words how much camp has meant to me, but I will say this, I honestly don’t know where I would be holding today
without camp agudah. Thank you, mommy and totty, for sending me to camp for all these years. Only hashem knows what my future holds and if ill b
back in camp for next summer. I will end off by saying that I take great pride every single day when I say that I am a REAL RUCH COUNTRY BOY!!
Signing off

Many people have asked me what it’s like to be commissioner of arguably the most venerated and respected sports league in all of the Catskills. “Shuey, do
you enjoy your job?” “Shuey, do you enjoy all the attention you get from this league?” “Shuey, if you could do this all over again would you still be commissioner?” Well
these are such loaded questions that a simple yes or no could never suffice. Instead I will use this space that I have been allotted to describe what a day in my shoes
feels like and then I will allow the reader to make an informed decision for them self.
As Rabbi Karfiol always says, a good day begins with a good night’s sleep. It thus helps very little when Rabbi Ditchie Daviodwitz wakes me up at 3:00 AM to
inform me that one of my campers isn’t located in his bed. It comes as no surprise when on the occasions that I stumble out of bed to find the missing camper, I then
find out that Ditchie had woke me merely to humor himself. I guess that’s what friends are for but we are now already off to a rough start. The morning begins with a
bit less drama but is no less predictable. Star referee Azi Glieberman wants to know if we can go to Dougie’s and Crunchie’s for breakfast and complains bitterly when I
tell him that I’m strictly vegan between the hours of 9:00 and 11:00 AM.
When I arrive in the dining room for breakfast is when the action starts. Campers come up with some of the most original excuses as to why they won’t be
able to participate in that day’s slate of games. Yehuda Willner has had a three week long bout with ‘strep throat’ and is a frequent flyer at the infirmary. Yehuda
Warman’s back is as unpredictable as when mincha scheduled for 5:30 in the Shul actually begins. Beinish Draizin has a family simcha on any day the sun rises. Numerous players have off the field issues that have forced them to take time off from the game. Finally, there’s the I refuse to play until I get a trade threat which never ceases to amaze.
This all means that I must find a replacement that is deemed good enough by the team that lost the player yet not too good so that the opposing team
throws a tantrum. The odds of this are about as good as Azi getting a whistle from Avi Schilit. It is quite the paradox that when grey loses a player and is playing red,
that miraculously grey claims the lost player is the second-coming of Jerry Rice and that red tells me he’s got two left hands with which he attempts to catch a football
and doesn’t even require a replacement. What ensues is a daily giant game of chicken in which I send all those seeking a replacement to expert complaints commissioner C.J. and he in turn sends them back to me. We finally settle on a replacement by lunch time.
Next comes the lovely chore of finding refs for each of the games. This gets quite complicated as Dovi Geizhals adamantly refuses to play in a game in which
Azi refs and Azi refuses to ref any game that doesn’t involve Dovi Geizhals. Mo Dachs is a nice guy, but getting Mo to take his reffing seriously is like pulling teeth (see
what I did there). Noach Bienstock enjoys reffing almost as much as Ari Scheff does and thus my head is spinning at this point wondering how I will get through all of
this.
Game time arrives and that is where the fondest memories are formed. Who can forget A.J. Cohen’s pick six to steal the victory from Royal Blue in the waning moments of the game? There was a crazy game that came down to the wire between pacific blue and yellow, where on the final play, Naftali Hoffman had the ball
batted away from his potential game-winning touchdown catch at the last possible moment. Ezra Harari-Raful had an insane one handed catch over the middle before
he got popped by a hard charging safety and had to pay the price. Elimelech Katz is still scrambling from pressure and throwing dimes downfield. There was the double
overtime game from first half that still gives me the goosebumps when I think about it. These are but some of the amazing highlights, and there certainly will be many
more during the final exciting week after this article goes for publishing.
Then there are the many curveballs that are thrown my way as commissioner of the league and the ways in which I attempt to resolve them. Orange was 05, at which point I had no choice but to put them out of their misery and spread them out to the remaining eight teams in the league. GOODBYE CHARLIE!! I took ill
during the eve of the first half draft and was lucky to have two capable assistants in the form of C.J. and Azi who I with great faith appointed to take my place for draft
day. There was the first half super bowl that after trying everything In my power to secure an indoor stadium, was unable to be brought to fruition and instead had to
be played during the second half of camp. It was a highly competitive game and a great time was had by all. Ok I lied, but we made the best of a bad situation. There
was the time I had to run group therapy sessions for the campers of the losing pro-bowl team. The trauma involved in losing a basketball and football game to your
counselors in the span of a week hasn’t allowed Moshe Gordon to sleep since that fateful night. Finally, there is my lofty position as head of the (one-man) committee
of discipline. When upon being ejected for complimenting an official, a certain unnamed player threw one of the greatest on field tantrums of all time. The onus of
deciding how long this fine individual’s suspension should be fell upon me and I promptly gave him a league record two game suspension to ensure that my league
wasn’t made into a mockery.
It is at this point in the article that I would like to thank those who were so instrumental in making this season such a monumental success. Rabbi Avi Schilit
is thanked for everything, including but not limited to: ordering jerseys, putting letters on jerseys, painting field lines and ordering equipment. The maintenance crew
did a spectacular job on running the night lights on the field so kudos for that. The grounds crew... what grounds crew!?Have you ever seen the middle of AFFL field
one?.... UCH!!! A special thank you to all the highly capable refs who joined us throughout the summer: Shimi Berger, Aryeh Kamelhar, Mordechai Hershkowitz, C.J.,
Mo Dachs, Yehuda Seruya, Izzy, Ari Slomo, Yehuda Nussbaum, Shua Krasner, Yitz Shipper, Chaim Halberthal and Noach Bienstock. Azi thanks for trying, you meant
well. A special shoutout to C.J. for handling the complaints department and to Azi for keeping C.J.’s job busy:).
Now that the reader has gotten a little sneak peak into a day in my life I will allow you to answer the above questions for yourself. As for me I am pumped for
one more final week of this labor of love. Memories will be made and legends formed during this final stretch run and playoffs. Eighth graders get pumped because next
year is shaping up to be another great chapter in the great legacy of the AFFL. As for me, I have to go complain how hard my job is, anybody know where C.J. is?
Signing off,

It was a rainy night, the gym was buzzing. Two minutes left and a champion will be declared. You thought I was going to tell you the
ending but you had to be there to see it.
A close friend of mine from a well-respected camp called me up and told me he heard about the ABBL and wants to bring it to his
camp. He asked how is the ABBL so successful? Without a moment of hesitation I answered him the players make the game and
league what it is. When you have a team of 8 guys who learn to play together and always lifting each other up there’s no other reason
needed for a successful league.
How’s the oilam doing, if your reading this it is either the day after camp or Shabbos afternoon on a cold winter day. Yehuda and I will
like to bring you back to the summer months and put yourself back in the gym, or gymzebo. Before we must thank Yehuda for all the
hard work he put in. You say to yourself how hard could it be, there nothing to it even Leshky can do it. Well it all started one June
day, I called Yehuda to inform him I will not be in control this year of the ABBL and he was a selected by the committee to t ake me
over. Yehuda who lives and breathes camp gladly took on responsibility without realizing how much time and energy goes into it.
When Reb Elya says that the “ABBL IS THE BEST LEAUGE” he means it. Why else do you think camp is trying build us a new gym and
not a new football field? Everyone knows that in camp the best sportsmanship is groomed and defined by the ABBL. Former MVP Yudi
Wilner says “That without the ABBL the AFFL would not have been the same league for me this summer”. While this year MVP Binyamin Kriger denied an interview with us he was heard telling, Mo Berger that “The ABBL has taught me that a healthy player is one
who doesn’t put his head too much into the game”. Ref Dovi Finkelstein was buzzing around the news saying “To ref an ABBL is like
giving campers a haircut” which is done with a smile. Rumor has been flowing that Menachem Kramer is looking to sign a one year
extension with the referee association of the ABBL, when asked where he learnt to ref Menachem said “RABBI BENDER” Menachem
refused to answer. Former refs Izzy and Ari Slomovics have been seen talking to Rabbi Karfoil about a big return to the ABBL, spokesperson Eliezer Frank said “Izzy and Ari will return to the ABBL just like my fridge will return to me” Shimon Newmark didn’t tell Frank
that it will never return due to the fact its now in Bnos . Rabbi Yitzy Stern has said “The ABBL is the key to the staff team’s future”
when asked about the AFFL he referred the question to the office of Rabbi Avi Schillit who was to busy to answer. The Junior Refs
aka, the jcs have been heard saying “That the ABBL of Today is not the ABBL of Yesterday” and wish that they too can be a part of the
ABBL. Jr Superstar Sruli Perl is looking forward to a good night swim after a long and exhausting season. Elul director Yitzi Merzel was
busy coordinating the next Elul Zman and was not available for questions. Our Ruchnius Director Yaakov Zev Pearl has said “That This
season of the ABBL took the bachurims to new heights thru the geshmias of basketball”. Mo Berger was heard saying “ I loved working with 8th grade legend Ari Scheff he put in so much time and energy” campers still don’t know what Scheffs real last name is . Co jcs
Modo and Efraim Levin will like to thank all of you the players for giving them a great and easy time and to seeing them in yeshiva. Eli
Diamond is still heard now announcing 2 minuets left. Assistant Mordechai Frischman exceled at his role of Technical adviser and
may be getting an offer for a one year extension stay tuned for the winter meetings for more details. Aharon Fox is still lingering in
the gym ready to start the first 2 games of summer 2019.
On the serious side all of you the players have really put in 100% each game. You brought the ABBL to new heights and now the 7th
grader are all looking forward to next summer because of you. You made our jobs enjoyable and exciting. Keep it pumping and l ooking forward to the days you have to ref.

As a matter of fact
Ever since I was a young kid, (how long ago that was, is in itself a big Agudah mystery), I had always heard that
Agudah was “THE” camp. The camp that all other camps were trying to be like. Yet, I was never quite sure if it was
just one of those age-old legends (kind of like Simon Shapiro) or a reality. As I finish my first summer in camp, I
am 100% sure that it is a fact!

It is a fact that the Agudah head-staff is the best and the finest. It is a fact that their love and care for every single staff member and camper is amazing!
It is a fact that Agudah’s rebeiim and melamdim are unreal and that the amount of learning and shteiging in
just eight short weeks in nothing less than miraculous!

It is a fact that the counselors and staff are the most geshmak, most pumped, most dedicated and absolutely awesome!

It is a fact that Agudah campers are the most amazing, ruach-filled, athletic, non-stop, fun, gevaldike campers
around.

It is a fact that Chef Flam’s cuisine is unparalleled and that the Agudah kitchen staff rocks!
It is a fact that Agudah is the only camp with ice-cold room temperature Snapple!

It is a fact that the noise and pump in the gym during inter-camp games is the loudest and most intense intercamp experience.

It is a fact that the singing and zemiros on Shabbos soar directly to shamayim and that the ruach and achdus in
the dining room is so uplifting.

It is a fact that there is no camp experience anywhere that parallels the intensity and unity of Agudah’s grand
sing.

It is a fact that I was really not sure what to expect as a new comer to the Agudah family, but that this summer
exceeded all of my expectations.

I daven that by next summer we will be able to proudly declare that it is a fact that Agudah has relocated to
Artzeinu Hakedosha!

THE Camera Man, Lifeguard, Waiter, Office Boy, Iced Coffee Maker, Tray Liner Man, Counselor And Yearbook Editor
Well Well Well,
Who knew I would be doing this….going from lifeguard to counselor?
Just kidding I referring to writing this article…so let’s just go through the journey that was transforming from a lifeguard to a counselor.
I think I officially do the most jobs in camp: for 2 years I was a lifeguard (shoutout to Rabbi Pearl and the Dasheff twins Eliyahu & Betzalel) while I wasn’t busy watching the
pool I would either be making brewed iced coffee for all the other staff members…or dancing awkwardly to music that would be playing….or try to learn in the lifeguard
shack with the recordings and then came the first half of this year and I was all over the place from being a temporary office boy (shoutout to the hardest and most dedicated workers: Mrs. Rand, Mrs. Nochenofsky & Yehuda Shlissel) from organizing packages to answering the phone and to explaining why some people don’t have a spot
on the bus or why wont the front gate let me in or is this camp bnos or can I speak to Shimon Newmark about my son’s lost hat (URGENTLY) or what time is visiting day or
to paging Asher Anshel Wercberger! I have one question why doesn’t anyone tip these people cause the entire camp runs on them seriously! And from there we head to
the GDR where we meet Avrami Hertz let’s just say that the married staff would not have much food to eat if not for this guy #YTYBoys #WhereIsTulli, Duvi Greenberg is
my man underrated he is so funny especially when you splash him in the pool! “Ptewie!” But on a more serious note duvi is one that you could always count on for a
shmuz #DUUUUUUUVVVVVVIIIIIIII, Shloimy Kahn YOOOOOOO! The one person who can slide on the window by the fleishig kitchen safely make it across while looking
awesome and still not get in trouble LOL! #OhMyGosh #HonestHappiness #GreatestSmile, Yehuda “Pancakes” Oppenheimer no one else calls him that but me and for
reasons I will not disclose. #Pancakes #Oppi #NewHeadWaiter #ChoshivShteller, Shimon Teller the main waiter (for the duration that he was here in camp) he took over
the GDR with such efficiency that the first half waiters had more time to just relax after he came (which for them is a good thing) also that beard was probably my only
competition for who had a better beard 1st half (until I shaved) and to this day I think I’m the only one in camp to get away with messing up his neatly combed beard without getting bitten! Just kidding he doesn’t do that anymore……..not since Kindergarten as far as I know, Ari Nussbaum was the main chill in the GDR always shmuzing up
the rabbis and all the guests (me included) definitely someone who is worth the talk to (but first you would have to get his attention directed at you) #WhereIsYitzi
#NeitherDoYou #PleaseCleanUpAfterwards, Yaakov Willig firstly lets just put this out there…..Yaakov is a Masmid in disguise ALWAYS up past 4:00 (A.M.) from learning
mishnayos to stam learning I know cause I caught him one night in the hallway of his room to make sure he doesn’t wake up his roommates (what consideration) and is a
model lamdin he puts in a ton of work with rabbi berger to come up with Kashios and tirutzim galore I must say it’s a pleasure to learn with Yaakov! Speaking of waiters on
the first day of the half I was a waiter as well since one of the buses didn’t arrive in camp yet they needed someone to cover the tables left for the last waiter and it wasn’t
only that day for being a waiter during camp meals I would be at the other end of the dining room serving food. And how can I write this article without Rabbi Shwebel SR.
(he is the nicest person I have ever met!!!!) always by that window with a smile and something nice to say and is always ready to help! Just don’t ask him questions when
the window is over-crowded with kids. Moving on the camp we meet every head staff member from Rabbi Landau, Rabbi Friedman, Rabbi Neiman, Rabbi Karfiol, Rabbi
Dabbah, Rabbi Septimus AND Rabbi YITZY STERN
And then we stop by Huda Freidman the first half Photographer (until I took him over sorry Huda) where I would pour him 4-5 cups of iced coffee I had made in the GDR
and just like that Im down half a pitcher mainly cause all the ice went in his cups! #watercoffee and that was job number 4 for those not counting. Not only that but I was
also the nurse’s assistant from time to time where I would go to………………..sorry I can’t tell you the rest, its confidential information #HIPAA If you are still reading this I’m
very impressed by the amount of patience you have to go through with reading my nonsense……so as I was saying I gave iced coffee to everyone in camp….EXCEPT FOR
CAMPERS!!!! It’s not that I dislike campers………. just kidding it’s just my coffee is for staff to be able to keep up with the campers, if I were to give coffee to the campers it
would defeat the purpose that I made the iced coffee for…. So all in all I don’t GIVE CAMPERS COFFEE!!!! So this was the day to day basis for a while up until a day before
second half when I heard I would be getting 5th grade and that’s when my heart went soaring into the air………hatzoloh had to perform CPR………B”H no matter I was still
very excited because how many other lifeguards get to become counselors all my years I’ve been hearing about this Camp Agudah Lifeguard Curse? Just kidding it doesn’t
exist, that rumor was started by Simon Shapiro. And for the past 4 weeks I was a counselor……………..and before all of you beat me up over the last week I just have one
thing to say #elul and It’s not my fault…….im just very bu……..oh whoops never mind that.

So that’s my story I hope you all enjoyed this summer cause I know I did a ton!!! I want to thank everyone who has been with me throughout this journey….(because I
think I already did in person)
I love everyone in camp (as long as they said hi to me at least once……just kidding I love everyone equally because its camp, camp is one of those things that after the
grand sing you love everyone with the same energy) but happens to be I really will miss everyone here in camp!

With a lot of love,

Yonatan “Monster” Monheit

“HoLY MaCk!!!!!!!!!!!”
AND OTHER RANDOM MEMORIES
By: Shimmin Teller (black beard guy) – “scuUUuse me!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!_do you belong here? NO!!!!!!!!!!
page!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

GET OUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Turn the

1. shoutout to Rabbi Schwebel & Chef Flam #keep calm and carry on
2. stereotype: GDR person asks Duvi to get cottage cheese, he later returns with plain noodles #selective hearing (it’s contagious)
3. another stereotype: GDR family requests for their little yingele cheeseless mozzarella sticks _ holy maCk
4. third stereotype: waiter sitting around, teller says under his breath “holy mAck” followed by in a louder voice “rabbi, scuuuuuuuuuse me!!!
you sit around doing jack!!! get up or get out!!!!!!!!!!”
5. last stereotype: a creepy crazy dishwasher named Florentino RIIIIIIIIOOOOOOOOOSSSSSSSS saying yes (x∞)!!
6. Maitenence daily order (remember,its for 10 ppl, double the amount of ppl per family): for breakfast, 75 pancakes, 14 pitchers (72 oz each)
of juice, 3 boxes of cereal, and 48 bottles of milk, for lunch, 5 plates of salad, 10 trays of PERFECT pizza (1 per person), 8 pitchers of water
(still 72 oz for each pitcher), and supper, which is of course flougies, they need 5 full size deep 13x26 trays of flougies, 7 9-inch round of
crispy fries, 6 cole slaws, and 16 pitchers of punch (72 oz), with a Kahanstant waiter
7. Zecher L’Martin #apples
#ringtones (moish, send me that pic!)
8. Final last stereotype: boiling hot room, waiters r Shmaltzing, Kahan pipes up “we need AC ASAP”
9.
4
10. #avi schilits bunk
11. acid swim #thank u dasheffs
12. willigs music #hangover 2.0
13. duvis redbull
14. one last final stereotype: GDR requests milchigs during a fleishig
supper
15. no learning groups….ever….srry rabbi
16. #nussbaum (enough said) #faaaaaduuuuueeeeeeh, fooooeeeeh
17. shoutout to all 8 head waiters
18. Duvis “big_huge_gigantic_broken_cracked by everyone (yes we paid) bouncy house blower upper castle” fan
19. shoutout to all the real chefs INCLUDING CHEF FLAM!!!!!
20. #dependable shirts (#serving the servers….ty taibi)
21. one super final stereotype: rookie waiter, 3rd day on the job on a rough Shabbos morning, carries a tray of 24 bowls of herring down the
hallway, slips and drops ALL 24 bowls all over the floor_ holy Mack #herring droppings #true story
22. private trip to dougies…ty yitzy stern for driving, rabbi Newmark for paying, and Dave Weiss for being amazing #good times
23. #chuni (once again, enough said)
24. big cups and 2 lb containers tho….?
25. remember that time on Shabbos when duvi broke a knife with his bear hands #broken tips
26. Rabbi schwebels lucky day #3-week-old cake
27. shoutout to the roomies: Hershey©, bregman, justin beiber-feld, and Lebron #DESCRIIIIIIIBE AND MATISYAHOOOOOOO!!!!
28. Herzs mp3/ipod/whatever it is/it’s illegal
29. #gronkowski #knox #richberg #who cares
100.% #slower mower
30.waaaaaaaaaaa gwuuuuuuuuaaaaaaaaan!! #waaaai!!!!!!!!!!
31. R.I.P. duvis speakers and kahans phones
32. oppys wireless headphones trend
33. #the rios walk #the rios talk
34. one super last final stereo type: lazy waiter whos not down to work, makes his deals and gambles with the customers to get out of the
work #ty mechina #ty seruyah #good call #another true story
35. tzvi leiberman: we really wanna appreciate how much of an amazing person u are: u authorized us to the kitchen, took us to shoprite, and
best of all, u woke us up for davening (twice…)ty
36. #kivooooiiiiidoiiiii #memikoiiiiimoiiiii #havdala

∞

37. TIP YA WAITAS!
$ #SZG
39. random shoutouts: thx again rabbi schwebels, chef flam, jj/rasta/jermain, akim, David, shamar (#dj moore on mixtape), daniel, mikey,
saddie, clyde, margareto, jose, louis/wicsh, rios, casel/gesel, Fernando, other Mexicans, Avraham Friedman, and anonymous “paul white”
Sincerely,

Shimmin Teller,
Shlomo Taibi, Duvi Greenberg, Shloimy Kahan, Avrumi Herz, Ari Nussbaum, Eli Mayer Martin, Yaakov Willig, &Yehuda Oppenheimer
(“alriiiiight”- Call of the Wild, David Bnjas, 1895, smids)

To all my dear friends who I couldn’t fit into my bunk article, here’s your line now

Michoel Adler- you are seriously my hero, such a special person and true role model, Refuah Sheleimah
Shimi Berger- rocked up the 9th grade, missed the JR hill chills, wish you would live closer
Menachem Bressler- tons of baseball catches, great x chavrusah, did an amazing job 2nd half
Dovi Brick- you’re a legend, your father is a legend, and your bro is a legend
Yehuda Cywiak- you know what? That’s it! Best JC 2nd half
Eli Diamond- beats me in the world series, great pitcher, nicest guy
Pinny Eisenberg- amazing getting to know you 1st half, missed you 2nd half
Elchonon “Elchie” Feiner- strongest guy in camp, rocked up Rabbi Wolf’s shiur
Moshe Friedman- thanks for the shelf, you run this camp
Pinchus “PEG” Gordon- co-bunks, “peg on the team!”
Pinchus Gottesman- amazing chavrusah, YTT DMC’s all day (shoutouty Mendy Schuss)
Mordy Hershkowitz- really really missed you 2nd half, such a fun guy to be around
Chemi Hersko- best league team, famous Shabbos challah, not a redhead
Moshe Kanner- “good Shabbos Moshe Kanner” (repeat several times) You’re the best!
Levy Klainberg- sick league captain, awesome guy, so happy I got to know you better this summer
Shabsie Kraus- my hockey partner every second of the summer, thank you so much for that
Naftali “Leshky” Leshkowitz- amazing JC, extra lessons, Isaac (Russian accent)
Efraim Levin- one of the funniest, laid back guys in camp, missed you 1st half, bunk bed cubicle
Yehuda Oppenheimer- underratedly one of the hardest working guys in camp, thanks!
Moshe Dovid “MoDo” Rosenberg- Iced coffee chill, missed the massive BBQ, lot of phone calls
Shlomo “Mo” Rubenstein- didn’t play hockey this summer, see you on the ice
Eli Salamon- food packages, and rocked up the whole Maintenance 2nd half!
Isaac Schulman- best story teller, shteig in Passaic, gonna miss you K.I.T
Yehuda Seruya- rocked up the 9th grade, no phone, legendary laugh
Eli Walfish- co-bunks 2nd half, great guy to schmooze with, fantastic JC
Yehuda Weis- Aquatopia and Mountain Creek, partner (Bressler?)
Sholom Weiss- came to Agudah! “to the bike dock”, best cousin
To all those that I missed, I apologize, thank you all for a AMAZING summer! K.I.T

With love, Yaakov Lowenthal

Eil Kahn’s article(Equip..nt ShaQ man)
Note: this article you are about to lay your eyes is strictly first half hock If you
have no idea what is going on go ask your friends and I am sure they won’t
know either.
What a summer it has been, ever wonder why months pass by so fast yet Sunday
seems so far away. Oh time time, time t-i-m-e ……. That’s right time to write the ARTICLE.
Now being the equipment Shack man is not as easy as you (the reader) may think
it requires a precise daily routine of great labor these great labors include going under bunkhouses to get lost punch balls, volleyballs, basketballs and yes CATS (no one
will get the reference). Running after campers to get lost sports equipment is also another great labor.
As for the precise daily routine of great labor it go’s some thing like this:
6:50 ante meridiem-roll out of bed (on to the floor “OW”)
7:00 A.M.-go to the fields and find all the Lost sports equipment
8:00 A.M.-

usually find everything (probably not)

12:00A.M.- open up the equipment Shack(“ wait first activity just started?” )
NOW with all that out of the way let's have some fun ………………………………………?!
And now, an Exquisite interview with Eli C. kahn(that’s me)
Me:

what's your favorite sporting camp?

Myself: shuffleboard I suppose.
I:
Eli:

what is your favorite music album?
sing to g-d a new song 1985 ------------------à

Eliezer: what do you do in your free time ?
Myself: this… (the fun page on the next page.)
________________________________________
………….SPECIAL THANKS TO: R'Neiman, R' Karfiol, Rabbah Dabbah, R'
Friedman ,R’Wolf, Reb Elyah, R’ landu(for the ice cold room temperature
Snapple) HappyBirthday R' Septimus, Avi Schillit , Shimon Newmark, Meir
Frischman, Volleyball #fank(you know why), Katz, Weis(the man) ,coffee.. all
the good-hearted loyal staff members and of course YOU THE READER!!
Have a great year

Eli’s……Fun page

THE COFFEE SONG ..

COLOR THE LOGO

OH, CRAZY IS WHAT I’LL BE IF I DON’T GET MY COFFEE….CRAZY IS WHAT I’LL DO IF I
DON’T GET MY COFFE FROM YOU WHETHER IT'S CAPPUCCINO INSTANT OR BLACK
WHETHER IT HAS SUGAR TO IMPROVE MY HEART ATTACK…OH, CRAZY IS WHAT I’LL
BE IF I DON’T GET MY COFFEE….CRAZY IS WHAT I’LL DO IF I DON’T GET MY COFFE
FROM YOU … WHETHER ITS MAXWELL, RHUBARB OR LUX WHETHER IT’S AN EXPENSIVE BEVERAGE FROM STARBUCKS OH, CRAZY IS WHAT I’LL BE IF I DON’T GET MY
COFFEE….CRAZY IS WHAT I’LL DO IF I DON’T GET MY COFFE FROOOOOM YOOOOOU.
CAMP AGUDAH SONG
CAMP AGUDAH RUACH COUNTRY THAT'S THE PLACE I WANT TO BE I NEVER EVER
WANT TO GO HOME SO IF YOU TAKE MY ADVICE COME HERE ONCE OR TWICE LIKE
IT HERE I GUARANTEE RIGHT HERE IN RUACH COUNRY.

